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SYNOPSIS 

 

 
Since the discovery of X-ray in 1895, Radiation Technology has been contributing in 

advancement of science and technology. It is also responsible for development of new 

materials for various applications in industry, health care and agriculture. Ever increasing 

environmental pollution has been a serious concern for human health. Volatile organic 

compounds (VOCs) are one of the main reasons behind it. Monitoring and identification of 

VOCs is a primary challenge before any solution is perceived. Thus, in order to maintain 

their concentration within permissible limit and avoid exposure associated health hazards, 

rapid detection and identification of VOCs is desired [1, 2]. Volatile organic compounds 

(VOCs) are a diverse group of carbon-based chemicals that are volatile at ambient 

temperature. There are various sources of VOCs exposure which include petroleum products, 

synthetic rubber industries, plastics industries, leather industry, insecticides and paints etc. 

Some VOCs are also generated from incomplete combustion of wood and fossil fuels [3, 4] . 

Chronic exposure of VOCs are associated with serious health concerns such as skin and 

sensory irritation, carcinogenesis, mutagenesis, central nervous system depression and 

respiratory system damage etc [3, 5]. This kind of exposure along with severity of health 

affects demand for the development of fast low cost and sensitive VOCs detection systems. 

In the present study we have studied and tried to develop fast, sensitive and low cost sensors 

for detection and identification of VOCs. Particularly, radiation technology has been utilized 

due to its inherent advantages and ability to form desired level of cross-linking in the polymer 

matrix without any chemical additives.   

Our exhale breath contains minuscule amount of over 200 different types of VOCs 

besides CO2, N2 and oxygen. Alteration of these VOCs concentration in exhale breath is an 

indication of metabolic and physiological disorder. Thus the exhaled breath analysis is a 
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promising noninvasive method for early diagnosis of many lives threatening diseases. The 

detection and identification of VOCs in exhaled breath may lead to the development of novel, 

noninvasive diagnostic methods for a wide range of diseases, such as different types of 

cancer [6], liver failure [7], kidney failure, diabetics [8] etc. This kind of breath analysis is 

now considered to be futuristic, low cost sensitive technique for early detection of diseases. 

In general VOCs are analyzed using gas chromatography mass spectroscopy (GC-

MS) [9], FT-IR spectroscopy and HPLC, but such techniques suffer from complexity, non-

portability and are of high cost and time consuming [10, 11]. There are many different 

approaches that can be used to synthesize portable sensors for VOC field detection, viz 

surface plasmon resonance, chemiresistivity, surface acoustic wave and quartz crystal 

microbalance [12]. Among them Chemiresistive sensors have many advantages over others in 

terms of cost, response time, ease of production, real-time monitoring and the possibility of 

an easy integration into a chemiresistive array [13, 14]. Chemiresistive materials include 

metal oxide semiconductor and conducting polymers. Zhang et al reported that maize straw-

templated hierarchical porous ZnO:Ni have high sensitivity for acetone vapour but the 

response was humidity dependent and the operating temperature was 340 ◦C [15]. SnO2 

hollow spheres activated by Ni templates have enhanced response and recovery time for 

ethanol vapour but also operating at 400 oC [16]. Ultrafine Fe2O3 nanoparticles showed 

sensitivity for acetone vapour in a broad range but at temp of 340 ◦C and have very poor 

cross-sensitivity for ethanol [17]. All these examples established the fact that metal oxide 

semiconductor based sensors generally operate at high temperature, consumes more power, 

sensitive to humidity and are complex devices [18-20]. Conducting polymer based sensors 

are simple, sensitive, cost effective and operate at room temperature [14, 21]. In this study we 

have investigated and developed conducting polymeric composite based sensors. 
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Electrical conductivity and a responsive polymer phase are two essential requirements 

for developing chemiresistive sensors. In the present study different thermoplastic and 

elastomeric polymer matrices have been explored for the chemiresistive application. 

Nanocarbon based materials have attracted significant attention from the scientific 

community for various application due to their unique electrical, electronic, optical, thermal, 

mechanical, and chemical properties. Most of the atoms in case of nano-dimensional carbon 

materials when exposed to the environment offer high specific surface area, which is ideal for 

adsorption of vapour molecules leading to high sensitivity. As a result, there is an increased 

interest in development of nanocarbon based sensors with fast response time, high sensitivity, 

selectivity, portability and process ease. Conducting nanocarbon black (NCB) [22], Carbon 

nanotube(CNT) [10] and graphene [23] are among the most promising nano carbon materials 

for developing nanocarbon based chemiresistor, owing to their low cost and high 

conductivity. 

Melt and shear compounding are most effective approaches to synthesize Conducting 

polymer composites (CPC) chemiresistoirs as they do not involve any solvent or added 

chemicals and can be easily up scaled. However, in compounding techniques the percolation 

threshold (minimum concentration of conducting filler required to get electrical conductivity) 

of conducting filler is much higher than in-situ polymerization or in sonication assisted 

solvent/emulsion dispersion. To over-come this difficulties innovative strategies such as 

hybrid fillers, functionalization of filler or selective percolation can be used to achieve 

desired electrical conductivity at lower loading of filler as well as to improve desired 

functionality. This study describes use of hybrid and functionalized filler using melt and 

shear compounding techniques.  

High energy radiation can produce cross-linked networks in a polymer matrix. It forms 

linkages in the polymer and polymer-filler interface [24]. High energy irradiation forms free 
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radicals on filler surfaces; interface of polymer and filler and in the bulk which initiate 

reactions to bring changes in the polymer composites. Cross-linked networks are expected to 

improve dimensional stability under chemiresistive pressure and thus providing an important 

contribution to the development of a standalone chemiresisitor. The thesis work has been 

structured into six chapters. 

 
Chapter 1: Introduction 

First chapter of the thesis gives brief description of different VOCs present in 

environment, their sources and impact on human body. Detection and identification of 

hazardous VOCs are some time useful for diagnosis of diseases as these have been observed 

to be released in certain disease condition in exhaled breath. An over view of different 

biomarker present in exhaled breath is also presented in this context. The advantages of 

biomarker analysis by chemiresistive VOC sensors over the other conventional methods of 

breath analysis are also mentioned. A detailed description of literature on the different 

polymer and nanocarbon materials based VOCs sensors is also provided. Finally, the focus is 

given to radiation processed carbon nanomaterials based conducting polymer nanocomposite 

chemiresistors which can be used as a basic component for VOC sensors.  

 

Chapter 2: Experimental methods and Characterization techniques 

This chapter deals with the preparation of CPC by adopting different strategies and 

techniques (e.g melt compounding/shear compounding and solution casting). CPC prepared 

by melt compounding/shear compounding discussed here. The process describes making of 

CPC by taking different amount of conducting fillers and prerequisite amount of polymer as 

per their bulk density and are mixed homogenously in Brabender plasticordar at elevated 

temperature. The cooled homogeneous mixture so obtained is cut into small pieces. Then 

these small pieces are compression molded at elevated temperature into different thicknesses 
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sheets. The compression molded CPCs were then exposed to graded doses of high energy Co-

60 gamma radiation in a gamma chamber (GC-5000) to get suitable cross linked CPCs for 

further studies. Prior to irradiation the dose rate of the gamma chamber is ascertained by 

Fricke dosimetry. The details of all the instruments used for characterizing the synthesized 

CPCs are discussed in this chapter. Fabrications of sensing elements and vapour sensing 

setup both static as well as dynamic have been discussed in details. 

Results and discussion of all the experiments are divided into the following three 

chapters (chapter 3, chapter 4 and chapter 5). In order to develop the sensors selective 

towards different targeted VOC, different methodologies have been developed. Each of the 

undertaken methods aiming to develop radiation processed conductive nanocomposites based 

chemiresistive sensors are separately focused in these chapters along with their selective, 

sensitive and room temperature vapour sensing performance. The VOC’s selected for the 

studies included Benzene, Toluene, Xylene, Ethyl benzene, 2-propanone, Isoprene and 

Ethanol. 

 

Chapter 3: Nanocarbon black and carbon nanotube based conducting polymeric 

composites as chemiresistive sensors. 

This chapter describes various results and discussions on chemiresistive behavior of 

radiation crosslinked and chemical crosslinked Nano carbon black (NCB) and carbon 

nanotube (CNT) based CPCs. 

First section of the chapter describes development of a novel stand-alone radiation 

crosslinked highly sensitive and selective chemiresistive sensor for 2- propanone. 

Fluorocarbon elastomer (FCE)/nanocarbon black (NCB) conducting composites based 

chemiresistors were synthesized via shear compounding. High energy Co-60 radiation was 

used to impart different crosslinked network densities in FCE/NCB chemiresistors. 
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Physicomechanical and electrical properties of these crosslinked CPCs were thoroughly 

studied by four probe technique. Conducting composites in different parts of the percolation 

profile were chosen to establish the dependence of 2-propanone sensing response on the 

conducting network and the radiation cross-linked network. The chemiresistor showed a 

highly selective response for 2-propanone whereas a considerably lower response was noted 

for benzene, toluene, xylene, ethanol, methanol and water.  

In the second section of this chapter preparation of a CNT induced coagulated natural 

rubber latex (NRL) nanocomposites is described. These NRL/ CNT based chemiresistors 

were irradiated with high energy gamma radiation and chemiresistive behavior have been 

evaluated. Surface charge neutralization of the NRL particles by CNT leads to coagulation of 

NRL.  The mechanism of charge neutralization has been discussed here and this was 

confirmed by zeta potential measurement. This crosslinked NRL/CNT based nanocomposite 

showed good selective response towards Isoprene vapor and negligible response was 

obtained for water, methanol and ethanol vapor. Alcohol being an interesting VOC for 

detection a chemically crosslinked polyvinyl butyral/CNT based chemiresistor for ethanol 

sensor has been discussed in the last part of this chapter. Crosslinking of the polymer 

nanocomposites improve the sensing response of the chemiresistors.    

 

Chapter 4: Hybrid Nanocarbon black and Multi walled carbon nanotube based 

conducting polymeric composites for detection of aromatic hydrocarbon. 

This chapter is devoted to development of conductive nanohybrid composites which are 

essentially multicomponent systems where two nanomaterials are incorporated. Efforts were 

made to understand how two geometrically different nanocarbons can affect the response of a 

chemiresistive sensor. The study described results of development of poly(dimethylsiloxane) 

(PDMS)/carbon nanotube (CNT) and nanocarbon black based novel hybrid chemiresistive 
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sensors. These PDMS based sensors demonstrated high sensitivity and reversible response for 

benzene, toluene, ethyl benzene and xylene (BTEX) under dynamic flow as well as under 

static vapour conditions. PDMS-BTEX interaction parameter (χ12) has a strong correlation on 

sensing response. Addition of CNT improves temperature stability of composites and its 

electrical conductivity upto 120 oC. While sensitivity did not change significantly on addition 

of CNT into composites, detection limit for VOCs increased. Using an array of CPCs having 

different concentration of CNT enables detection of benzene in a mixture of BTEX. This 

study indicates the observed behavior is due to varying diffusion characteristics of the BTEX 

into composites. 

 

Chapter 5: Enhancement of chemiresistivity of CPCs by using functionalized CNT-

polymer composites. 

This chapter is mainly focused on development of radiation crosslinked chemiresistive 

sensors containing Functionalized Carbon Nanotube. The results elucidate the effect of the 

CNT-functionality on chemiresistive behavior of the chemiresistor. Polymer-filler 

interactions were modified by gamma irradiation that in turn affected chemiresistivity of the 

matrix. PDMS/CNT conducting composites with un-functionalized (CNT-UF), hydroxyl 

functionalized (CNT-OH), amine functionalized (CNT-NH2) and carboxylic functionalized 

(CNT-COOH) were prepared and were irradiated. At the same volume fraction, amine 

functionalized chemiresistor exhibited least response while carboxylic functionalized shows 

highest response against toluene vapors. Hydroxyl functionalized chemiresistors manifested 

poor nanotube dispersion and low electrical conductivity. Rheological study shows 

PDMS/CNT-COOH chemiresistors has the high critical strain for CNT-CNT structure 

breakdown under shear strain. Complex viscosity of the composites increased with CNT-

COOH concentration. This is due to interfacial grafting and immobilization of PDMS 
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segments on to CNT-COOH surface.  The PDMS/CNT-COOH composites displayed highly 

sensitive, reversible and reproducible sensing behavior for toluene vapor. The gel content of 

the composites increased with radiation dose. Gel content for PDMS/CNT-NH2 was observed 

to be low compare to PDMS/CNT-UF and PDMS/CNT-COOH composites because CNT-

NH2 inhibits interfacial radical combinations. Chemiresistivity of the composites increased 

with radiation dose for both PDMS/CNT-COOH and PDMS/CNT-UF composites. But the 

magnitude of increase in chemiresistivity is higher in case of PDMS/CNT-COOH composites 

than PDMS/CNT-UF composites. This observation indicates that the enhancement of 

chemiresistivity is due to radiation induced modification of CNT-COOH PDMS interface. 

 

Chapter 6: Summary and Scope of future study 

This chapter summarizes the results of the studies carried out as a part of this thesis. 

The important outcomes of the study are following: 

 (i) Fluorocarbon elastomer and NCB based radiation crosslinked chemiresistor can be 

useful for rapid, sensitive and room temperature detection of acetone vapour. Irradiation 

using high energy radiation was found to improve sensing characteristics due to crosslink and 

alteration in filler-polymer interactions.  

(ii) It was found that use of NCB and CNT nanohybrid and PDMS based CPCs 

chemiresistors are useful for detection of BTEX vapor. Use of CNTs not only increase 

electrical conductivity but also lowers the temperature dependence of resistivity. Detection 

range of VOCs was found to increase with increase of CNT loading. A distinct pattern of 

analyte can be resolved by using an array of four chemiresistors with different CNT content 

with the help of principle component analysis.  

(iii) CNT functionality has a distinct effect on the chemiresistivity of PDMS/CNT 

composites. With the increase in radiation dose, the chemiresistivity increased, suggesting the 
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possibility of interfacial grafts and immobilization of PDMS segments on to CNT-COOH 

surface. The better interfacial interactions between the COOH functionalized CNT and 

PDMS translated in radiation induced modifications of PDMS/CNT-COOH interface, which 

eventually lead to a marked enhancement in the sensitivity of the chemiresistor. 

 
 
The future study involves improvement in detection limit of the chemiresistive sensors and 

field trials. In order to enhance sensitivity of CPC based chemiresistors large surface area 

porous polymer matrix can be used, which will increase the diffusion and contact area of 

analyte molecules inside chemiresistor efficiently. The present study shows that radiation 

crosslinked polymer-nanocarbon/ CNT based conductive polymer nanocomposites sensors 

can find applications in field detection of VOCs for industrial and medical applications. 
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1.1. Background 
 

Rapid increase in environmental pollution has been a serious concern for human 

health [1, 2]. Volatile organic compounds (VOCs) are one of the main reasons behind it. 

These compounds are a diverse group of carbon-based compounds which are volatile at 

ambient temperature. The VOC family is composed of saturated and unsaturated 

hydrocarbons, aromatic compounds, alcohols, aldehydes, ketones and nitriles etc. There are 

varied sources of VOCs exposure which include petroleum products, consumer products, 

synthetic rubber, plastics, leather industry, insecticides and paints. They are also reported in 

exhaust gases of motor vehicles, incomplete combustion of wood and fossil fuels [3, 4]. 

Inhalation is the major route of exposure of VOCs and get readily absorb in lungs 

gastrointestinal track and skin. The effects ranging from Central nervous system (CNS) 

toxicity to carcinogenicity of VOCs have been reported on animals and humans. Chronic 

exposure of VOCs such as benzene, toluene, ethyl benzene, xylene, formaldehyde have 

negative effects on human health including skin and sensory irritation, carcinogenesis, 

mutagenesis, CNS depression and respiratory system damage [3, 5-8]. In this context, 

regulatory agencies like the US Environmental Protection Agency (EPA), The Agency for 

Toxic Substances and Disease Registry, and the Occupational Safety and Health 

Administration (OSHA), have determined health advisory levels for VOCs exposure. The 

highest exposures of VOCs occur at working places of various chemical industries, oil 

refineries, petrol pump etc. In order to protect against the acute effects of high-level and 

short-term exposure to VOCs at the workplace the US EPA and OSHA established threshold 

limit values for an 8-h workday and 40-h workweek. As for examples, permissible exposure 

limit (PEL) for benzene [9], toluene and acetone [10] as per OSHA is 5 ppm, 200 ppm and 

1000 ppm respectively at a time weighted average concentration for eight hours shift. Thus 
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detection, identification and quantification of VOCs are primary challenge in order to 

maintain their concentration within permissible limit and avoid exposure associated health 

hazards[11, 12]. 

Another motivation is that, VOCs exhaled from human body can provide information 

about health condition of an individual. Therefore, quantitative and qualitative analysis of 

VOCs excreted from human body can be used for monitoring body chemistry. Various 

diseases induce alteration of metabolism, which results in a different microenvironment and 

generation of several biomarkers [13-15]. After the first instrumental analysis in 1971 by 

Linus Pauling, diagnosis of biomarkers in exhaled breath has attracted increasing interest and 

is a rapidly growing research area [16]. Breath analysis has been used since ancient times, as 

a diagnostic tool for diseases such as a sweet breath odour related to diabetics, a fishy breath 

related to liver disease [17]. Detection of volatile organic compounds (VOCs) is a new 

frontier in rapid, sensitive, selective and non-invasive analysis and medical diagnosis of 

human diseases [18]. Such a wide extent of exposure along with severity of health 

consequences put a pressing need for development of fast responsive VOCs detection 

systems. The demand for low-cost, low-power, and portable volatile organic compound 

(VOC) detection is increasing dramatically due to the need for environment monitoring as 

well as for medical applications [19]. Conducting polymeric nanocomposites (CPC) based 

chemiresistive sensors for VOCs detection have drawn signification attention due to their low 

cost, light weight, room temperature operation and portability [20-22]. Particularly, radiation 

technology has been utilized due to its inherent advantages and ability to form desired level 

of cross-linking in the polymer matrix without any chemical additives. 
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1.2. Some typical VOCs and their toxic effects 

 VOCs are numerous, varied, and ubiquitous. There are several VOCs which are 

hazardous to human health. There are substantive evidences that exposure to VOCs can 

produce eye, nose, and throat irritation; headaches, loss of coordination, nausea; and damage 

to the liver, kidney, and central nervous system. Some of the VOCs are known carcinogenic 

and some of them are potential carcinogenic to human and other animals. Chemicals included 

in this section are aromatic hydrocarbons, such as benzene, toluene, xylene, ethylbenzene 

together they are called (BTEX), haloalkanes and haloalkenes, aldehydes, glycols and glycol 

ethers, and nitroamines. Table 1.1 summaries some typical VOCs and their major emitters 

along with concentration limit.  

Table 1.1: Some typical VOCs emitted from industries. 

Industries Major emitted 
VOCs 

Concentration
(mg/m3) 

Emission 
characteristics 

Automobile Toluene 
Ethyl benzene 

p-Xylene 

13.34 
2.95 
4.13 

Large volume 
emission during 

spraying and baking 
Printing o-Xylene 

Isopropyl alcohol 
Ethyl acetate 
1-Methoxy 2-

propanol 

10.16 
1.73 
2.64 
2.16 

Steady emission 
with middle level 

concentration 

Pharmacy Ethanol 1.67 Intermittent 
emission with low 

Furniture 
manufacturing 

Toluene 
Acetic acid 

Ethyl benzene 
Cyclohexane 

p-Xylene 

23.5 
26.5 
10.9 
6.56 
10.16 

Unsteady emission 
with moderate 
concentration 

1.2.1. Benzene 

Benzene is primarily produced from commercial petroleum. It has been used as a 

solvent for general purpose and also in the synthesis of other chemicals. In general, 1 to 2 % 

by volume benzene present in gasoline. Due to the antiknock properties of benzene it plays an 
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important role in unleaded gasoline (UG). Cigarette smoking is the main source of benzene in 

indoor area [23]. In compare to non-smokers, smokers generally have 6 to 10 times higher 

benzene body burdens. The most adverse effect of benzene is hematopoietic toxicity, which 

leads to leukaemia. The bone marrow damage, which may be noticeable initially as anemia 

can lead to, leukopenia, thrombocytopenia, or a combination of these by chronic and high 

benzene exposure There is strong support of evidence from epidemiological studies that high-

level benzene exposures will result in an increased risk of acute myelogenous leukemia 

(AML) in humans [24]. Benzene is considered to be a known human carcinogen by 

regulatory agencies around the world.  

1.2.2. Toluene 

Toluene may be found in many household products like paints, lacquers, thinners, 

cleaning agents, glues etc. It is also used in the production of other chemicals. 5 to 7 % 

toluene is present in gasoline. It is the largest source of atmospheric emissions and exposure 

of the general populace. Primary route of exposure for toluene is inhalation, although skin 

contact of toluene occurs frequently. Toluene can rapidly accumulate in brain due to the high 

rate of blood perfusion hence can damage brain tissue. Another factor is the relatively high 

lipid content can also affect brain cell. The CNS is the primary targeted organ of toluene and 

other alkylbenzenes [25]. Cardiac, renal, and hepatic toxicities as well as fetal alcohol-like 

syndrome have occasionally been reported. 

1.2.3. Xylene and Ethyl benzene 

Large numbers of people are exposed to xylenes and ethylbenzene occupationally and 

environmentally. Like other aromatic hydrocarbons, Xylenes and Ethylbenzene are major 

components of gasoline and fuel oil. They are primarily used in industries as solvents and 

synthetic intermediates in very large amounts. Most of these aromatics that are released into 
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the environment evaporate into the atmosphere. Xylenes and the others are well absorbed 

from the lungs and GI tract, distributed to well-perfused and lipophilic tissues such as liver, 

fat, brain, and skin. Generally, Xylenes and ethylbenzene don’t have significant adverse 

affects on the organs other than the CNS. Upon high exposure of xylene a transient liver and 

kidney toxicity have occasionally been reported in humans. The current permissible emission 

limit (PEL) for xylenes and ethylbenzene is 100 ppm. 

1.2.4. Acetone 

Acetone is a common reagent used widely in industries and laboratories. The 

compound is extensively used to dissolve plastics, purify paraffin and dehydrate tissues, and 

also is used in pharmaceutics. Acetone is harmful to health and its inhalation can cause 

irritation of the eyes, nose, and throat. A short exposure for 5 min to 300–500 ppm can be 

slightly irritating to humans. In high concentrations, it can produce dryness in the mouth, 

fatigue, headache, nausea, dizziness, muscle weakness, loss of coordinated speech, and 

drowsiness. Ingestion can cause headache, dizziness, and dermatitis. The inhalation of 

acetone causes headache, fatigue and even narcosis and harmfulness to nerve system. 

Therefore, it is necessary to monitor the acetone concentration in the environment for health 

and workplace for safety. 

1.2.5. Chlorinated hydrocarbons 

Trichloroethane, trichloroethylene, tetrachloroethylene, methylene chloride carbon 

tetra chloride and chloroforms are main chlorinated hydrocarbons comes under VOCs. They 

are mainly used as a solvent, dry cleaner, fabric finisher, degreaser, paint and stain remover 

and chemical intermediate. Moderate to high doses of halocarbons, are associated with a 

number of noncancer toxicities. Tetrachloroethylene induced hepatic injury to human upon 

exposure to high concentration. CCl4 produced oxidative stress in brain and increased lipid 
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peroxidation (LPO), protein carbonyls (PC) content and glutathione (GSH) depletion are 

observed upon exposure to CCl4 [26].  

1.2.6. Formaldehyde 

Formaldehyde is widely used in the industrial and medical fields, and employees in 

these sectors are frequently exposed to it. Formaldehyde has neurotoxic characteristics and 

systemic toxic effects [27]. It is hypothesized that inhalation of FA, during the early postnatal 

period, is linked to some neurological diseases that occur in adults. It is a potent sensitizer 

and a probable human carcinogen. Malaise, headache, sleeping disturbances, irritability, and 

impairment of dexterity, memory, and equilibrium may result from high level exposure to 

formaldehyde. Formaldehyde exposure has been weakly associated with increased risk of 

nasal cancer and nasal tumors were observed in rats chronically inhaling formaldehyde. 

Table 1.2: Primary effected site of some VOCs. 

VOCs Primary 

affected site 

IDHL(immediately 

dangerous to life or health) 

TVL(threshold 

limit value) 

Benzene Bone marrow 500 ppm 1 ppm 

Toluene Brain 500 ppm 100 ppm 

Xylene and 

ethylenzene 

Liver and 

kidney 

3300 ppm 100 ppm 

Formaldehyde Nasal sinus, 

bronchus 

20 ppm 0.75 ppm 

Chlorinated 

hydrocarbons 

Liver 1000 ppm 10 ppm 

Acetone CNS 20000 ppm 750 ppm 
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1.3. VOCs as exhale breath biomarker  

Our exhale breath contains minuscule amount of over 200 different types of VOCs 

besides CO2, N2, oxygen and water. VOCs are produced in the human body from different 

biological processes, most of them are related to liver enzymes, carbohydrate metabolism, 

oxidative stress, lipid metabolism and cytochrome P450 [28]. Alteration of these VOCs 

concentration in exhale breath is an indication of metabolic and physiological disorder. The 

detection and identification of VOCs in exhaled breath may be helpful for advancement of 

novel, noninvasive diagnostic methods for a wide range of diseases, such as different types of 

cancers [29-32], liver failure [33], kidney failure [34], diabetics [35] perkinson [36]etc. This 

kind of breath analysis is, now considered to be futuristic, low cost and sensitive technique 

for early detection of diseases. A disease can be recognized by its specific pattern of VOCs. 

Among the diverse compounds in exhaled breath, 20 to 30 VOCs are important for disease 

diagnosis. For examples, alterations of the concentrations of pentane and acetone are 

indicator of heart disease and diabetes respectively. Similarly alternation of concentration of 

ammonia in breath related to kidney malfunction. n-pentane concentration is found to be 

altered in breath in case of lipid peroxidation, and related to a variety of pathological 

disorders [37]. Acetone and n-propanol, are recognized as markers of lung cancer [38], and 2-

propanol as breast cancer [39]. Table 1.3 summarises some VOC biomarkers released in case 

of some diseases. In general, VOCs are analyzed using gas chromatography mass 

spectroscopy (GC-MS) [40], FT-IR spectroscopy and HPLC, but such techniques suffer from 

complexity, non-portability and are of high cost and time consuming [41, 42]. There are 

many different approaches that can be used to synthesize portable sensors for VOC field 

detection, viz surface plasmon resonance, chemiresistivity, surface acoustic wave and quartz 

crystal microbalance. Among them Chemiresistive sensors have many advantages over others 
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in terms of cost, response time, ease of production, real-time monitoring and the possibility of 

an easy integration into a chemiresistive array [43, 44]. 

Table 1.3: Exhale breath biomarkers for various diseases. 

Type of disease Major VOC biomarker 

Diabetes[45-47] Acetone, Ethanol, Isopropanol 

Lungs cancer[38, 48, 49] Pentanal, ethylbenzene, Isoprene, benzene, 

toluene. 1-butanol , 3-hydroxy-2-butanone. 

Breast cancer[39] Heptanal, hexanal, nonane, 5-methyl 

tridecane, 

Kidney diseases[34, 50, 51] Ammonia, dimethyldisulfide, isoprene 

Gastric cancer [52] 2-methylpentane, menthol, hexanol, hexane 

 

1.4. Different sensing methods for VOC  

On the basis of operating principles detection of VOCs can be divided into following 

groups: 

(1) Chromatography and Spectrometry, (2) Electrochemical sensors, (3) Mass (SAW 

and Cantilever) sensors, (4) Optical sensors, (5) Thermal sensor and (6) Chemiresistive 

sensors. 

1.4.1. Chromatography and spectrometry 

By far most common methods for determination of VOCs are sorbent based sampling 

of VOCS followed by Gas Chromatography (GC) using flame ionization (FID), electron 

capture (ECD), or photoionization detection (PID)[53, 54]. In GC technique separation of a 
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complex mixture of analytes is achieved by passing the mixture of analytes through an 

adsorbing medium. Consequently the adsorbing medium selectively interacts with analytes of 

interest resulting separation of complex mixtures. Due to the different in interaction kinetics 

of adsorbing medium and analytes, the different components in injected mixture travel down 

the chromatographic column at different time. Therefore components have arrived at the end 

of the column according to the interaction with column materials. Gas chromatography/mass 

spectrometry (GC/MS) is becoming an increasingly common tool in environmental 

laboratory due to its high sensitivity when operated in selected ion monitoring (SIM) mode, 

and its unique ability of chemical structure analysis [55-58]. Analysis time in case of GC is 

generally 10–60 minutes with conventional capillary columns depending on the complexity 

of sample and the experimental conditions. Such a long analysis time, non-portability, high 

cost and dependence on handling efficiency of individual be the main disadvantages of GC 

based technique. By including the attachments like ion-mobility spectrometry and mass 

spectrometry with Chromatography the technique become excellent in terms of selective 

discrimination of analytes, but like the gas chromatographs, they are currently not useful for 

in-situ applications. 

1.4.2. Electrochemical sensors  

Electrochemical gas sensors are one of the oldest and widely used for concentration 

measurements of VOCs [59]. There are different kinds of electrochemical sensors based on 

different basic principles. Based on different measured parameter (either voltage or current) 

electrochemical sensors can be classified as potentiometric sensors and amperometric 

sensors. The electrochemical sensing process is based on the chemical reaction that happens 

on electrodes and the transportation of charge throughout the electrolyte gives sensing 

response. The electrolyte can be a solid, gel-like, liquid or gaseous. Electrochemical sensors 
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can be made more selective compare to others by tuning them to a specific electrochemical 

reaction. The electrodes composition also gives selectivity and sensitivity to diffuse target 

gases [60, 61]. Electrochemical sensors are low cost, low power, compact and their response 

time is short. However, these devices are not widely used for detection of VOCs at gaseous 

state; they are mainly used to detect VOCs in liquid medium.  

1.4.3. Mass sensors  

Mass sensors generally rely on the change of mass of the sensors due to accumulation 

of VOC molecules at surface. The detection can be done by measuring the change in 

resonance frequency of device.  

1.4.3.1. Surface Acoustic Wave (SAW) Sensor  

The surface acoustic wave (SAW) sensor is one type of mass sensor that is sensitive 

to mass change of sensor device [62, 63]. In SAW sensor a piezoelectric substrate is used. 

Usually a quartz plate is used as piezoelectric materials. Surface acoustic wave is generated 

as a result of oscillating electric field and the wave transmitted across the whole surface of 

piezoelectric material. The wave creates a resonance frequency. The characteristic resonance 

frequency is highly dependent on the on the mass of the oscillating plate. Considerable 

change in the resonance frequency is being observed by adsorption of gas molecules into the 

surfaces of active material of SAW sensor. Generally resonance frequency decrease with 

adsorption of VOC molecules. By quantifying the change in resonance frequency it is 

possible to quantify the amount of gas molecules adsorbed into the sensors. 

1.4.3.2. Cantilever Sensor  

Cantilever sensors are one type of potential mass-sensitive vapour sensor. Chemically 

sensitive polymers are coated into cantilever device that have been used for VOC detection 
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[64, 65]. The base of the cantilever is securely attached to a silicon support. The free-standing 

cantilever end which is coated with a chemically sensitive layer selectively absorbs analyte 

molecules from the gas phase. Every cantilever has its own characteristics resonance 

frequency. Upon absorption of VOC molecules the ass of cantilever change and that reflects 

in change in the resonance frequency.   

1.4.4. Optical sensors  

Operating principles of optical sensors are based on the change in light absorbance, 

transmittance and reflectance upon interaction with analytes. By detect such change in optical 

parameter it is possible to determine the concentration of VOCs. In a general arrangement of 

optical sensor, the monochromatic radiation passes through a sample and its properties are 

examined at the output. Alternatively, the sample may respond with a secondary radiation 

(induced luminescence) which is also measured. Applications of FTIR were reported for 

remote VOC sensing [66, 67]. Compared to other vapour transducers, most optical sensor 

usually exhibited lower sensitivity. 

1.4.5. Thermal sensors  

Adsorption and desorption of VOCs molecules into any sorbents accompanied by 

enthalpy changes. The enthalpy changes occur during the sorption of VOC can be detected by 

thermopile (series of thermocouples). Thermocouple made of platinum has a significant 

increase of resistance with increasing temperature caused by the combustion of gas on the 

surface. The change of resistance is directly proportional to the concentration of gas present. 

For biochemical sensing of analytes semi conductive thermistors are also used as thermal 

transducer. Application of thermocouple to VOC detection has also been reported [68, 69]. 
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1.4.6. Chemiresistive sensors  

Chemiresistivity is a phenomenon wherein significant change in the resistance is 

observed when a chemiresistor material exposed to a particular analyte [70-72]. Such a 

chemical concentration dependent change in resistance can therefore be utilized to develop a 

wide range sensor for VOCs. Chemiresistors have been extensively reported for sensitive and 

selective measurement of VOCs as well as normal gas (like NH3, NO2, CO, CH4 etc.) sensors 

[73-78]. There are several types of chemiresistive sensor using different shape and size of 

metal oxide sensing materials.  

1.4.6.1. Metal oxide based sensors 

Mostly inorganic semiconductor oxides have been used as sensing materials for 

chemiresistive sensors [79, 80]. These sensors can react with the target VOCs by redox 

reaction. As a result of oxidation/reduction of metal oxide, electron exchange between 

analytes and sensor matrix happens which leads to change in resistivity of chemiresistive 

matrix. Typically the change in resistance also known as sensing response is proportional to 

the concentration of the analyte gas. Metal oxide based sensors are classified as; n-type (zinc 

oxide, tin dioxide, titanium dioxide or iron (III) oxide) and p-type (nickel oxide, cobalt 

oxide). n-type metal oxide based sensors exhibited better interaction with reducing type gases 

p-type sensors shows better response for oxidizing gases. Vaishanv et al. have developed 

indium tin oxide based sensors for methanol, ethanol, butanol, and acetone [81]. Shao et al. 

reported porous SnO2 based sensors for acetone vapour [82]. However, the applications of 

metal oxides based chemiresistors have been restricted considerably due to high power 

consumption, high cross sensitivity towards water vapour, poor selectivity and high 

operational temperature despite the highly sensitivity of metal oxide based sensors. Also 
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these types of sensors detect gases that are redox reactive, therefore many VOCs which are 

not participate in redox reaction, cannot be detected by them. 

1.4.6.2. Intrinsically conducting polymer (ICP) sensors  

Intrinsically or conjugated Conducting polymers (ICP) [83-85] such as polyaniline 

(PANi) [86], polypyrrole (PPy) [87] and polythiophene (PTH) [88], poly(3,4-

ethylenedioxythiophene) (PEDOT) are used as the sensing layer of gas sensors. Upon 

exposure to gases or analytes the ICPs show significant changes in conductivity due to 

changes in charge mobility and the number of charge carrier in the conducting films. Upon 

interaction with gaseous species it can act either as an electron donor or an electron acceptor 

depending upon electron density of conducting polymers and analytes and sensing 

environment. The whole conductivity increases when a p-type ICP donates electrons to the 

gas. On the other hand, its conductivity decreases when the same ICP acts as an electron 

acceptor. Intrinsically conductive polymers have advantageous morphological and structural 

properties that are critical to the sensitivity and selectivity of gas sensors. Due to 

conformational changes of the polymer backbone during the course of interaction with 

analyte molecule there will be some change in the number of carriers which leads to change 

in bulk mobility. David W. Hatchett and M. Josowicz have reviewed the sensing properties of 

many ICPs and their composites [89]. Hosono et al. have investigated sensing properties of 

plasma polymerized highly conducting polypyrrole thin films [90]. However, ICP based 

sensors have poor oxidation stability and over time their sensing responses decreased. 

Another disadvantage is that electrical conductivity and flexibility of ICP can’t be tuned 

according to target specific application. All these inherent disadvantages and nonflexibility in 

terms of electrical conductivity have limited the practical application of ICP based sensors.  
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1.4.6.3. Conducting polymer nanocomposites (CPC) based chemiresistor   

Conductive polymer nanocomposites (CPC) are polymer composite materials having 

a polymer matrix which is insulator and a conducting filler in nanoscale size. CPC can be 

capable as a chemoresistive [78], piezoresistive [91] or thermoresistive [92] matrix depending 

upon the nature of external stimulation. In case of CPC based chemiresistors, upon exposure 

to VOCs with good thermodynamic interactions with a polymer, the polymer chains relax, 

thereby inducing disruptions in the percolated conducting network. Such disruptions of 

conducting pathway due to chemical induced internal stress lead to change in the resistivity 

of the matrix. Increased in resistivity may believed due to increase in separation between 

conducting aggregates or agglomerates or due to the reduction in conducting network density 

[93] as a result of interaction with VOCs. These CPC based chemiresistive sensor offers 

some distinct advantages in terms of cost effectiveness, response time, ease of production, 

realtime monitoring and the possibility of an easy integration into a chemiresistive array. 

Particularly, CPC based chemiresistors in addition to cost-effective, can be used at ambient 

temperature and, generally, do not have cross-sensitivity to humidity. The chemiresistivity of 

CPC based chemiresistors does not depend on the chemical reactions as well (e.g. redox). 

Unlike metal oxide based sensors, where a support matrix is needed, polymer based CPC 

chemiressitor can be produced in very thin film and use them as standalone sensing materials. 

Another advantage is that interaction of analytes and polymer can be tuned by changing the 

chemical structure of polymer. Polymeric sensors are capable of giving rapid, reversible, and 

reproducible responses. Additionally, sensor array can be constructed by incorporating 

diverse sets of polymer nanocomposites. In an array of chemiresistor, each array of sensor 

contains chemically different polymer, which allow discriminating analytes based on the 

differences in interaction between analyte vapour and polymer matrix. The variable 

selectivity governs by chemiresistor array provides useful information for pattern-recognition 
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analysis [94]. Kumar et al. have reported several conducting polymer nanocomposites (CPC) 

and studied chemiresistive properties against different analytes [95-97]. Han et al. have used 

PMMA/SWNT electrospun composites nanofibers combined with inter-digitated electrodes 

printed on the surface for sensing of methanol vapour [98]. Alizadeh and Soltani have 

reported a Poly(methyl methacrylate)/graphene composites based chemiresistive sensor for 

formaldehyde field detection [77]. Kessick and Tepper have reported an electrospun polymer 

composite microsensor array with four different polymer and carbon black as filler and used 

them for 1,5-dichloropentane, methanol, toluene and trichloroethylene vapour sensor [99]. 

Compatible polymer blend system of poly(vinyl acetate) and poly(methyl methacrylate) with 

carbon black have also been explored by Brett J. Doleman et al. for chemiresisitive sensors 

[100]. In another work Zhang et al have used in-situ polymerization of Styrene and CNT to 

form bridge-like conduction networks and that have been used for VOCs detection [101]. All 

these studies explicitly established that CPC based chemiresistive sensors are potential 

materials for designing room temperature, low cost and portable sensor for VOCs in chemical 

field as well as for biomarker detection.  

1.5. Carbon nanomaterials 

Owing to their high surface-to-volume ratio various nano materials having dimension 

ranging from 0D (nanoparticles) to 1D (nanowires, nanorods and nanotubes) and 2D 

(nanofilms, nanolayers, and nanocoatings) have been explored as sensing materials. Among 

them significant attention have been attracted by Carbon nanomaterials for various 

applications [102], thanks to their exceptional electronic, optical, thermal, mechanical, and 

chemical properties. Sp2 bonded graphitic carbons are building block of carbon nanomaterial. 

They are found in all reduced dimensionalities such as zero-dimensional fullerenes, one-

dimensional carbon nanotubes, and two-dimensional graphene [103], [104]. Graphite being 
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the most thermodynamically stable form of carbon at room temperature, consists of a layered 

two-dimensional structure [105] where each carbon layer consist of honeycomb like structure 

of sp2 bonded carbon atoms with a C–C bond length of 0.142 nm. The weak interlayer 

bonding in graphite implies that single graphene layers can be exfoliated via mechanical or 

chemical methods. Carbon nanotube (CNT) belongs to the family of fullerene structures. The 

name CNT is derived from their long and hollow structure with the walls formed by graphene 

sheets. These graphene sheets are rolled in a particular direction to give hollow structure. 

There are several types of nanotubes they are single-walled carbon nanotubes (SWNT), 

double-walled carbon nanotubes (DWNT) and multiwalled carbon nanotubes (MWNT). A 

single-walled carbon nanotube consists of one wall of graphene sheet. Multi-walled carbon 

nanotubes consist of multiple concentric graphene sheets roll together. In MWNT there may 

be two (DWNT) to as many as hundred of tubes with increasing diameter. Each tube is held 

at a certain distance from either of its neighbouring tubes by interatomic forces. Individual 

CNTs align themselves into “ropes” held together by van der Waals forces. Nanocarbon 

blacks (NCB) are another allotrope of carbon which is widely used for developing conducting 

nanocomposites for over current protection devices [106] vapour sensing [107] and various 

other applications [108]. Carbon black is virtually pure elemental carbon in the form of 

colloidal particles that are produced by incomplete combustion or thermal decomposition of 

gaseous or liquid hydrocarbons under controlled conditions. Carbon black is chemically and 

physically distinct from soot and black carbon, with most types containing greater than 97 % 

elemental carbon arranged as aciniform particulate. 

1.5.1. Carbon nanomaterials based chemiresistors  

Nano carbon and their nanocomposite materials are most emerging materials used for 

gas and vapour sensing applications. Most of the atoms in case of nano-dimensional carbon 
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materials are exposed to environment offering high. This high specific surface area is gives 

high sensitivity due to the effective adsorption of vapour molecules. Therefore, there is an 

increased interest in development of nanocarbon based sensors with fast response time, high 

sensitivity, selectivity, portability and process ease. Among other nanocarbon conducting 

nanocarbon black (NCB) [42], Carbon nanotube(CNT) [109] and graphene [110] are the most 

promising materials for developing nanocarbon based chemiresistor, owing to their low cost 

and high conductivity. 

In case of NCB based chemiresistive sensors NCB are dispersed into polymer matrix 

to produce an electrically conductive film. NCB imparts electrical conductivity where as 

polymer gives mechanical strength and chemical diversity to interact with analyte molecules. 

In presence of vapour the percolated network formed by NCB disrupts giving a change in 

electrical conductivity. Usually the change in conductivity directly relates the concentration 

of analyte vapours. Ha et al. have reported a sensor array consisting of eight different 

polymer and carbon black composites responded diversely when they were exposed to 

various chemical vapours [111]. Principal component analysis (PCA) demonstrated that the 

gas sensor array could identify individual vapours. Mark C. Lonergan and co-workers have 

proposed an array of chemiresistor elements consist of different polymer and carbon black 

composites which give distinct signal patterns in presence of various organic vapours [112, 

113]. Talik et al. studied composite of polyvinyl chloride and carbon black for room 

temperature sensing of carbon tetrachloride, chloroform and methylene chloride [114]. 

Since the discovery in 1991 by Iijima [115], scientific world has put a great effort to 

the application of CNTs. The usefulness of CNTs as gas and vapour sensor was first reported 

by Collins and Kong [116, 117]. There are several review articles regarding gas and vapour 

sensing properties of CNTs [118-121]. The local chemical environment has found to 
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influence the electronic properties of CNTs greatly, because the conduction channel in CNT 

is composed almost entirely of surface atoms, and even a small changes in the local chemical 

environment will result in measurable changes in resistance of CNT [122]. Ma et al 

highlighted that Polyaniline and CNT based composites demonstrated fast and reversible 

room-temperature response to trimethylamine, triethylamine, NH3, and HCl [123]. CNTs 

based sensors can also being used for detection of explosives and nerve agents. For example, 

Li et al and Novak et al. reported a detection limit of ppb level of 3-nitrotolune and sub-ppb 

level of DMMP respectively using bare SWNTs dropcast onto interdigitated electrodes [124, 

125].  

For sensing application SWNT and MWNT both can be applied, while MWNT 

exhibited several advantages over SWNT. Mass production, low product cost, and enhanced 

chemical and thermal stability thus better preservation of inherent physical properties make 

MWNT better candidate for sensing applications over SWNT. Because of these advantages 

of MWNT over SWNT and owing to the low cost of NCB, MWNT and NCB were used to 

make CPC based chemiresistor in this thesis. 

1.6. Nanocarbon based conducting polymeric nanocomposites (CPC) based 

chemiresistors 

  Most of these studies discussed above are vapour sensing properties of either pristine 

CNTs or covalently functionalized CNTs, where the sensors are fabricated with the help of a 

support/substrate. It may be noted that polymer composite based sensors offer distinct 

advantages in terms of standalone sensor. In comparison to the substrate based sensors, the 

standalone sensors are expected to offer advantages such as independence of substrate-sensor 

interface characteristics, availability of larger surface area and fabrication ease [126]. Kumar 
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et al. have reported that poly(caprolactone) and CNT based CPC can be used for sensing 

VOCs like toluene, THF and chloroform [78]. In another work they have highlighted that 

poly lactic acid/CNT composites can give selective response for chloroform in a mixture of 

chloroform, methanol, toluene and water [127]. Cattanach et al. reported polyethylene 

terephthalate (PET) and SWNT based flexible composites for sensitive detection of dimethyl 

methylphosphonate (DMMP) and diiso-propyl methylphosphonate (DIMP) [128]. Wei et al. 

demonstrated that vertically aligned CNT–poly(vinyl acetate) films showed reversible 

sensitivity to hexane, THF, cyclohexane, acetone, CHCl3, ethyl acetate, methanol, toluene, 

DMF, and CCl4 [129]. Recently Yucel et al. have demonstrated that electrospun PVDF, 

polystyrene and PMMA incorporated with MWCNT based microfluidic cartridge based hand 

held breath analyser give sensing response for acetone in 35 ppb - 3 ppm range and 1 ppb - 

10 ppm for toluene [130]. Incorporating of hybrid nanofiller has been a simple yet profound 

technique to synthesise CPC aiming excellent combination of electrical and mechanical 

properties [131, 132]. Interestingly, there are emerging evidences suggest that the use of 

hybrid fillers can improve the sensing response of chemiresistors; for example, Kaniyoor and 

Ramaprabhu have reported that graphene nanoplatelets and CNT hybrids can enhance 

sensitivity for hydrogen detection along with excellent stability and repeatability [133]. 

Recently Li et al have reported melt mix Polycarbonate/MWCNT/CB based hybrid 

nanocomposites sensors for detection of organic vapours. They have established the critical 

role of two nanofillers in formation of conducting networks which tune the sensitivity of 

matrix [132]. In another hybrid system, SWCNT bundle layers with indium tin oxide (ITO) 

nanoparticles were reported to result in a threefold sensitivity increase [134]. It is understood 

that hybrid fillers in a polymer matrix might provide unique opportunity of controlling the 

CNT network and inter-tube interconnections and thus could be a route of designing 

advanced chemiresistors with improved detection range, sensitivity and detection limit. 
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1.6.1. Shear/Melt compounding and radiation technology for CPC based 

chemiresistor preparation 

The conventional methods for preparation of polymer composites are solution casting, 

in-situ polymerization and melt/shear compounding. In solvent casting method, nanofiller and 

the polymer are dispersed in a common solvent and mixed thoroughly; nanocomposites can 

be obtained after evaporation of the solvent. In case of in situ polymerization nanofiller and a 

precursor of polymer (monomer or oligomer) are mixed together then polymerization is 

carried out to obtained nanocomposites. Melt/shear compounding is done in an extruder or in 

an internal mixer. The required amount of polymer and the nanofiller are added in internal 

mixer and mixed together by means of intense mixing at higher temperature. Melt/shear 

compounding does not involve any solvent or toxic chemicals and easily can be upscaled. 

This approach is effectively employed to develop conducting polymer composites during the 

course of the study. However, electrical percolation threshold (minimum quantity of filler 

required to obtain threshold electrical conductivity) for nanofiller in compounding techniques 

is much higher than in-situ polymerization or in sonication assisted solvent dispersion 

method. Thus innovative strategies such as hybrid fillers, functionalization of filler are used 

to achieve desired electrical conductivity and better sensing properties of nanocomposites. 

Since the discovery of X-ray in 1895, Radiation Technology has been contributing in 

advancement of science and technology. It is also responsible for development of new 

materials for various applications in industry, health care and agriculture. High energy 

radiation can produce cross-linked networks in a polymer matrix [135]. It forms linkages in 

the polymer and polymer-filler interface. High energy irradiation forms free radicals on filler 

surface, interface of polymer-filler and in the bulk which initiate reactions to bring changes in 

the polymer composites. Cross-linked networks are expected to improve dimensional stability 
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under chemiresistive pressure and thus providing an important contribution for the 

development of a standalone chemiresistor.  

1.6.2. Characteristics of CPC chemiresistors 

There are several sensing characteristics based on which sensing performances can be 

evaluated for a chemiresistive sensor. Sensitivity and selectivity are two most important 

criteria which mainly dictates sensing characteristic of chemiresistors. Besides that response 

time, recovery time, reproducibility, reversibility, stability, limit of detection and range of 

detection are also important parameter to discuss in order to get proper understanding of 

sensing performances. 

Sensitivity is defined by the change in signal output upon unit change in input 

parameter. In case of chemiresistor sensor sensitivity can be given by change in relative 

change in resistance upon change in concentration in analyte. Thus, Sensitivity (S) = 

(∆R/R0)/C, where ∆R, R0 and C are change in resistance, initial resistance of chemiresistive 

sensor and concentration of analytes respectively.  

Selectivity of a sensor governs how much target analyte is favoured over other 

present analyte by sensor. Selectivity can be measured by taking ratio between sensing 

responses of analyte and interfering element. 

Response time is the time taking by sensor to reach 90% of maximum signal at a 

particular concentration analyte. Recovery time is the time takes to return within 10 % of 

baseline value.  

Reproducibility can be defined by regeneration of sensing signal in successive 

cycles. Reversibility of chemiresistive sensors signal said that how close resistance comes 

back to its original value after removal of analye. 
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Limit of detection, It is the lowest concentration of analyte detected by one particular 

sensor. It can be quantified from signal to noise ratio of sensor (LOD= 3 x signal to noise 

ratio). 

Stability of a sensor is the ability to retain all sensing characteristics over a period of 

time.  

1.6.3. Current Status and Future need of CPC chemiresistors 

Chemiresistive sensors based electronic nose has the potential to be miniaturized to 

small device that gives fast response compared to traditional gas analysis methods, such as 

gas chromatography mass spectrometry (GC-MS) and Fourier transform infrared (FT-IR) 

spectrometry [44]. Commercially available chemiresistive electronic nose instruments are 

mostly priced from Rs. 10 to 50 lakh. The electronic noses of most manufacturers are realized 

by fixing gas collectors and detecting devices to personal or notebook computers, and weigh 

between 15 and 75 kg. Therefore, the high price and non-portability mean that electronic 

noses are only affordable by companies, organizations, and research institutions. With the 

rise of intelligent electronic products, cell phones have developed increasingly powerful 

functions; therefore, a method for using smart phones to develop an electronic nose system 

has attracted a considerable amount of interest. The design of electronic noses and general 

electronic products is closely related to the pursuit of inexpensive micro-scale devices, high 

compatibility with other consumer electronics and low power consumption. In [136] the 

authors predicted that the price of an electronic nose will be $1 by 2020. In summary, 

electronic nose products are available on the market, and currently provide solutions to a 

wide range of tasks in various areas. However, the electronic nose has not achieved its full 

potential as a commercial device; the bulky size and high price restrict its applications in 

daily life. Fortunately, the appearance of new sensing materials, development of fabrication 
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technologies, and evolution of data processing methods offer the possibility of creating the 

next generation of electronic noses. As polymeric nanocomposites based chemiresistive 

sensors are inexpensive and light weight thus they have the potential to be used for 

developing low cost, portable electronic nose device. 

1.7. Scope of Study 

Sensitive and selective detection and identification of hazardous VOCs are desired not 

only to counter the health hazards associated with it but also to early stage diagnosis of 

various diseases by analysis of VOCs in exhale breathe. CPC based chemiresistive sensors 

are particularly useful for detection and identifications of VOCs owing to their low cost, ease 

of production and room temperature and simple operation. Melt compounding and shear 

compounding do not involve any solvent or toxic chemicals and readily can be upscaled. In 

this work these approaches have been employed to develop nano carbon based CPC with 

different polymer matrices and explored their chemiressitive properties. Radiation technology 

is found to be helpful to modify polymer matrix without external additives. Co-60 gamma 

radiation was utilised to crosslink the CPC in present study. Mechanical, electrical and 

vapour sensing characteristics of the prepared CPCs have been thoroughly studied. 

Morphology of the composites was characterized by optical imaging and SEM techniques. 

Rheological and Dielectric spectroscopy was done to better understand the interaction of 

filler with polymer chain which could affect sensing properties of chemiresistors.  

In present study our objective has been to develop radiation crosslinked CPC based 

chemiresistive sensor for sensitive detection of VOCs. Different elastomeric (Fluorocarbon 

elastomer, polydimethyl siloxane and Natural rubber) and thermoplastic (Polyvinyl butyral) 

materials have been chosen as polymeric phase for chemiresistor preparation.  
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Fluorocarbon elastomer (Viton®, contains 66% fluorine; a copolymer of vinylidene 

fluoride (VF2) and hexafluoropropylene (HFP)).  

  

 

 

Figure 1.1: Structure of Viton rubber. 

 

Viton is a brand of FKM, a synthetic rubber and fluoropolymer elastomer commonly mostly 

used in O-rings, chemical-resistant gloves, and other molded or extruded goods. There are 

several grades of Viton rubber depending upon the amount of fluorine contain. Mostly Viton 

rubbers are used in harsh chemical environment. They have excellent compatibility towards 

hydrocarbons but incompatible with ketones and esters solvents. In this study radiation 

crosslinked Viton rubber is used for making chemiresistive sensor for acetone. Upon 

irradiation C-H bond breaks and produce H and C radicals which further reacts with other 

macromolecules to form covalent bond.  

Natural Rubber is an elastic substance obtained from the latex sap of trees, especially 

those trees which belong to the genera Hevea and Ficus. Natural rubber latex is an aqueous 

colloidal dispersion of cis-polyisoprene and is widely used in production of gloves, catheters, 

rubber bands etc. Reversible and reproducible sensing response needs crosslinking of 

polymer matrix which can be achieved by different approaches, use of high energy radiation 

is one of them. 



 
 
 
 

 

 

 

Figure 

High energy gamma radiation is 

adding chemicals. The crosslinking mechanism as follows

NR-H -------γ radiation------>NR

NR-H*----->NR-H+ + e¯ 

NR-H*-----> NR˙ + H˙ 

H˙ + NR-H-----> NR˙ + H

NR˙ + NR˙----->NR-NR (Crosslinked rubber)

Polyvinyl butyral is mostly used for applications that require strong binding, optical 

clarity, adhesion to many surfaces, toughness and flexibility. It is prepared from polyvinyl 

alcohol by reaction with butyraldehyde. 

automobile windshields. C-H bonds break upon irradiation with high energy and forms C

bond with other macromolecules to form 3D crosslinked structure.
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Figure 1.2: Structure of Natural rubber. 

High energy gamma radiation is a useful tool to crosslinked natural rubber (NR) without 

adding chemicals. The crosslinking mechanism as follows 

>NR-H* 

 

+ H2 

NR (Crosslinked rubber) 

Polyvinyl butyral is mostly used for applications that require strong binding, optical 

clarity, adhesion to many surfaces, toughness and flexibility. It is prepared from polyvinyl 

alcohol by reaction with butyraldehyde. The major application is laminated safety glass for 

H bonds break upon irradiation with high energy and forms C

bond with other macromolecules to form 3D crosslinked structure. 

Figure 1.3: Structure of Polyvinyl Butyral. 

to crosslinked natural rubber (NR) without 

Polyvinyl butyral is mostly used for applications that require strong binding, optical 

clarity, adhesion to many surfaces, toughness and flexibility. It is prepared from polyvinyl 

The major application is laminated safety glass for 

H bonds break upon irradiation with high energy and forms C-C 
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Poly(dimethylsiloxane) (PDMS) is an elastomeric matrix and can be easily processed. 

It has good temperature and chemical resistance while it is also biocompatible in nature. 

PDMS widely used for electronic and biomedical applications. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 1.4: Structure of PDMS rubber. And Crosslinking mechanism of PDMS  

By gamma irradiation both Si˙ and C˙ radicals are formed and three types of 

crosslinked network are observed [137].  

The VOCs selected for the studies included Benzene, Toluene, Xylene, Ethyl 

benzene, Acetone, Isoprene and Ethanol. Brief descriptions of chapters are given below. 

Chapter 2: This chapter describes the preparation of different polymeric CPCs by shear 

compounding method. The details of all the instruments used for characterizing the CPCs are 
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discussed in this chapter. Fabrications of sensing elements and vapour sensing setup both 

static as well as dynamic have been discussed in details.  

Chapter 3: First section of this chapter highlights development of a stand-alone radiation 

crosslinked chemiresistive sensor for acetone vapour. The chemiresistor showed a highly 

selective response for acetone whereas a considerably lower response was noted for benzene, 

toluene, xylene, ethanol, methanol and water. In the second section of this chapter 

preparation of a novel CNT induced coagulated natural rubber latex (NRL) nanocomposites 

is described. The crosslinked NRL/ CNT based chemiresistors shows good selective response 

towards Isoprene vapour and negligible response was obtained for water, methanol and 

ethanol. Chemically crosslinked polyvinyl butyral/CNT based chemiresistor for ethanol 

sensor has been discussed in the last part of this chapter.  

Chapter 4: This chapter presents chemiresistive behaviour of poly(dimethylsiloxane) 

(PDMS)/carbon nanotube (CNT) and nanocarbon black (NCB) based hybrid CPCs. Efforts 

were made to understand how two geometrically different nanocarbons can affect the sensing 

response. These hybrid sensors demonstrate high sensitivity and reversible response for 

benzene, toluene, ethyl benzene and xylene (BTEX) under dynamic flow as well as under 

static vapour conditions. It was found that addition of CNT improves temperature stability 

and detection limit while sensitivity did not change significantly. 

Chapter 5: This chapter describes the effect of the CNT-functionality on chemiresistive 

behaviour of the PDMS/ functionalized CNT nanocomposite sensors. The result elucidates 

that polymer-filler interactions were modified by gamma irradiation and that in turn affected 

chemiresistivity of the matrix. It was found that PDMS/carboxylic functionalized CNT shows 

significantly higher chemiresistivity than PDMS/amine functionalized CNT chemiresistors. 
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Dielectric, CNT percolation and XPS analysis also revealed marked variations in CPCs’ 

properties with change in functional groups on CNT. 

Finally in Chapter 6 summary and conclusive remarks have been discussed. This chapter 

described overall finding of the current study and indentifies potential aspects of future 

studies. It was found that melt/shear compounding along with radiation technology offers 

unique advantage to tailor made CPC based chemiresistive sensors for VOC. Judicial chose 

of polymer matrix and a combination of conducting fillers and/or functionalized carbon 

nanotube was found to be useful to make such sensor. Additionally, it was also found that 

optimizing crosslinking density, conducting network between NCB - CNT and CNT 

functionality has distinct effect on chemiresistive behaviour of CPC chemiresistors. 
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Chapter 2 

 
 

Experimental Methods and 

Characterization techniques. 
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2.1. Introduction: 

In this chapter preparation of polymer nanocomposite, different characterization 

techniques and vapour sensing setup used during the course of this study are discussed in 

details. The present study involved preparation of polymer nanocomposites by solvent free 

shear compounding method and the nanocomposites were crosslinked with high energy 

gamma radiation. Co-60 gamma radiation was used to irradiate the sample. These irradiated 

nanocomposites were thoroughly characterized by various techniques. The physico-

mechanical properties of the nanocomposties were studied using tensile test and dynamic 

mechanical thermal analysis (DMTA). Surface functionality and morphology of 

nanocomposites were studied by X-ray photo electron spectroscopy (XPS), surface energy 

measurement and Scanning Electron Microscopy (SEM). Crosslinking density and gel 

fraction of the composites was elucidated by sorption study in suitable solvents. Rheology is 

an important characterization technique to understand flow behaviour of polymers and their 

composites. It provides valuable information regarding interactions between polymers and 

filler particles. Both linear and nonlinear rheological study was conducted to elucidate the 

polymer- polymer and polymer-filler interactions in nanosomposites. Dielectric spectroscopy 

was used to study the effect of nanofillers on the dynamics of the segmental mobility of the 

polymer chains in the nanocomposites. The vapour sensing studies were carried out in static 

setup as well in dynamic setup. Principles of each technique are discussed in the trailing 

section of this chapter. 

2.2. Preparation of nanocomposites by melt compounding 

Melt compounding, a well established polymer processing method, involves 

breakdown of aggregated fillers into nano level by shear force and ensuring a proper mixing 
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of polymers and nanofillers. Hydrodynamic force between polymer chains and fillers are 

mainly responsible to achieve homogeneous mixing in this technique [138]. The melt mixing 

process for synthesis of polymer nanocomposites is emerging as a suitable alternative of 

other conventional processes due to its inherent advantages. Main advantage is that it does 

not involve any solvents or added chemicals and thus environmental friendly. Compatibility 

with modern industrial processes such as extrusion and moulding which are suitable for large 

scale production in comparison to solution processing and in situ polymerisation.  

In present study nanocomposites were prepared by melt/shear compounding method 

using a Brabender Plasticorder fitted with an internal mixer with two counter rotating screws. 

Mixing was done at high temperature depending upon polymers melting temperature and 

variable speed of screw to achieve uniform mixing. Considering the bulk density, desired 

amount of polymers and nanofillers were taken to ensure proper filling of mixer chamber (40 

cc, 80% of the maximum capacity). The homogeneous mixtures obtained after uniform 

mixing were taken out and cut into small pieces and compressed into sheets of 10 x 10 cm2 of 

different thicknesses using compression-molding machine at 150 kg/ cm2 for 30 min at 

elevated temperature. These compress moulded sheets were crosslinked in GC-5000 60Co 

Gamma Chamber and used as chemiresistor. 

2.3. Cobalt-60 Gamma Source (GC-5000) 

GC-5000 60Co Gamma Chambers, Board of Radiation & Isotope Technology, 

Mumbai, India was used for irradiations of the samples. GC-5000 gamma chamber contains 

stationary 60Co source in a cylindrical container surrounded by a lead shield. 60Co emits β 

particle followed by two γ-rays having energy of 1.33 MeV and 1.17 MeV (Figure 2.1). β 
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radiation were cut out by walls of metal container having 60Co isotopes. Figure 2.2 shows one 

of the gamma chambers used for present studies. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 2.1: Decay scheme of 60Co radioisotope. 

The material for irradiation was placed in a shaft located in chamber. The shaft can move up 

and down with the help of a motor to enables precise positioning of sample in radiation filed. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 2.2: Schematic diagram of GC-5000 gamma chamber. 
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2.3.1. Radiation dose measurement (Dosimetry) of GC-5000 Gamma Chamber 

and irradiation of samples. 

Dose rate of the gamma chamber was ascertained by dosimetry before carrying out 

irradiation. In general, Fricke dosimetry was used to measure the dose rate of gamma 

chamber. The standard Fricke dosimeter comprises of an aerated solution of 1.0 x 10-3 

mol.dm-3 ferrous ammonium sulphate, 1.0 x 10- 3 mol.dm-3 NaCl and 0.4 mol.dm-3 sulphuric 

acid (pH= 0.46). The basic principles of Fricke dosimetry is formation of ferric ion by 

radiation induced oxidation of ferrous ions in presence of oxygen at low pH solution [139]. 

The reactions involved in the Fricke dosimeter are summarized under reactions (2.1) – (2.7) 

[140] 

H2O -------γ radiation------>eaq
¯, H˙, ˙OH, H2, H2O2, H3O

+                                          (2.1) 

eaq
¯ +H+----------------> H˙                                                                                       (2.2) 

H˙ + O2-----------------> HO2˙                                                                                   (2.3) 

Fe2+ + ˙OH--------------->Fe3+ + OH¯                                                                       (2.4) 

Fe2+ + HO2˙ ------------->Fe3+ + HO2
¯                                                                      (2.5) 

HO2
¯ + H+ ---------------->H2O2                                                                               (2.6) 

Fe2+ + H2O2--------------> Fe3+ + OH¯ + ˙OH                                                          (2.7) 

The radiation chemical yield of ferric ion is related to the primary radical and given by 

equation (2.8) 

G(Fe3+) = 2 G(H2O2) + 3 {G(eaq 
-) + G(•H) + G(HO2

•)} + G(•OH)                          (2.8) 

By substituting the G values of the primary radicals the G(Fe3+) is calculated as 15.5. The 

spectrophotometric method was used to measure the concentration of ferric ion formed 

during the course of irradiation. Maximum absorbance of Fe3+ ion was found at 304nm. To 
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minimize adventitious oxidation, spectrophotometric data were taken as soon as possible after 

irradiation. The mean absorbed dose (DD) for the volume occupied by dosimeter solution is 

given by Eq. 2.9. 

�� =
�.��� � ��� ∆��

����(�)
Gy                                                              (2.9) 

where, ΔAD is the change in absorbance of dosimeter solution before and after irradiation. 

G(P) is yield (number of molecules per 100 eV) of ferric ions due to irradiation was 

calculated to be 15.5, ε is molar extinction coefficient of ferric ions (2201 M-1 cm-1) at the 

measuring wavelength 304 nm, ρ is the density of dosimeter solution (1.06 g/cc), l is the path 

length (1 cm).All samples were irradiated under nitrogen atmosphere. The samples were 

packed in a plastic bag and sealed it in presence of nitrogen to avoid any radiolytic oxidation 

during irradiation with Co-60 gamma ray.  

2.4. Mechanical properties measurement 

Polymers and polymers nanocomposites displayed a wide range of mechanical 

properties. Different polymers and their nanocomposites exhibited different stress-strain 

behaviour depending upon various factors like molecular weight, crosslinking density, filler 

concentration, crystalinity of polymers, interaction of polymer chain with filler particles etc. 

Thus measuring mechanical properties such as Young’s modulus, tensile strength, elongation 

at break, are important in order to characterise polymers and polymer nanocomposites 

properly.  

a) Young’s modulus: Young’s Modulus or tensile modulus is the stress required to 

create unit tensile strain in a material. Young’s modulus can be calculated from the 

slope of stress–strain graph in the linear elastic region (Figure 2.3). If a rectangular 
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bar of sample of cross-sectional area A is pulled by a force F at each end, the bar 

stretches from its original length L0 to a new length Ln. The applied tensile stress due 

to the force F is the ratio between force and the cross-sectional area, or F/A. The 

strain (ε) or relative deformation is the change in length, ΔL divided by the original 

length, or (Ln − L0)/L0 = ΔL/L0. Thus Young’s modulus may be expressed 

mathematically as 

������ ������� =
������

������
=  

�
��

�
=  

�
��

��
��

�
                                (2.10) 

Elastic modulus is a measure of the stiffness of the material. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 2.3: Representative Stress- strain graph of polymer. 

 

b) Tensile strength: Tensile strength is the stress required to break the sample. 

Tensile strength is the measure of maximum stress sample can withstand before 

failure. In general Crosslinking of polymer and addition of filler into polymer 

increases tensile strength of polymer matrix.  
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c) Elongation at break: It is the maximum strain in the material on its breakage. 

Elastomeric polymers have very high elongation while glassy polymers have low 

elongation at break. Elongation at break of polymers decreases upon addition of filler 

and crosslinking of polymer matrix.  

During the course of this study, for mechanical properties measurement, at least five 

dumbbell shaped specimens were cut from composite sheets using a sharp edged steel die of 

standard dimensions. The thickness of the samples were determined to the nearest of 0.1 mm. 

The Young’s modulus, tensile strength and elongation at break were measured at room 

temperature using a universal testing machine supplied by M/s Hemetek, MUMBAI, India. 

2.5. Rheology and Dynamic mechanical Analysis (DMA) 

Rheology involves the study of the deformation and flow of materials. Rheological 

properties are extremely sensitive to very small changes in the structure of polymer. This 

makes rheological study an important tool for characterization of polymer and their 

composites. There are two extreme behaviour of material upon deformation, Elastic 

deformation and viscous deformation. Elastic deformation termed also as elasticity, is the 

ability of a material to store deformational energy, and can be viewed as the capacity of a 

material to regain its original shape after being deformed. Viscous deformation or viscosity, 

is a measure of the ability of a material to resist flow, and reflects dissipation of 

deformational energy through flow. In rheological study, the force required for deformation is 

expressed as the stress, or force per unit area. The degree of deformation caused due to the 

stress applied to a material is called the strain.  

An ideal solid obeys Hooke’s law. The stress (σ) response is proportional to the 

imposed strain (γ) and is independent of the strain rate. Thus stress can be given as 
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σ=Gγ                                                              (2.11) 

where, the proportionality constant G is termed as the shear modulus. It manifests the 

stiffness of the material or the materials ability to resist deformation. In an ideal solid 

material the energy supplied in form of deformation force is fully conserved. Where as an 

ideal liquid also called as Newtonian fluid follows Newtonian law of viscosity where the 

stress (σ) is proportional to the imposed strain rate (γ ̇) and given by 

σ=ηγ̇                                                             (2.12) 

where, η is the coefficient of viscosity. The deformation energy is completely dissipated in a 

Newtonian fluid [141]. In general, polymer poses both elastic as well as viscous behaviour, 

termed as viscoelasticity.  

Rheological study can be done under both steady and oscillatory deformation.  In 

steady deformation study, the sample’s viscosity is measured as a function of shear rate. 

Normally at low shear rates a plateau in viscosity value is observed called Newtonian plateau 

whereas, viscosity decreases at higher shear rate. Nevertheless, steady−shear measurements 

are not that much sensitive compare to oscillatory measurements when more detailed 

microstructural study has to be done. In an oscillatory measurement the material is subjected 

to a sinusoidal stress or strain and the strain or stress response is measured. When the small 

amplitude oscillatory shear technique is used, the sample is subjected to a sinusoidal shear 

strain, γ, and the resultant shear stress, σ, is measured. If the strain is sufficiently small (linear 

response regime), the stress response will also have an oscillatory behaviour with the same 

frequency but with a phase angle shift of δ depending upon viscoelastic nature of the material 

(Figure 2.4). The stress signal generated by a viscoelastic material can be separated into two 
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components: an elastic stress (σʹ ) that is in phase with strain, and a viscous stress (σʺ ) that is 

in phase with the strain rate (dγ/dt or γ)̇ but 90o out of phase with strain. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 2.4: Oscillatory stress and strain of Viscoelastic materials. 

The elastic and viscous stresses are sometimes referred to as the in-phase and out-of-phase 

stresses, respectively. The elastic stress is a measure of the degree to which the material 

behaves as an elastic solid. The viscous stress is a measure of the degree to which the 

material behaves as an ideal fluid. The stress and strain are used to calculate a complex (G*), 

real (storage modulus, Gʹ) and imaginary (loss modulus, Gʺ) parts of the shear modulus. 

Mathematical expression of strain which is a function of frequency ω is given by  

γ(t)= γ0sin(ωt)                                                      (2.13) 

the stress response will be of the form  

σ(t) = G′γ0 sin (ωt) + G′′γ0 cos (ωt)                                   (2.14) 

where Gʹ and Gʺ are given by  
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�ʹ =
�

�
����  ��� �ʺ =

�

�
����                                      (2.15) 

The storage modulus, G′, and the loss modulus, G″, are the real and the imaginary component 

of the complex modulus, G*, respectively,  

G*= Gʹ+iGʺ                                                         (2.16) 

A parameter often found in literature is the loss tangent or loss factor tanδ, which is defined 

as the ratio between loss and storage modulus,  

�ʺ

�ʹ
= ����                                                      (2.17) 

Loss factor provides the ratio of viscous to elastic response of a material, indicates which one 

is the dominant one. The elastic and viscous properties of the material are equal when tanδ is 

equal to 1. Loss factor less than 1 means elastic property dominates and greater than 1 

implies viscous property dominates. The value of Loss factor for polymeric systems related to 

various molecular relaxations within the material. 

Complex viscosity η*, as the ratio of the shear stress σ to the rate of shear γ,̇ and is given by 

η*=ηʹ-iηʺ                                                         (2.18) 

where Gʹ=ηʺω and Gʺ=ηʹω. 

Considering the special case of the Maxwell model the dynamic moduli given by two 

following equations 

�ʹ =
����

������
                                                    (2.19) 

�ʺ =
��

������
                                                    (2.20) 
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Where η is viscosity and τ is relaxation time. Typical shapes of the storage and loss modulus 

as a function of angular frequency are shown in Figure 2.5. Where, storage modulus is 

proportional to ω2 in the low frequency region, and attains a constant value at high frequency. 

The loss modulus is proportional to ω at low frequency, and proportional to 1/ω at high 

frequency. At low frequency Gʹ<Gʺ, i.e the material is liquid like. Both the modulus increase 

with increase in frequency until the crossover point ωc is reached. The reciprocal of this 

crossover frequency ωc denotes relaxation time of the polymers. In the intermediate 

frequency region G′ reaches a constant value known as rubbery plateau (G′ ≈G0
N ).  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 2.5: Frequency response of Storage and loss modulus of typical polymer. 

 

In the rubbery plateau the modulus (G0
N) is independent of the molecular weight of 

polymers and only depends on chemical structure of polymer. Both G′ and G″ again increase 

at higher frequency. The response observed at such high frequencies, which correspond to 

small time scales, will only be due to small parts of the polymer chains (i.e. few monomeric 

units). Dynamic mechanical analysis or dynamic mechanical thermal analysis (DMTA) 

measures the change in the elastic modulus (E′) and loss modulus (E″), as well as the ratio of 

these two tanδ (E″/E′), with temperature. The value of glass transition temperature can be 
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probed either from peak of tanδ or peak of E” (Figure 2.6). Often some literature has 

estimated the Tg from onset temperature drop of E’. DMTA is about 10 to 100 times more 

sensitive to changes occurring at the Tg than other thermal technique such as DSC. It is 

therefore very much useful to detect a weak glass transition.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 2.6: Representative DMTA graph of polymer. 

2.6. X-ray photo electron spectroscopy (XPS) 

X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) is used for investigating the surface 

chemistry of electrically conducting and non-conducting samples [142]. It provides useful 

information about the chemical environment of the surface of polymer and composites. 

During the XPS analysis, the surface of sample is irradiated with X-rays in vacuum. The X-

ray photon strikes out the core shell electron of atoms of sample by transferring its energy. 

Kinetic energy of emitted electron (photoelectron) depends upon the energy of the incident 

X-ray and binding energy of the atomic orbital from which it originate. The energy and 

intensity of the emitted photoelectrons are analysed to identify and determine the 

concentrations of the elements present in a sample. In the photoelectron spectrum, which 
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represents the distribution of emitted photoelectrons as a function of their binding energy, 

peaks can be observed which are related to individual elements present on the sample surface. 

For each element there will be a characteristic binding energy associated with each core 

atomic orbital i.e. each element will give rise to a characteristic set of peaks in the 

photoelectron spectrum. Incident photon energy and the respective binding energies of atomic 

orbital will determine the kinetic energies of the emitted electron. These photoelectrons 

originate from a depth of <10 nm, therefore the information obtained is from within this 

depth. During the analysis, two types of XPS spectra are usually recorded. Firstly, a spectrum 

through a wide energy range is acquired, in which the peaks of present elements are 

identified. In addition to wide energy range spectra, high energy-resolution spectra for 

characteristic peaks of the elements like C 1s, O 1s and others (N 1s, S 2p, Cl 2p, F 1s, Si 2p 

…) are recorded through a narrow energy range. From the shape and binding energy peaks 

within these XPS spectra, the chemical bonding of surface elements can be identified with the 

help of data from the literature. During present study XPS analysis of the samples was 

performed at 4354 eV photon energy on the PES-BL14 beamline (BARC) at Indus-2, 

RRCAT, Indore, India. 

2.7. Surface energy measurement 

Contact Angle measurement is adapted to measure surface energy of polymer 

composites by analysing drop shape of polar and non polar solvents. A liquid droplet (1.5- 

2.5 l) was allowed to fall on the samples to be studied from a software-controlled syringe. 

An image sequence was taken through a CCD camera of goniometer from GBX instruments, 

France which was connected to a PC computer and interfaced to image capture software 

(Windrop++, GBX instruments). In this work, the Owens and Wendt [143] method was used 
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to calculate surface energy of composites. They assumed the total solid surface tension γ to 

be of the general form  

1 + ���� = 2���
� �

���
�

���
� + 2���

�
�

��
�
�

���
�                                       (2.21) 

In this equation, θ is contact angle, the subscripts s and l refer to the solid and liquid 

surface tension respectively; the superscripts d and p coincide with dispersive and polar 

components of total surface tension, where sum of these two values are equal to the total 

surface tension. The γs
d and γs

p are needed to be resolved. Therefore two independent contact 

angles were needed to be measured by two different liquid whose surface tension components 

are known. Water and diiodomethane were chosen for this purpose and contact angle for both 

solvent were measured. Polar and dispersive components of surface tension were taken from 

literature and are given in the table 2.1. 

Table 2.1: Dispersive (γl
d) and Polar (γl

p) components of the surface tension (γlv) 

for water and diiodomethane at 25 oC. 

Solvents γl
d (mN/m) γl

p (mN/m) γlv (mN/m) 

Water 21.8 51.0 72.8 

Diiodomethane 49.5 1.3 50.8 

2.8. Scanning electron microscopy (SEM) 

The scanning electron microscope (SEM) employs a focused high energy beam of 

electrons to generate a variety of signals at the surface of solid specimens. The signals 

generated from the interaction of electrons with sample atoms carried information about 

surface morphology, composition, and orientation of different components within the sample 
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[144, 145]. SEM is routinely used to characterise polymers, polymer blends and polymer 

composites. Morphology of cryofractured polymer composites was studied using SEM in this 

thesis. During SEM operation, a beam of electrons is focused on a spot volume of the sample 

specimen, different interactions between electrons and sample atoms happen (Figure 2.7) 

during the energy transfer. These bombarding electrons, known as primary electrons, 

dislodge electrons from the specimen itself. The dislodged electrons, also known as 

secondary electrons, are attracted and collected by a positively biased grid or detector, and 

then translated into a signal. To produce the SEM image, the electron beam is swept across 

the area being inspected, producing many such signals. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 2.7: Interaction of primary electrons and signal generation. 
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Figure 2.8: Schematic diagram of SEM. 

These signals are then amplified, analyzed, and translated into images of the topography of 

the inspected sample. Different components of a typical SEM are shown in Figure 2.8. 

2.9. Electrical conductivity and Dielectric spectroscopy 

Polymers are electrically insulator in nature but with addition of conducting filler 

become electrical conductor. Electrical conductivity of polymer composites can be measured 

by measuring resistance of the composite. DC electrical conductivity (σDC) of polymer 

nanocomposites can be given by 

��� =
�

�
=

��

�
                                                              (2.22) 

Where ρ is resistivity, R resistance, l and A are sample thickness and area 

respectively.  

 Dielectric spectroscopy is now a well-established technique for understanding 

molecular dynamics of polymers and their composites. It can provide information such as 

miscibility of composites and blends, flow behaviour, molecular relaxations, thermal 

transitions, and polymerization reaction rates. Molecular dynamics of composites are 
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different that of base polymer material due to the interaction of polymer chain with filler 

particles. As dielectric spectroscopy is sensitive to molecular relaxation, it provides useful 

information about the interaction between polymers with nanofiller [146, 147]. 

Among various geometry, parallel plates geometry is mostly used for dielectric 

measurement. Dielectric materials store energy when an external electric field is applied. The 

atomic and molecular charges of the dielectric material are displaced from their equilibrium 

positions upon applied electric field and the material is polarized. Usually the magnitude of 

this polarization is directly proportional to the applied field. In polymeric materials two types 

of polarization can happen; one is the polarization due to charge migration and other is 

polarization due to orientation of permanent dipoles. Each of these polarizations has 

characteristic relaxation frequency. The proportionality constant is called the permittivity (ε). 

Generally the permittivity is expressed as relative permittivity or dielectric constant. It is a 

ratio between permittivity of the material (ε) and permittivity of vacuum and given by 

εr=ε/ε0                                                             (2.23) 

where ε0 is the permittivity of a vacuum (= 8.854 x 10-12 J-1 C2 m-1).  

Oscillating electric field is applied during dielectric measurements. An oscillating 

voltage is applied across the electrode and the corresponding current is measured along with 

the phase shift (δ). Complex Permittivity is represented by  

ε*=εrʹ-iεrʺ                                                         (2.24) 

εr′ and εr″ are the real part and imaginary or loss part of permittivity respectively. The 

loss factor is associated with energy absorption by the polymer. Another important parameter 

is dissipation factor or loss tangent (D). It is the ratio between loss and real permittivity 
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D = tanδ= εr″/ εr′                                                 (2.25) 

This loss tangent is a convenient quantity for qualitative comparison between DMTA 

and dielectric data since it is directly analogous to the mechanical loss tangent. It is also 

directly calculable from the measured impedance data without knowing the geometrical 

dimensions of the electrodes. 

The AC conductivity can be expressed in terms of DC conductivity and frequency (ω) 

by following relation 

��� = ��� + ��ʺ                                                             (2.26) 

εʺ is loss permittivity. 

2.10. Zeta potential measurement  

The zeta potential (ζ-potential) is defined as the potential difference between solids 

and liquids across the phase boundaries. It is a measure of the electrostatic charge between 

suspended particles and one of the fundamental parameters to affect stability of colloidal 

solution. Due to the net charge that develops at the particle surface affects the distribution of 

counter ions nearby the surface of solid particles, facilitate the formation of electrical double 

layer. The zeta potential is a key parameter which dictates the stability of colloidal 

dispersions. Typically, higher the zeta-potential more stable is the colloid. When the zeta-

potential of colloids equals to zero, the solid particles will precipitate. Colloids with higher 

zeta potential value (negative or positive) are electrically stabilized while colloids with low 

zeta potentials tend to coagulate or flocculate. In general, when the zeta potential of a colloid 

is high, the repulsive forces between particles exceed the attractive forces between them, 

resulting in a relatively stable system. 
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Zeta potential can be measured indirectly by measuring electrophoretic mobility of 

particles. Particles having zeta potential will migrate toward the opposite-charged electrode. 

The rate of migration is proportional to the zeta potential. Consequently by measuring the 

velocity of charged particles under electric filed one can determine the Zeta potential. The 

calculation is based on a theory described in 1903 by Marian Smoluchowski [148]. 

Smoluchowski's theory is valid for any concentration or shape of dispersed particles. 

Measurement of zeta potential gives an insight of electrical charge present in surface of 

particles thus one of the fundamental interest for studying coagulation process and stability of 

colloidal solution. Malvern Zetasizer nano ZS was used to determine zeta potential of 

samples.  

2.11. Dynamic and static vapour sensing setup 

Chemiresistive behaviour of CPC based sensors against different analyte vapours is 

determined in dynamic flow as well static vapour condition. Dynamic flow measurements 

were used to determine the sensing response over a broad concentration range. Figure 2.9 

shows the setup used for dynamic measurements. At a particular rate dry nitrogen gas was 

bubbled into the analyte contained in a 50 ml glass vessel maintained at isothermal 

conditions. The analyte vapours were carried by nitrogen into a mixing chamber where the 

vapours get diluted by another inlet of nitrogen to the desired extent. The diluted vapours are 

then carried to the sensing chamber. Real-time chemiresistive response of chemiresistors was 

monitored by measuring the relative change in resistance due to the exposure of VOCs. For 5 

min chemiresistors was exposed into VOC vapour and then dry nitrogen was purged for 5 

min to clean the chamber hence sensing response of chemiresistors was recorder for 
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Figure 2.9: Schematic diagram of dynamic vapour sensing setup. 

successive cycles of VOC and nitrogen. The relative change in resistance (Ar = ∆R/R0) was 

recorded for different concentrations by using PC connected multimeter. PTFE guides were 

used to hold chemiresistors, without blocking the exposure and to minimize vibrations due to 

vapour flow. Although Real-time measurements simulate the real exposure conditions 

however it has limitation. In dynamic setup, vapour pressure of analytes at amibient 

temperature plays a crucial role in final concentration of analyte. To overcome this issue, a 

static system was used to get vapour pressure independent concentration of VOCs. In static 

measurement setup, chemiresistor was kept inside a 2 litre closed glass container. Different 

concentration of VOC was introduced inside the container by injecting required volume with 

the help of a syringe, and then resistance of chemiresistor was measured for 5 min under 

VOC filed by computer controlled multimeter. After 5min VOC vapour was removed by 

suction through vacuum pump allowing dropping of resistance of chemiressitor. Sensing 

response was recorded as relative change of resistance (Ar = ∆R/R0). Schematic diagram of 

static vapour sensing setup is shown in Figure 2.10.   
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Figure 2.10: Schematic diagram of static vapour sensing setup. 

2.12. Principle Component Analysis (PCA) 

It is impossible to graphically represent large number of raw data when number of 

samples and sensors are more than three. So it is a challenging task to reduce dimensionality 

of data without losing important information associated with it. In this context, Principle 

component analysis (PCA), a statistical technique, can be useful to reduce dimensionality of 

data with maximum retention and easy visualization of related information [149-151]. PCA 

decompose a set of data produced by an array (m x n, where m is no of sensors and n is 

different types of vapour) into more simple components called principle components by 

linear transformation. Each principle components are orthogonal to each others. For 

simplification consider 3 sensor system having change of resistance ΔR1, ΔR2 and ΔR3 for 

three different VOCs. Then first principle component PC1 is a linear combination of 

resistance change by three sensors and can be represented by  

PC1= a11ΔR1+ a12ΔR2+ a13ΔR3, where a11
2 +a12

2 +a13
2 =1                 (2.27) 
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The data has largest variance along first principle component. The second principal 

component, PC2, is in the direction perpendicular to PC1 and results in the second largest 

variance. The third principal component, PC3, is perpendicular to both PC1 and PC2 and 

results in the third largest variance. From these components the most distinctive components 

are selected to feature the final plot [151]. 
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Chapter 3 

 

 
Nanocarbon black and Carbon 

nanotube based Conducting 

Polymeric Composites for 

Chemiresistive application. 
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Introduction: 

Nanocarbon black (NCB), carbon nanotubes (CNT) and graphene are three 

conducting allotropes of carbon having different shapes and geometries. They are also 

different in terms of physical, mechanical and thermal characteristics. Graphene is sp2 

hybridized carbon in the form one atom thick sheet. It has exceptionally high electrical 

conductivity, thermal conductivity and mechanical strength, making it suitable in various 

advanced applications such sensors and actuators, super capacitors, batteries, aircraft 

components and hydrogen storage [152, 153]. CNTs can be visualized as an assembly of 

several concentric graphene tubes, having excellent electrical, mechanical and thermal 

characteristics [154-156]. Application domain CNTs are vast owing to their excellent 

electrical conductivity and inertness towards harsh chemical processing. On the other hand, 

Nanocarbon blacks are another allotrope of carbon having grapes like structure forming by 

some spherical particles.  NCB are widely used for developing conducting nanocomposites 

for over current protection devices [157] and various other applications [158-160]. 

 For developing chemiresistive sensors electrical conductivity and a responsive 

polymer phase are two prerequisite components. Several kinds of thermoplastic and 

elastomeric polymers have been investigated so far as a responsive polymer matrix to 

develop CPC based chemireistive sensors [71, 77]. Nanocarbon based conducting polymer 

nanocomposite materials are one of the most promising materials to develop low cost, 

flexible, room temperature and standalone chemiresistive sensors [96, 161]. Chemiresistivity 

of several conducting polymer nanocomposites based on poly(caprolactone)/carbon nanotube 

[78] acrylate copolymer latexes/CNT [162], polylactic acid/CNT [127] and polymethyl 

methacrylate/CNT [70] are studied against different analytes. Han et al. have used 

PMMA/SWNT electrospun composites nanofibers combined with inter-digitated electrodes 
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printed on the surface for sensing of methanol vapour [98]. All these studies along with 

several other highlights the potential of conducting nanocarbon for the development of novel 

chemiresistive sensors [43, 163]. Owing to its low cost high conductivity, high surface area 

conducting nanocarbon black (NCB) is an excellent choice as a conducting phase [164, 165]. 

Two elastomeric polymers namely Fluorocarbon elastomer (FCE) and Natural rubber (NR) 

and one thermoplastic polymer as Polyvinyl Butyral (PVB) have chosen to develop 

chemiresistive sensors for acetone, isoprene and ethanol respectively. Chemiresistivity of 

these three different nanocomposites have been discussed in subsequent section of this 

chapter.  

3a. Development of radiation cross-linked FCE/NCB nanocomposite based 

chemiresistor for acetone detection: 

3.1a. Introduction  

Acetone is one of the main exhaled breath biomarker in case of various diseases like 

diabetes and lung cancer. Its concentration increased by several fold in breath in case of 

diabetes ketoacidosis [166, 167]. Another fact is that acetone has wide range of uses in 

different industries and laboratory. Acute inhalation of acetone produces several negative 

effect on human health [168]. Thus analysis of acetone concentration may be helpful for 

rapid and early detection of disease associated with it and monitoring the exposure of 

acetone. Therefore availability of small, reversible, room temperature and low-cost acetone 

field detector is expected to be highly helpful in order to early detection of disease and 

ascertaining of exposure of acetone within permissible limits. 

Like other Volatile organic compounds (VOCs) acetone is generally analyzed using 

gas chromatography (GC), FT-IR spectroscopy and HPLC. But high cost, complexity, time 
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consuming and nonportability has limited their use. Among many other techniques 

chemiresistors offer many advantages over other techniques in terms of cost, response time, 

ease of production, real-time monitoring and the possibility of an easy integration into a 

chemiresistive array. Note worthily, though many works have been carried out in low range 

detection of acetone by mainly metal oxide based chamiresistors [169, 170], there are limited 

informations about higher level detection of acetone vapour associated with diabetic 

kitoacidisis.  

For polymeric nanocomposites based chemiressitors selection of polymer matrix is 

critical because primary sensitivity towards a particular analyte depends upon interaction 

parameter between polymer chain and analyte. Fluorocarbon elastomer (FCE) is an excellent 

choice for this purpose as they have solubility parameter close to acetone. FCE are generally 

used in harsh chemical and temperature condition though there is little information available 

on its use for chemiresistor development [171, 172]. For achieving good sensing 

characteristics of CPC base chemiresitors crosslinking of polymer matrix is required. 

Crosslinked networks of polymer matrix are responsible to increase dimensional stability 

when chemiresistive stress is being applied by VOCs. Furthermore, crosslinked matrix has 

changed diffusion behaviour of analytes without significantly affecting polymer-filler 

interactions. High energy radiation is a clean and effective tool to crosslink polymer without 

external additive. Such crosslinked nanocomposites can be used as standalone chemiresistor. 

Thus radiation crosslinked CPC based standalone chemiresistive sensors are expected to offer 

advantages such as independence of substrate-sensor interface characteristics, availability of 

larger surface area and fabrication ease.  

First section of this chapter elaborates the preparation of fluorocarbon elastomer 

(FCE)/nano carbon black (NCB) nanocomposites by shear compounding method. Different 
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fractions of NCB loaded composites were prepared in order to establish percolation profile of 

NCB in polymer matrix. Different crosslinking densities were achieved by using high energy 

gamma radiation and the effect of crosslinking density on AC and DC conductivity was 

estimated by impedance analysis and resistance measurements. The effect of crosslinking 

density and NCB loading on acetone sensing characteristics was evaluated.  

 3.2a. Materials and experimental method 

3.2.1a. Materials 

Fluorocarbon elastomer (Viton®, contains 66% fluorine; a copolymer of vinylidene 

fluoride (VF2) and hexafluoropropylene (HFP)) and Nanocarbon black (NCB) (size 50 nm, 

surface area 70 m2/g, density 1.8 g/cc) were procured from M/s TA Corporation, Mumbai, 

India. Acetone, benzene, xylene, toluene, ethanol and methanol used were of AR grade 

(purity > 99.9%) and were procured from local supplier M/s SD Fine Chemicals, Mumbai. 

3.2.2a. Preparation of FCE/NCB composites: 

 Shear compounding method was employed to prepare FCE/NCB nanocomposites in 

Brabender plasticorder. Considering the bulk density different amounts of NCB and FCE 

were taken and were mixed homogenously in Brabender plasticordar at 100 oC, 30 rpm for 20 

min. After taken out from plasticorder the homogeneous mixture was cut into small pieces. 

Then these pieces were compressed moulded at 120 oC for 30 min at 150 kg/cm2 into 10 cm 

× 10 cm sheet with different thicknesses (100 μm–500 μm). Co-60 gamma radiation was used 

to crosslink the chemiresistors for desired absorbed doses. Figure 3.1 represents the 

schematic of sample preparation by shear compounding and crosslinking by exposing to 

gamma radiation. Prior to irradiation the dose rate of gamma chamber was ascertained by 

Fricke dosimetry and it was found to be 1.0 kGy/h. The samples in the study were mentioned 
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as VTXY where X is the wt% of the NCB in the composite and Y is the absorbed dose. NCB 

content was varied from 10 wt% to 40 wt%. Table A1 in appendix summarises the 

composition of FCE/NCB nanocomposites. 

 

Figure 3.1: Schematic for preparation of radiation crosslinked FCE/NCB chemiresistor (Red 

lines depicts cross-linking). 

 

 3.2.3a. Mechanical properties evaluation of nanocomposites by tensile and DMTA test 

Mechanical properties like elastic modulus and elongation of break of 

nanocomposites were evaluated by uniaxial tensile test. Five dumbbell shaped specimens 

were cut from composite with the help of a sharp edged steel die of standard dimensions and 

used them for tensile test. The thickness of the samples were determined to the nearest of 0.1 

mm. The tensile strength and elongation at break were measured using a universal testing 

machine supplied by M/s Hemetek, MUMBAI, India at crosshead speed of 100 mm/min at 

room temperature. DMTA measurements were performed on an MCR 102 Rheometer (Anton 

Paar, Austria) in SRF mode. Samples dimensions were 25mm x 12mm x 1mm (l x b x t) for 

all samples. Temperature sweep was carried out in the temperature range. -70 to 30 oC, rate 3 

oC /min to monitor storage modulus, loss modulus and loss factor in glassy and rubbery 

states, at 1 Hz frequency and 1% strain. 
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3.2.4a. Sorption study of nanocomposites 

For sorption studies, cross-linked samples were Soxhlet extracted for 12 h to remove 

any sol content using acetone as a solvent. The remaining gel part was then dried under room 

temperature and later under vacuum at 40 ◦C. The obtained dried nanocomposites were cut 

into uniform circular pieces of 1 cm diameter using a sharp-edged die and further used for 

swelling studies. For swelling study pre-weighed samples were placed in a 200-mesh 

stainless steel compartment and immersed in an excess of acetone. The swollen samples were 

periodically removed, blotted free of surface solvent using laboratory tissue paper, weighed 

on an analytical balance (accuracy 0.00001 g) from M/s AND, India, in stopper bottles and 

returned to the swelling medium. Until sample reaches equilibrium swelling weight 

measurement was done. Acetone uptake was defined as the ratio of the weight of the swelled 

sample to its initial weight. 

3.2.5a. AC and DC electrical conductivity 

For AC and DC conductivity measurement samples of circular disk shape with 

diameter of 15mm were cut from compression moulded sheet of 1 mm thickness. The 

surfaces of the specimen samples were polished with 800-grit sandpaper and were coated 

with conducting silver paste in order to get good contact between sample and electrodes. The 

DC conductivity of the samples was measured by recording the resistance of the samples by a 

two-probe arrangement. A mega ohm meter was employed when samples having resistance 

higher than 106 Ohm. For each composition, at least three specimens were tested. The 

dielectric measurements were conducted by HIOKI 3570 Impedance Analyzer (Japan) over 

the frequency range of 4Hz–5MHz. All measurements were performed at ∼24 ◦C and relative 

humidity of 55%. 
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3.2.6a. Dynamic and static vapour sensing 

To determine the sensing characteristics of chemiresistive sensors both dynamic setup 

and static vapour setup were used. Figure 2.9 and 2.10 depicts dynamic and static vapour 

measurement system respectively. A carrier gas as nitrogen is bubbled trough the acetone 

contained in a glass container (50 ml) maintained under isothermal conditions (298 K). The 

acetone vapours were diluted to desire extent by mixing with another inlet of nitrogen (0-150 

ml/min). The vapour was then transferred to a sensing chamber contains chemiresistor. In 

dynamic tests, the acetone vapours concentration was expressed in terms of dilution (v/v). 

The real-time sensing response of chemiresistive sensor was tested for successive exposures 

of VOC vapours and nitrogen as background. First acetone vapour was purged for 5 min in 

the sensing chamber followed by flushing with nitrogen for 5 min. The relative change in 

resistance (Ar= ΔR/Ro) was recorded for different concentrations of analytes. For static 

measurements, a fixed volume of the acetone was placed in a 2 lit closed glass container and 

recorded the resistance for 5min then flush with nitrogen to remove the acetone vapours. 

Relative change in resistance was recorder as sensing response of chemiresistors.  

3.3a. Results and Discussion 

3.3.1a. Mechanical properties and gel fraction of irradiated FCE/NCB 

composites: 
 

  3.3.1.1a. Effect of radiation dose on mechanical properties: 

Elastic modulus of Fluorocarbon elastomer (FCE)/nanocarbon black (NCB) 

nanocomposites increased significantly with the increase in the radiation dose as well as with 

increase in NCB fraction (Figure 3.2). Elongation at break (EB) for different FCE/NCB 

nanocomposites has been shown in Figure 3.3. Pristine FCE and 30% NCB loaded 

nanocomposites (VT30) both showed drastic decrease in EB with the absorbed gamma 
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radiation dose. With increase in weight fraction of filler, elongation at break was expected to 

decrease, as the polymer-filler interface is expected to act as crack propagation site; moreover 

at higher filler loading filler agglomeration can also accentuate the failure [173, 174]. On the 

other hand, high energy radiation such as gamma radiation is expected to either crosslink or 

degrades the polymer matrix. As reflected from the modulus value (Figure 3.2), FCE 

predominantly undergoes rapid crosslinking on irradiation. Increase in crosslinking density 

can account for the observed precipitous fall in the EB (Figure 3.3). Higher the crosslinking 

density lesser will be inter and intra chain slippages since most of the polymer chains are 

interconnected through covalent bonding. A similar trend has been reported earlier for other 

filled elastomeric and polymeric systems [174, 175].  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 3.2: Effect of absorbed dose and NCB incorporation on modulus of FCE (a) 

0% and (b) 30% NCB loading (VT30). 
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Figure 3.3: Effect of absorbed dose and NCB incorporation on elongation at break of FCE 

(a) 0% and (b) 30% NCB loading (VT30). 

   

3.3.1.2a. Effect of radiation dose on gel fraction and crosslinking density: 

The gel fraction and crosslinking density of the nanocomposites was varied by using 

gamma radiation induced crosslinking. Changes in the gel fraction of filled and unfilled FCE 

have been shown in Figure 3.4 & its inset. The gel fraction increased with dose, both for 35 

% NCB filled (VT35) and unfilled FCE. Maximum gel fraction was around 0.89 for unfilled 

FCE and around 0.80 for VT35 composite. For different filler loading and total absorbed 

doses of 50 and 100 kGy the reduction in gel fraction is in the range 7-10% (Inset Figure 3.4). 

From Figure 3.4 & its inset it is clear that there is a slight reduction in gel fraction at all doses 

for all compositions compare to pristine FCE. These results show that NCB reduces the 

efficiency of radiation crosslinking in FCE, marginally but consistently at all doses and at all 

NCB loadings.   
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Figure 3.4: Effect of absorbed dose on gel fraction (a) pristine FCE (b) VT35 

nanocomposite. Inset: Gel fraction of FCE/NCB composites at different doses (a) 50 kGy 

(black) (b) 100 kGy (red). 

The crosslinking density was calculated from estimation of the molecular weight between 

cross-links (Mc) using the following relation which is based on the theory proposed by Flory 

and Rehner can be presented as 
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�                                              (3.1) 

where V1 is the molar volume of the solvent, ρp is the polymer density; φp is the volume 

fraction of the polymer in the swollen matrix and  is the Flory–Huggins interaction 

parameter between solvent and polymer which can be calculated using following relation  
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where, s and p,T are the solubility parameters of the solvent and the polymer,  is the lattice 

constant, R is the universal gas constant and T is absolute temperature. p was calculated 

using following relation   

�� =  
(������)

��
�

(������)
��

� �
��

��
�

                                                    (3.3) 

where ��  and ��  are the weight and density of the solvent respectively; f is filler weight 

fraction and �� and �� are initial and dried weight respectively. The crosslinking density has 

been reported as 1/2Mc. Crosslinking density of the pristine FCE and FCE/NCB 

nanocomposites is shown in Figure 3.5. It is clear from the figure that for both unfilled and 

filled FCE crosslinking density increased with absorbed radiation dose. Similar behaviour 

was observed for gel fraction; though there was slight difference in the trend, which may be 

attributed to the fact that increase in gel fraction would be negligible at higher doses when 

most of the chains are interlinked, whereas crosslinking density will keep increasing as the 

chains get further  interlinked. The crosslinking density of the filled composites was slightly 

higher than the unfilled FCE, this can be attributed to the contribution of physical 

crosslinking by nanoparticulate filler. A similar behaviour was observed in elastic modulus 

(Figure 3.2).  One of the plausible explanations for the increase in the elastic modulus and 

crosslinking density of FCE/NCB nanocomposites with NCB loading might be good 

interaction between NCB and FCE interfaces. Therefore, interactions between NCB and FCE 

were assessed using Kraus equation:   

���

���
= 1 − � �

��

����
�

                                                    
(3.4) 

          

 

Where Vr0 is the volume fraction of the polymer in the swollen rubber, Vrf, volume fraction 

of polymer in the swollen filled system and f is the volume fraction of the filler in the filled 
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composite. To access the polymer filler interaction, Vr0/Vrf was plotted against f/(1-f). A 

linear profile with negative slope obtained suggested high reinforcement by filler (Inset figure 

3.5a). The polymer-filler interaction parameter C (Kraus constant) was calculated using the 

Kraus equation (equation 3.5) by putting “m” value obtained from plotting suitable 

parameters of equation 3.4.    

� =  
�� �����

�(�����
�/�

)
                                                             (3.5) 

The C value for the system was found to be 1.03±0.2 suggesting good interaction between 

NCB and FCE.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 3.5: Effect of absorbed dose on crosslinking density (a) VT35 composites (b) pristine 

FCE. Inset: Kraus plot for FCE-NCB composites. 

 3.3.1.3a. Effect of radiation dose on dynamic mechanical properties: 

Dynamic mechanical properties were investigated to understand effect of radiation 

dose on segmental motions of FCE polymer molecules. The radiation dose was found to have 

a significant effect on the dynamic mechanical properties (Figure 3.6). The storage modulus 
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increased with increase in absorbed radiation dose.  The increase in radiation dose influenced 

the glass transition and the loss factor (tan δ), suggesting marked influence of radiation on the 

segmental dynamics. In the glassy region, the difference in storage modulus with radiation 

doses was significant (Figure 3.6a). The matrix irradiated to 300 kGy doses showed highest 

elastic modulus, suggesting highest cross-linking density of the matrix.  Variation in tan δ 

with an increase in temperature has been presented in Figure 3.6b.  The glass transition was 

observed at around 13 oC. With the increase in radiation dose, there was shift in glass 

transition, suggesting a reduction in the segmental motion.  

 

Figure 3.6: Variation of (a) Storage modulus (b) tan δ with temperature for pristine FCE. 

 3.3.2a. Electrical properties of FCE/NCB composites: 
 

  3.3.2.1a. DC and AC electrical conductivities of nanocomposites: 

DC electrical conductivity of composites as a function of NCB fraction has been 

shown in Figure 3.7. Upto 0.2 weight fraction of NCB there was hardly any change in 
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conductivity after that a dramatic increase in conductivity (~ in order of 106) was observed. 

The conductivity behaviors of the composites is often governed by a power law [176, 177]: 

� = ��(�� − ��)�                                                            (3.6) 

where ϕf is the volume fraction of the filler, ϕc is the percolation threshold, σf is the filler 

conductivity and t is the critical exponent. It can be shown from inset of Figure 3.7 that the 

above power law equation fitted very well with experimental data. The power law fitted 

experimental data gives values of ϕc and t as 0.15 and 2.57 respectively. FCE/NCB 

composites showed significantly lower percolation threshold than other elastomeric 

nanocomposites containing NCB; though it was higher than what is commonly observed for 

anisotropic conducting fillers such as MWNT, SWNT, carbon fibers and graphene [178]. In 

this context it may be noted that, though the employed melt compounding process offers 

several advantages in terms of process efficacy and environmental friendliness, it is expected 

that such process offers higher percolation threshold than other conventional methods. The 

value of critical exponent, t, in equation 3.6 reflects the dimensionality of conduction and 

suggests 3D conduction within the system [179].  

The variation of AC electrical conductivity at room temperature of FCE/NCB 

nanocomposites with the frequency in the frequency range 100 Hz to 1 MHz is shown in 

Figure 3.8. From the figure it can be seen that the AC conductivity varies significantly with 

increase in frequency as well as with NCB loading. AC electrical conductivity increase with 

increase in NCB loading of nanocomposites. It indicates that formation of additional 

conducting network with addition of NCB into composites. Nanocomposites containing 0.1 

weight fraction of NCB shows significantly different behavior of AC electrical conductivity 

than other nanocomposites. Almost linear increase in AC conductivity with frequency was 

observed for 0.1 weight fraction nanocomposites. Whereas 0.2 and 0.3 weight fractions NCB 
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containing nanocomposites displayed quite stable σAC with increase in frequency. 

Interestingly however, σAC decreased significantly for the composite containing 0.35 weight 

fraction of NCB (VT35) when the frequency increased beyond 0.1 MHz. Huge difference in 

the AC conductivity was observed at 100 Hz between VT10 nanocomposites (0.1 weight 

fractions NCB) and rest of the nanocomposites. The linear increase in the conductivity with 

increase in frequency for the VT10 nanocomposite suggests that till 0.1 weight fraction of 

NCB the nanocomposite of FCE/NCB act as an insulating material, corroborating our result 

on the percolation threshold of FCE/NCB nanocomposites [180].   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 3.7: Variation of DC conductivity of unirradiated composites with NCB loading. 

Inset: log-log plot for σDC vs (φf-φc). 
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Figure 3.8: Variation in AC conductivity with frequency of unirradiated composites (a) 

VT10; (b) VT20; (c) VT30; and (d) VT35. 

 

  3.3.2.2a. Effect of Crosslinking density on DC and AC electrical conductivities: 

Effect of crosslinking density on AC conductivity and DC conductivity are 

represented in Figure 3.9 and 3.10 for VT35 nanocomposites respectively. It can be seen that 

with increase in crosslinking density (radiation dose) both AC and DC electrical 

conductivities decreased significantly. The highest change was observed between 

crosslinking densities 73 μmol/g (50 kGy) and 290 μmol/g (100 kGy). There was further 

decrease in conductivity at higher crosslinking density. Though at higher dose the decrease in 

AC and DC conductivities were marginal. There was a precipitous fall in σAC values in the 

frequency region 10 kHz - 200 kHz for nanocomposites having different crosslinking 

densities. At very high frequency value (above 0.5 MHz) the AC conductivity values for all 

composites were near about same, reflecting conductor to insulator transition at this 

frequency.   
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Figure 3.9: Variation in AC conductivity with frequency of VT35 nanocomposite at different 

doses (a) 50 kGy; (b) 100kGy ;(c) 200kGy; (d) 300kGy. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 3.10: Change in DC conductivity for VT35 nanocomposite with radiation dose. 
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For conducting nanocomposites, the conductivity remains constant till a certain range (known 

as DC plateau) and decrease thereafter [181, 182]. This phenomenon is generally attributed 

frequency dependent changes in polarization of permanent and induced dipoles in the 

nanocomposite matrix [180, 181]. The observed decrease in conductivity with radiation dose 

can be attributed to the formation of rigid crosslinked network of polymer by high energy 

radiation which hindered electron transport. With increase in frequency dipoles get less time 

for reorienting themselves in the direction of applied filed thus reducing polarization effect. It 

is therefore quite probable that at lower frequency current flows throw NCB aggregates 

resistor network, whereas at high frequencies capacitor admittance of insulating polymer 

matrix plays a critical role in electrinic conduction in nanocomposites[181, 183]. 

 The change in DC conductivity with increase in the network density is shown in 

Figure 3.10. It can be seen that the conductivity decreases significantly with an increase in 

radiation dose (i.e. increase in network density). The decrease in the conductivity is generally 

attributed to the residual changes in the free volume/density at polymer–filler interface, 

affecting electron tunnelling and hopping mechanisms [184-186]. 

 3.3.3a. Chemiresistive behaviour of FCE/NCB nanocomposites: 
 

  3.3.3.1a. Effect of NCB loading on chemiresistivity: 

Chemiresistivity of different nanocomposites from percolation profile of FCE/NCB 

were investigated to establish the effect of NCB loading on chemiresistivity of FCE/NCB 

nanocomposites towards acetone vapour. Nanocomposites with NCB fraction 25% (VT25, 

limited conductivity region), 30% (VT30, intermediate conductivity region) and 35% (VT35, 

high conductivity region) were chosen. All of these chemiresistors showed significant sensing 

response for acetone vapour at room temperature. Among these chemiresistor VT25 showed 
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too non-reproducible response to be of practical application. Thus VT25 was discarded and 

VT30 and VT35 were selected for further study. Figure 3.11 shows the sensing response of 

VT30 and VT35 irradiated at 100 kGy dose for different vapours fractions of acetone. Both 

chemiresistors showed a concentration-dependent increase in the resistance; notably, VT35100 

chemiresistor had markedly higher response than VT30100 chemiresistor. Langmuir–Henry-

Clustering (LHC) model is often used to explain such chemiresistive response. It can be 

described as follows 

�� =
��(�����)�

�����
+ ��� + (� − ��)���

                                (3.7) 

where Ar is a relative change in resistance (∆R/Ro), f is the vapour fraction of acetone, fʹ is 

the acetone fraction over which clustering takes place and fʺ is the acetone fraction where 

Henry’s diffusion takes precedence over Langmuir’s diffusion, bL is the Langmuir’s affinity 

parameter, kH is Henry’s diffusion parameter and nʹ is the average number of solvent 

molecules per cluster [162].  

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 3.11: Dependence of sensing response Ar on the vapour fraction of acetone for 

VT35100 and VT30100. 
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VT35100 and VT30100 both chemiresistors followed a log–log dependence on the vapour 

concentration. The slope of the curve which actually represents sensitivity of the 

chemiresistors was found to be 2.2 for VT35100 and 1.9 for VT30100. The power-law 

dependence between Ar and vapour fraction of acetone can be explained by considering the 

dominance of vapour clustering. However the clustering hypothesis fails to explain the higher 

response of VT35100 in comparison to VT30100. As equilibrium uptake of acetone was lower 

in VT35100 than VT30100 and thus clustering is expected to be more in VT30100 composite. 

Additionally, diffusion kinetics experiments did not show much difference between these two 

chemiresistors. 

3.3.3.2a. Effect of radiation dose sensing response: 

Sensing response can be significantly affected by absorbed radiation dose. Figure 3.12 

shows relative change in resistance (Ar= ΔR/Ro) in presence of 50% diluted acetone vapour 

and nitrogen cycles for VT35 chemiresistors irradiated to two different radiation doses, 100 

and 300 kGy. VT35100 showed 400% increase in the resistance while the VT35300 

chemiresistor showed 300% increase in the resistance. Both unirradiated and irradiated 

chemiresistors were exposed to undiluted acetone vapours to further probe the effects of 

radiation dose and compare the sensing response (Figure 3.13). Without acetone field 

resistance was stable and increase rapidly once the chemiresistors were exposed to acetone. 

Again the resistance come back close to original value once acetone was replaced by 

nitrogen. The un-irradiated matrix VT3500 was found to be unsuitable for sensing application, 

because response was not reversible and also considerably less than that of VT35100 and 

VT35300.  Resistance of un-irradiated chemiresistor didn’t come back to original value once 

acetone was removed. Interestingly, though the VT35300 chemiresistor showed a decrease in 
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Figure 3.13: Variation in resistance for

presence of saturated acetone
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resistance, it took more than 150 sec to reduce it to half of the peak value. While the same 

within 30 sec for VT35100chemiresistor. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

: Variation in resistance for VT35100 and VT35300 chemiresistors in presence of 

50% diluted acetone vapour. 
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Physical examination showed an irreversible change in dimension of un-irradiated 

chemiresistors (VT3500) upon exposure to acetone vapour. The reason of irreversible change 

in dimension may be that the un-irradiated chemiresistors do not have inter-macromolecular 

linkages between polymer chains; therefore, they don’t restore back to original position once 

deformed by chemiresistive stress. This permanent change in dimension was responsible for 

irreversible change in resistance of unirradiated matrix by acetone vapour. VT3500 composite 

completely disintegrates within 30 min when immersed in acetone; whereas, VT35100 

maintained its integrity (Figure 3.13, photographs). The matrix integrity of the chemiresistors 

irradiated to 100 kGy and 300 kGy was tested for an extended time. It was found that 

irradiated matrices do not disintegrate up to 2 days of continuous immersion in acetone. 

Irreversibility of un-irradiated chemiresistor (VT3500) attributed to the absence of cross-

linked networks in FCE/NCB chemiresistor matrix. FCE chain relaxed in presence of 

chemiresistive stress and expands the matrix, leading to an increase in the bulk resistivity. 

The un-irradiated matrix has no elasticity since the matrix was not covalently crosslinked,  

which would enable it to recover its original conducting network once the chemiresistive 

stress is removed (Figure 3.14). Reversibility was also compromised significantly in VT35300 

chemiresistors and the reduction of resistance was not rapid compare to VT35100 

chemiresistor after the removal of acetone vapour field (Figure. 3.13). This increase in 

recovery time in case of VT35300 chemiresistors may be attributed to the reduction of 

diffusion of acetone molecules into chemiresistor matrix due to the formation of the rigid 

polymer network. Essentially, the prime reasons for the radiation dose-dependent changes in 

the sensing response could be alterations in acetone diffusion behaviour in chemiresistor and 

variations in the disaggregation dynamics of NCB aggregates under chemiresistive stress. 

These factors lead to changes in the chemiresistive stress induced expansion of FCE chains 

and in the contact resistance between NCB aggregates. 
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Figure 3.14: Schematic showing the response of un-irradiated and irradiated FCE/NCB 

chemiresistors for acetone vapours-nitrogen flush cycle. Under chemiresistive stress, the 

matrix expansion of irradiated chemiresistor was relatively less and it had enough elasticity 

to restore original shape once acetone vapour field is removed. 
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  3.3.3.3a. Effect of radiation dose and NCB loading on acetone diffusion behaviour: 

To probe the impact of radiation dose and NCB loading onto FCE chain relaxation 

and acetone diffusion behaviour, acetone uptake kinetics of chemiresistors was investigated 

[187, 188]. Acetone uptake was quantified by taking ratio of swelled weight at particular time 

and initial weight of chemiresistors and equilibrium uptake is given by wt at equilibrium 

swelling in acetone/initial weight of chemiresistors. Uptake kinetics of unfilled FCE, 

VT35100, VT35300 and VT30100 is represented in 3.15 (a) and 3.15 (b).   

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 3.15: Effect of radiation dose and NCB loading on the acetone uptake by FCE/NCB 

chemiresistors. (a) VT35100 and VT35300 (b) VT00(FCE), VT30 and VT35 at a fixed dose of 

100 kGy (c) Uptake kinetics data fitted in equation 3.8. 
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Relative eqilibrium uptake of acetone (EUA) decrease with ratiation dose and with addition 

of filler. At 100 kGy dose for VT35 composites EUA was 1.8; whereas, at 300 kGy it was 

about 1.3. EUA decreased to half of its value from unfilled FCE by addition of 30 wt% NCB 

to FCE. While furthur addition of NCB (30wt% to 35wt%) did not significantly change EUA 

(∼25%). This is due to the radiation induced grafting of the FCE elastomer chains onto NCB 

surface [189, 190]. In this context its worth highliting that there was a substantial increase in 

electrical conductivity (∼1000%) by increasing NCB loading from 30 wt% to 35wt%. This 

observation has confirmed contribution from radiation grafting of FCE onto NCB and of 

physical crosslinking. To fully understand the diffusion and relaxation process the sorption 

data was further analyzed using Fickian diffusion  model. 

                                       Mt/M = ktn                                                         (3.8) 

where Mt=mass of solvent absorbed at time t, M∞ = mass of solvent absorbed at equilibrium, 

k is a constant depending upon the characteristics of the polymer network and the solvent, n 

is an empirical number called as transport or diffusion exponent. VT35300 composite has 

displayed quasi- Fickian behaviour with n value 0.22, while VT35100 and VT30100 composites 

follow non-Fickian diffusion behaviour with n>0.5 (Figure 3.15 c). It suggests that in case of 

VT35100 and VT30100 the relaxation of polymer chains plays an important role in acetone 

diffusion. For VT35300, the quasi-Fickian behaviour suggests that the relaxation of polymer 

chains are more restricted in VT35300 composite [191]. The observed relatively better acetone 

sensing response of VT35100 than of VT35300 therefore can be attributed to the radiation dose 

assisted changes in the FCE chain relaxation dynamics [192, 193]. 
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  3.3.3.4a. Effect of acetone concentration: 

In the previous section (3.3.3.1a), it was observed that VT35100 and VT30100 

composites show log-log linear relationship between the sensor response and acetone 

concentration (v/v) in dynamic setup. Static setup was used to confirm these results, wherein 

a different concentration of acetone was generated in a 2 litre closed container and relative 

change in resistance was observed as sensing response. The results are shown in Figure 3.16. 

It can be seen that the response at different concentration was reversible and the signal-

concentration relationship was log–log linear (Inset Figure 3.16). Often Langmuir–Henry-

Clustering (LHC) model is used to explain such chemiresistive response (equation 3.7). Feller 

et al. have found applicability of all three components of LHC model i.e. adsorption, 

diffusion and clustering in PMMA/CNT based chemiresistor [70]. However, LHC model did 

not adequately explain the sensing response of FCE/NCB chemiresistors. LHC model 

basically base on the underlying assumptions of Henry’s and Langmuir’s model, states 

maximum monolayer coverage by analyte molecules which was clearly not in the case of 

standalone FCE/NCB sensor. LHC isotherms do not effectively accounts the diffusion of 

analyte into the chemiresistor which is subjected to three-dimensional exposure to the 

analyte. Han et al. also observed similar finding on electro spun PMMA- SWNT composite 

sensors for methanol [98]. Another major fact is that the dynamic changes taking place in the 

chemiresistor due to acetone and FCE interactions. Thus the enhanced sensitivity of 

standalone FCE/NCB chemiresistors may be ascribed as the three-dimensional (3-D) sensing 

which was not possible in top-layer sensing used in printed layer by layer assembly or coated 

electrodes. In addition to 3-D sensing, there were some distinct aspects of FCE/NCB 

chemiresistor matrix which could able to influence the sensing response. The standalone 

chemiresistors used in this work were prepared by shear compounding followed by 

compression moulding and crosslinking using high energy radiation to impart sufficient 
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strength to function as a standalone sensing film. The sensing response (Ar) of FCE/NCB 

chemiresistors would as well depend on various other attributes such as crosslinking density, 

physical crosslinking by NCB, acetone diffusion kinetics and overall network architecture of 

NCB aggregate. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 3.16: Variations in the Ar with an increase in acetone concentration for VT35100 

chemiresistor under static vapour condition. Inset shows log– linear fitting. 

  

 3.3.3.5a. Selectivity of chemiresistor: 

Selectivity of chemiresistors is another aspect besides sensitivity which enables the 

chemiresistors to distinguish target analytes from others. Selectivity of sensor was tested 

against 500 ppm of different VOCs in static setup and results are shown in Figure 3.17. The 

response for acetone was about 22 folds higher than the response for ethanol and was about 

52 fold higher than the response for water. Cross sensitivity (Response for interfering 

VOC/Response of targeted analyte) is an important characteristic for developing VOC sensor. 

To qualify as acetone sensor for breath analysis this cross sensitivity towards water and 
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regarding the cross sensitivity between acetone and ethanol/methanol vapour. Figure 3.17 

shows response of VT35100 chemiressitors for different VOCs. The response for water, 

ethanol, methanol and aromatic hydrocarbons are less than 10% than that of acetone 

response. In current study the cross sensitivity for ethanol and methanol was found to be 

0.045 and 0.038 respectively. This is an important advantage of FCE/NCB chemiresistors to 

act as an exhaled breath analysis for acetone.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 3.17: Variation in relative change in response compare to acetone  for VT35100 

chemiresistors against different VOCs. (500 ppm, static setup). 
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of electron between conducting fillers, leading the increase in resistivity of conducting 

polymer composites based chemiresistors. The magnitude of interaction between polymer 

and analyte molecules can be expressed in terms of Flory-Huggins interaction parameter 

(χ12), which is a thermodynamic measure of polymer-analyte interaction  [127]. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 3.18: Variation in relative change in resistance with χ12; the dotted line shows fitting 

of the equation 3.9. 

  

χ12 depends on the solubility parameter of the polymer and the analyte (equation 3.2). χ12 

governs the relaxation of polymer chains in a particular analyte and is related to the sensing 

response of a chemiresistive sensor for particular analyte by following relation 
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                                                       (3.9) 

where a, b and n are constants [162]. The sensing response of VT35100 chemiresistor is 

plotted against χ12 in Figure 3.18 for benzene, ethylbenzene, toluene, xylene and acetone 

(50% dilution with nitrogen). It can be seen that the sensing response decreased with an 

increase in χ12. The Eq. (3.9) fitted well for the composite VT35100 (R2 = 0.98). The value of 
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n was found to be 3, suggesting a profound dependence of the Ar on polymer-filler interaction 

parameter. Therefore, the high selectivity towards acetone can be attributed to the good 

thermodynamic interaction between FCE chains and acetone molecules. Such interactions 

relax the polymer chains and builds stress within the matrix, increasing inter-aggregate 

distance within the percolated NCB networks. 

Table 3.1: Comparison of key feature of FCE/NCB chemiresistor sensors with various 

reported composite matrices. 

 

Material Synthesis 

procedure 

Operation 

temperature 

Cross-

sensitivity 

(Ethanol 

or 

methanol  

signal / 

acetone 

signal) 

Concentrat

ion 

range 

Refere

nce 

ZnO nanosheets Precipitation 300 oC 0.36 5-1000 ppm [194] 

Ultrafine -Fe2O3 
nanoparticles 

Micro-emulsion 340 oC 0.5 20-3000 

ppm 

[195] 

Stabilized zirconia 

and Co1-xZnx 
Fe2O4 

Sol-gel 650 oC 0.7 (for 

methanol) 

5-100 ppm [196] 

Titanium dioxide 
nanoparticles 

Low-temperature 

hydrothermal 

270 oC 0.67 0.5-1000 

ppm 

[197] 

SnO2 nanofibers Electrospinning 200 oC 0.33 1-100 ppm [198] 

Triple-shelled 

ZnO/ZnFe2O4 

heterojunctional 

hollow 

Precipitatation 140 oC 0.69 5-500 ppm [199] 
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microspheres 

Fe2O3/CuFe2O4 

heterostructure 

Template 225 to 375 

oC 

0.71 0.1-2 ppm [200] 

Calix4pyrrole-

decorated carbon 

nanotubes on paper 

Non-covalent 

functionalization 

of SWCNT 

RT 0.5 20- 500 

ppm 

[201] 

Yolk-shell LaFeO3 

microspheres 

Hydrothermal 225 oC, 0.6 25.5-100 

ppm 

[202] 

3D-printed 

poly(vinylidene 

fluoride)/carbon 

nanotube 

composites 

3-D printing RT 0.33 (for 

methanol) 

Saturated 

acetone 

vapours 

[71] 

MHDA-

Functionalized 

Multiwall 

Carbon Nanotubes 

CNT 

functionalization 

RT 16.3 5-30 ppm [203] 

FCE/NCB 

composite 

Melt/shear 

compounding 

RT 0.045 

(ethanol) 

0.038 

(methanol) 

100-500 

ppm 

0.1-1 (v/v) 

This 

work 

 

  3.3.3.6a. Detection limit, Reproducibility, Response time and stability of chemiresistor: 

The detection limit was determined from standard deviation (SD) of response at 100 

ppm and the slope(S) of the calibration curve (3.3 SD/S) in the linear region of the Inset Fig. 

3.16. The detection limit was found to be 18.2 ppm for acetone. The reproducibility of the 

signal was estimated at 100 ppm by using four successive measurements for VT35100 

chemiresistors (Fig. 3.19A). It is clear from the figure that sensing response was reversible 

and reproducible in nature. The response time and recovery time were also gauged at 100 
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ppm in the static setup (Figure 3.19B). 50% of the peak response was attained in 27.8 sec and 

90% of the peak response was attained in 131.6 sec. t0 was the time assumed to be when 

vapours are homogeneously dispersed in the sensor chamber. 50% recovery was attained in 

58.2 sec and almost 90% background response was attained in 153 sec. The stability of the 

sensor response during 1-h exposure to 100 ppm acetone vapours is shown in Figure 3.19C. It 

can be seen that the sensor shows a stable response for 1 hr under 100 ppm acetone vapour. 

 

 

Figure 3.19: (A) Reproducibility of the VT35100 sensor for four successive cycles of 100 ppm 

acetone (B) Sensor response and recovery time at 100 ppm acetone in a static setup (C) 

sensor response for 1hr at 100 ppm acetone. 
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3.4a. Conclusions 

A novel radiation crosslinked FCE/NCB based chemiresistor was developed for rapid, 

selective and reversible detection of the acetone vapour at room temperature. 

Nanocomposites of different crosslinked network densities were obtained using high energy 

gamma radiation. The crosslinked network was found to have a profound effect on the 

sensing response of the chemiresistor. The change in conductivity with increase in NCB 

content was found to be governed by the power law. The chemiresistor showed a highly 

selective response for acetone and the substantially lower response was recorded for benzene, 

toluene, xylene, methanol, ethanol and water. It was found that the sensing response had a 

strong correlation with the FCE – acetone interaction parameter (χ12). Acetone uptake 

kinetics underscored the significance of heterogeneities in the crosslinking network and the 

sensing response of FCE/NCB chemiresistors. 
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3b. Investigation of coagulated natural Rubber Latex (NRL)/CNT 

nanocomposite based chemiresistor for Isoprene detection: 

3.1b. Introduction  

Exhaled breath analysis has emerged as an effective tool for early detection of various 

life threatening disease like cancer, diabetics etc. There are more than 200 biomarkers in 

exhaled breath of human among them isoprene is second most abundant VOC after acetone 

[30]. In human body isoprene has formed as a by product of cholesterol synthesis through 

mevalonic pathway [204-206]. Alteration of isoprene concentration in exhaled breath is an 

indication of lungs cancer [207], end-stage renal disease [208], liver disease patients with 

advanced fibrosis [209] and various condition of oxidative stress [210]. Thus sensitive, real 

time, low cost and effective detection of isoprene is important for non invasive detection of 

metabolic disorder, various disease conditions and possible screening of lungs cancer at early 

stage. Various approaches have been adopted for making sensors for isoprene, among them 

polymer nanocomposites based chemiresistive sensors have unique advantages over others in 

terms of their room temperature operation, flexibility and low cost .  

Electrical conductivity and a responsive polymer phase are two most essential 

requirements for the development of chemiresistive sensors. Carbon nanotube (CNT) is one 

of the most electrically conducting allotrope of carbon and expected to have high potential in 

such applications [115]. Natural rubber latex is an aqueous colloidal dispersion of cis-

polyisoprene and is widely used in production of gloves, catheters, rubber bands etc. 

Reversible and reproducible sensing response needs crosslinking of polymer matrix which 

can be achieved by different approaches, use of high energy radiation is one of them. Being 

an additive free tool, high energy radiation makes it possible to impart different crosslinking 
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densities in a polymer matrix without affecting their chemical properties which are very 

much essential to get good sensing characteristics of chemiresistors.  

This study reports synthesis of NR/CNT based nanocomposite chemiresistive matrix 

by CNT induced coagulation of NRL. Zeta potential study was conducted to investigate the 

CNT induced coagulation mechanism of NRL. High energy radiation was used to crosslink 

the nanocomposites. Dielectric and DMTA measurements were done to elucidate the effect of 

interaction between CNT and natural rubber matrix. The sensing response of radiation 

crosslinked chemiresistors was investigated against isoprene vapour. 

3.2b. Materials and experimental method 

3.2.1b. Materials 

Natural rubber latex (NRL, 60phr) was procured from M/s TA Corporation, India. 

Multiple walled CNTs (unfunctionalized and hydroxyl functionalized (2.36-2.6 wt % CNT-

OH), OD: 10-30 nm; Length: 1-2 μm SSA: 100-130 m2/g) were purchased from Otto Chemie 

Pvt. Ltd, Mumbai India. Isoprene, acetone, methanol and ethanol used were of Analytical 

grade (purity >99.9%) and were procured from M/s SD Fine Chemicals, Mumbai.  

Gamma chamber GC-5000 having Co-60 gamma radiation source, supplied by M/s BRIT, 

India having a dose rate of 8 kGy /hr as measured by Fricke dosimetry was used for 

irradiation purpose. 

3.2.2b. Preparation of NRL/CNT composites: 

Natural rubber/CNT nanocomposite was prepared by CNT induced coagulation of natural 

rubber latex (NRL). At first required amount of CNT was well dispersed in 1% ammonia 

solution by the aid of ultrasonication for 1hr. Sonication process was performed with horn 

sonicator (Oscar Ultrasonic processor, Mumbai) with a cylindrical tip (13 mm end cap 
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diameter). The output power was fixed at 90 W. During sonication the beaker containing 

CNT was placed in an ice bath in order to prevent heating during the dispersion. Then NRL 

was added to this solution with constant stirring. Surface charge present in natural rubber 

particles interacts with CNTs and help to coagulated together to form nanocomposites (Figure 

3.20). Then these coagulated nanocomposites were separated, cut into small pieces and dried 

for overnight at 60 oC under vacuum. The dried nanocomposites were compressed moulded at 

150 kg/cm2 at 100 oC into different thicknesses (100 μm–500 μm) with an area of 10 cm × 10 

cm. Coagulated NR/CNT chemiresistors were cross-linked by exposing them to Co-60 

gamma radiation in a gamma chamber (GC-5000) for desired absorbed dose. Table A2 in 

appendix summarises the composition of NR/CNT nanocomposites. 

 

 

 

Figure 3.20: (A) Schematic of NR/CNT nanocomposites preparation by CNT induced 

coagulation of natural rubber particles. (B) Pictures showing flexibility of composite. 

(A) 

(B) 
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3.2.3b. AC and DC electrical conductivity and impedance analysis 

For AC and DC conductivity measurement samples of circular disk shape with 

diameter of 10 mm were cut from compression moulded sheet. To ensure good electrical 

contact surfaces of the specimens were polished with 800-grit sandpaper and conductive 

silver paste was applied at both surfaces of samples. The DC conductivity of the samples was 

measured by standard two-probe electrode using a Keysight 34410A source meter at room 

temperature. For each composition, at least three specimens were tested. The impedance and 

AC conductivity measurements were conducted by HIOKI 3570 Impedance Analyzer (Japan) 

over the frequency range of 4 Hz–5 MHz. All measurements were performed at room 

temperature and relative humidity of 55%. 

3.2.4b Dynamic mechanical analysis (DMTA) 

DMTA measurements were performed on an MCR 102 Rheometer (Anton Paar, 

Austria) in SRF mode. Samples dimensions were 25 mm x 10 mm x 1.5 mm (l x b x t) for all 

samples. Temperature sweep was carried out in the temperature range. -100 to 30 oC at 3 oC 

/min heating rate at 1 Hz frequency and 1% strain. 

3.2.5b. Dynamic and static vapour sensing 

Dynamic flow measurements and static vapour setup were used to determine the 

sensing response of NR/CNT chemiresistor over a broad concentration range. The procedure 

was discussed in section 3.2.6a in details; instead of acetone isoprene was used as analyte 

vapour. The real-time chemiresistive response was tested against successive exposure of 

VOC vapours and nitrogen (background). The relative change in resistance (Ar= ΔR/Ro) was 

recorded for different concentrations of isoprene. For static measurements, a fixed volume of 

the isoprene was placed in a 2 lit closed glass container with heating and homogenizer 

arrangement for the vapours. 
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3.3b. Results and Discussion 

3.3.1b. Effects of CNT on coagulation process 

Natural rubber latex is a suspension of rubber particles in water. It is composed of two 

phases; aqueous or serum phase contains water, some water soluble protein, carbohydrate and 

minerals while rubber phase contains cis-1,4-polyisoprene hydrocarbon chains which are 

surrounded by rubbery membrane and negatively charged protein phospholipid layer [211]. 

In current study the used NRL contains about 60% rubber hydrocarbon. Rubber particles are 

stabilized by negatively charged protein lipid bi-layer in colloidal suspension. Zeta potential 

of NRL in aqueous ammonia solution was found to be -91.3 mV. CNT neutralized the surface 

charge of NR particles leading to coagulation of natural rubber particles to form NR/CNT 

nanocomposites [212]. Figure 3.21 shows coagulated mass of nanocomposites as a function 

of CNT weight fraction. It is clear from the figure that the coagulated mass increases 

significantly beyond threshold CNT volume fraction of >0.014. After that there was a 

systematic increase in coagulated weight by further addition of CNT. Initially a minimum 

concentration of CNT is required to break the protein lipid layer and neutralize the surface 

charge of NR particles. 

 

 

 

 

Figure 3.21: Variation of resistance and coagulated mass of nanocomposites as a function of 

CNT volume fraction. 
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Once charge neutralization was completed CNT induced coagulation proceeds rapidly. Upto 

ϕCNT 0.014 the nanocomposite was acting as an insulator (resistance in mega ohm range). By 

further addition of CNT electrical resistance drops three orders of magnitude. It can be safely 

attributed that percolation of CNT to form a continuous networks happens in this region. 

Once percolation concentration of CNT was reached no significant change in resistance was 

observed on further addition of CNT. 

Table 3.2: Zeta potential values of CNT, CNT-OH and NRL. 

 

 

 

 

To further gauge the effect of functional group in surface of CNT, hydroxyl functionalized 

CNT was also used for preparing nanocomposites. It was found that CNT-OH has failed to  

 

 

 

 

Figure 3.22: Pictures of unfuctionalized CNT induced coagulated nanocomposites(upper) 

and CNT-OH failed to coagulate natural rubber particles (lower). 

 Zeta potential (mV) Difference in zeta 
potential value from 

NRL (mV) 
CNT 4.38 95.68 

Hydroxyl functionalized 
CNT(CNT-OH) 

-50.8 40.5 

Natural rubber latex -91.3 - 
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coagulate the natural rubber particles. Indeed difference in zeta potential (Table 3.2) with 

rubber latex is more for unfunctionalized CNT than CNT-OH, resulting efficient coagulation 

of natural rubber particles by unfunctionalized CNT. Figure 3.22 illustrate this fact, it can be 

seen that in case of unfunctionalized CNT almost all the rubber particles get coagulated by 

CNT whereas for CNT-OH almost all CNT-OH remains in aqueous phase.   

3.3.2b. Electrical properties of nanocomposites 

The variation of AC electrical conductivity at room temperature of NR/CNT 

nanocomposites as a function of frequency in the range of 4 Hz to 5 MHz for different CNT 

contained composites are shown in Figure 3.23A. Below ϕCNT=0.014 the nanocomposite 

shows frequency dependent conductivity, behaviour like insulator materials. However, above 

ϕCNT =0.014 nanocomposites shows frequency independent behaviour below a critical 

frequency (ωc) after that frequency dependency observed. Furthermore, this critical frequency 

shifted towards higher values as CNT loading increases.  

 

Figure 3.23: (A) AC electrical conductivity of NR/CNT nanocomposites with increasing 

frequency. (B) AC conductivity at 100 Hz as a function of CNT content. 
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The frequency–independent behaviour at lower frequency region is a characteristic of a 

nondielectric behaviour of nanocomposite as the electron polarization is negligible in lower 

frequency. Similar kind of behaviour was observer by Barrau et al. for CNT–epoxy resin 

nanocomposites [213]. 

Low frequency conductivity which governs as DC conductivity found to increase with 

CNT fraction. Figure 3.23 B shows the AC conductivity at 100 Hz (low frequency) for 

different CNT loading. It can be seen that conductivity increase abruptly in the region of 

ϕCNT>0.014. More than two decades of increase in conductivity was observed when ϕCNT 

increase from 0.005 to 0.03. This huge increase in conductivity has been anticipated in 

previous section as the formation of continuous conducting network of CNT in NR matrix. At 

this stage, the electrical conductivity of the nanocomposite was controlled by the conducting 

CNT networks. High aspect ratio and asymmetrical nature of CNT were mainly responsible 

for such a low percolation threshold. Note that symmetrical filler such as nano carbon black 

has relatively high percolation threshold values; this has been observed in FCE/NCB system. 

The change in dielectric permittivity (εʹ) and loss permittivity (εʺ) with frequency has 

been shown in Figure 3.24 A-B. It can be observed that dielectric permittivity increase with 

increase in ϕCNT. Such an increase in εʹ was due to the presence of micro capacitor inside the 

matrix formed by conductive nanotubes domains [214]. With increase in frequency, εʹ 

decrease due to the relaxation of permanent dipoles in nanocomposite. At higher frequency 

this dipole could not cope up with the change in electric field hence dipole relaxes and 

dielectric constant decrease. This decreased in εʹ was very obvious in higher loading of CNT 

especially above percolation. Above percolation, the filler network hindered dipole 

orientation by reducing the segmental mobility of polymer chain, thus charge separation was 

reduced which eventually reduced the εʹ value. Figure 3.24B shows loss permittivity (εʺ) as a 
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function of frequency for different NR/CNT nanocomposites. The loss permittivity increased 

with increase in ϕCNT. As the dielectric loss is an indicator of leakages through electron 

transport, hence it was expected that with increase in CNT loading dielectric loss will also 

increase.   

 

Figure 3.24: (A) Dielectric permittivity and (B) Loss permittivity as a function of frequency 

of NR/CNT nanocomposites. 

3.3.3b DMTA of NR/CNT nanocomposites 

Figure 3.25 A-C shows temperature dependent storage modulus, loss modulus and 

loss factor (tan δ) of NR/CNT nanocomposites. It was found that CNT loading affects the 

dynamic modulus of the nanocomposites. With an increase in the CNT loading, the storage 

modulus increased while the intensity of loss factor decreased. In can also be seen that in the 

glassy region (T < Tg) the difference in the storage modulus of nanocompositeswith different 

CNT loading was not significant; however in the rubbery region (T > Tg) storage modulus 

increase with increase in CNT loading. At low temperature, modulus of nanocomposites 

mainly governs by polymer and not much effect of CNTs was observed in this region. So at 
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low temperature all nanocomposites show more or less same modulus value. However, at 

higher temperature (T>Tg, rubbery region) more than three decades drops of storage modulus 

was observed for prinstine NR. In this region polymers become soft enough and can’t 

overcome forces due to frinction between the CNTs [215]. In rubbery region increase in 

modulus with CNT loading was due to formation of percolated CNT-CNT network. The glass 

transition temperature was probed form peak of loss modulus curve. Unfilled NR shows glass 

transition at -61.5 oC which is suggestive of amorphous domain of polyisoprene segments 

[216].  

 

 

 

 

Figure 3.25: (A) Storage modulus (B) Loss modulus and (C) Loss factor as a function of 

temperature for NR/CNT nanocomposites. 
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It was observed that glass transition temperature didn’t change much with addition of CNTs. 

But the intensity of tanδ decreased with increase in CNT loading (Figure 3.25 C). In 

nanocomposites system this decrease in loss factor with filler loading is an indication of 

interfacial interaction between polymer chain and filler. Because of the better interaction of 

polymer with filler the segmental motions of polymer chain near interface will reduced 

compare to bulk. Furthermore, formation of percolation networks of CNT-CNT also affects 

the segmental motion of polymer. Hence decrease in loss factor with CNT loading in 

NR/CNT nanocomposites system not only indicates better interfacial interaction between NR 

molecules with CNTs but also confirming the fact that CNT-CNT percolative network was 

formed in lower fraction of CNT which positively affects the sensing characteristics of 

nanocomposites based chemiresistors. 

3.3.4b. Chemiresistive behaviour of NR/CNT nanocomposites 

Figure 3.26 shows sensing response of irradiated NR/CNT (ϕCNT 0.03, 50 kGy) 

against 100 ppm of isoprene vapour under static condition. The chemiresistor was exposed to 

successive cycles of isoprene vapour and dry air and change in resistance (R/R0) was 

monitored as sensing response with time. It can be observed that the relative resistance of 

chemiresistor increase when exposed to isoprene vapour and reversibly change back to 

original resistance when atmosphere changed to air. Completely reversible sensing response 

was obtained for 100 ppm isoprene vapour. Typically response time (90 % of the peak 

response, t90) was found to be 35 sec, the resistance dropped rapidly to the half of the peak 

value t50 within 50 sec. The mechanism behind the change in the resistance in NR/CNT based 

conducting chemiresistors was that, upon exposed to isoprene vapour conducting network 

architecture get disturbed due to polymer chain relaxation induced chemiresistive stress 

generate in matrix, consequently resistance of chemiresistor increased. Conducting network 
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of CNT reformed back while isoprene vapour was removed giving a reversible change in 

resistance.    

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 3.26: Sensing response of NR/CNT nanocomposites for 100 ppm isoprene 

vapour. 

Figure 3.27 A-B shows sensing response for increasing concentrations of isoprene 

under static condition. Sensing response was found to be linear with concentration of 

isoprene vapour. In CPC based chemiresistors often exponential increase in sensing response 

was obtained due to clustering of analyte vapours [217]. But in present study the 

chemiresistor was prepared by coagulating of NRL by CNTs, which have much higher aspect 

ratio than the conventional conducting filler such as carbon black and metallic powders. Due 

to the higher aspect ratio more long-range interconnectivity of conducting CNT-CNT 

junctions is possible in CNT based chemiresistors. Such an increased range of 

interconnectivity allows electrical conduction even at higher concentrations of the isoprene, 

and a linear chemiresistive response was observed over a wide concentration range. 

Sensitivity can be gauged from the slope the curve (3.27 B) and was found to be 8.8 ppm-1. 

Detection limit of the NR/CNT chemiresistor was calculated by 3σ method and found to be 

50 ppm. 
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Figure 3.27: (A) Sensing response of NR/CNT nanocomposites for increasing 

concentration of isoprene (50-1000ppm). (B)Sensing response-concentration relationship for 

isoprene (red line depicts linear fitting). 

Selectivity and stability of sensor has been depicted in Figure 3.28 A and B. It can be seen 

that response for isoprene was about 3 folds higher than the response for methanol and almost 

4 times higher than the response for water. Selectivity of CPC based chemiresistive sensors 

primarily depends upon interaction between the polymer chain and analytes. The magnitude 

of interaction between isoprene and natural rubber can be described by Flory-Huggins 

interaction parameter (χ12). It was previously discussed that sensing response was inversely 

proportional to χ12 and related by the equation 3.9. As natural rubbers are basically cis-1,4 

poly isoprene thus solubility parameters of natural rubber and isoprene are near to each other. 

This low value of χ12 between NR and isoprene was primarily responsible for observing 

maximum sensing response towards isoprene compare to other analytes. Stability of sensing 

response was tested under 50% diluted isoprene vapour under dynamic setup and shown in 

Figure 3.28 B. It can be seen that the sensing response remain stable for 30 min under vapour 

condition , only less that 10 % decrease in sensing response was observed after 30 min. 
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Figure 3.28: (A) Selectivity of NR/CNT chemiresistors towards different analyte vapours 

(100 ppm). (B) Stability of sesning response for 30 min under 50% diluted isoprene vapour in 

dynamic setup. 

3.4b. Conclusions 

Radiation crosslinked NR/CNT nanocomposite based chemiresistor can be useful in 

designing reversible chemiresistive sensor for the real-time detection of Isoprene. Surface 

functionality of CNT played a crucial role to destabilize the natural rubber latex and by 

breaking the lipid layer help coagulation process to form NR/CNT composites. Zeta potential 

measurement of NR particles and CNTs help to understand the underlying mechanism behind 

the coagulation method. The ac and dc electrical properties of nanocomposites reveal that 

percolation of CNT occurs at very low loading of CNT and conductivity of composites shows 

power law dependence on CNT loading. The radiation crosslinked coagulated NR/CNT 

nanocomposties were able to show sensitive, selective and linear response for isoprene 

vapour. Detection limit and sensitivity of the chmiresistors were found to be 50 ppm and 8.8 

ppm-1 respectively. It was also found that sensing response has a strong correlation with 

Flory-Huggins interaction parameter (χ12).  
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3c. Polyvinyl Butyral (PVB)/CNT nanocomposite based chemiresistor for 

ethanol sensor: 

3.1c. Introduction  

Alcoholism and driving under the influence of alcohol causes fatal injuries and 

sometimes death. Drinking and driving is a crime under law also. Ethanol is a major 

breakdown fermented product of high carbohydrate containing food such as grain, potato, 

fruits etc [218]. Therefore, sensitive, real time low cost and room temperature ethanol 

detection is of prime interest now days [219].  In general metal oxide semiconductor based 

sensors [219, 220], capacitive sensors[221] and gas chromatography [222, 223] have been 

used for sensitive detection of ethanol. But all these sensors have inherent disadvantages. 

There is some literature reports which used acid or oxide doped intrinsic conducting polymer 

based sensor for alcohol detection [224, 225]. Stewart at al. have used NiO and ZnO doped 

poly (2,5-dimethyl aniline) as radio frequency identification (RFID) sensor for transdermal 

ethanol detection [226].  In another work Kar et al. have reported room temperature sensing 

characteristics of sulphuric acid doped poly (m-aminophenol) for aliphatic alcohol [227].  

However, conducting polymer composites (CPC) based VOC sensors have attract 

much more attention due to some inherent advantages such as simple formulation based 

properties adjustment, flexibilities in terms of shapes and geometry, easy processing and 

room temperature operations.  Here in this study reports polyvinyl butyral and CNT based 

melt processed conducting nanocomposites based chemiresistive sensors for room 

temperature detection of ethanol vapours. Electrical conductivity and rheological studies 

were conducting in order to fully characterize the as prepared nanoconposites in terms of 

electronic conducting mechanism in nanocomposites.  Rheological study gives an insight to 

CNT-CNT network formation and wrapping of CNTs with polymer molecules which gives 
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much enhanced chemiresistivity towards ethanol vapours. Crosslinking of nanocomposites 

was found to improve sensing characteristics. 

3.2c. Materials and experimental method 

3.2.1c. Materials 

Polyvinyl butyral (PVB) and vinyl trimethoxy silane (VTMS) were obtained from 

Sigma Aldrich. Multiple walled CNT (OD: 10-30 nm; Length: 1-2 μm SSA: 100-130 m2/g) 

was purchased from Otto Chemie Pvt. Ltd, Mumbai India. Ethanol, acetone, methanol and 

ethanol used were of Analytical grade (purity >99.9%) and were procured from M/s SD Fine 

Chemicals, Mumbai. 

3.2.2c. Preparation of PVB/CNT nanocomposites: 

PVB/CNT nanocomposites were prepared by melt compounding method. Different 

amount of CNT and PVB were taken considering their bulk density and was mixed 

homogenously in Brabender plasticordar at 180 oC, 30 rpm for 20 min. During mixing VTMS 

was added to crosslink the matrix [228]. The PVB modified with VTMS was compression 

moulded to different thickness in a hydraulic press at 150 kg/cm2 for 10 min. Then, the sheets 

were stored in an atmosphere saturated with moisture at 60 oC to complete the crosslinking 

process. Table A3 in appendix summarises the composition of PVB/CNT nanocomposites. 

3.2.3c. AC and DC electrical conductivity study 

AC and DC conductivity of nanocomposites were measured with sample of circular 

disk (diameter 15 mm). DC resistance was measured using Keysight 34410A multimeter and 

for AC conductivity measurement HIOKI 3570 Impedance Analyzer (Japan) was used over a 

frequency range of 4 Hz-5 MHz. All measurements were performed at room temperature and 

relative humidity of 55%. 
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3.2.4c. Rheological measurement 

Rheology measurements were performed on an MCR 102 Rheometer (Anton Paar, 

Austria) using parallel plate fixture of 25 mm diameter. All measurements were conducted in 

the linear viscoelastic regime. Frequency sweep study was conducted over 500-0.1 rad/s 

frequency range with shear strain of 1 % at 180 oC temperature. Nitrogen atmosphere was 

maintained to avoid oxidative degradation of samples during experiments. 

3.2.5c. Dynamic and static vapour sensing 

Dynamic flow measurements and static vapour setup were used to determine the 

sensing response of chemiresistor over a broad concentration range. The procedure was 

discussed in section 3.2.6a in details. Here ethanol vapour was used instead of acetone. The 

real-time chemiresistive response was tested against successive exposure of VOC vapours 

and nitrogen (background). The relative change in resistance (Ar= ΔR/Ro) was recorded for 

different concentrations.  

3.3c. Results and Discussion 

3.3.1c. AC and DC electrical properties of nanocomposites 

Optical and electron microscopies are often unable to identify the state of dispersions 

of CNT in polymer nanocomposites. Due to the extreme differences in carbon nanotubes 

radial and axial dimensions and their complex shapes, it is difficult to observe an entire CNT 

and distinguish between CNTs [179]. Electrical properties measurement however gives an 

insight of CNT networks formation, dispersion of CNTs into polymer matrix and electron 

conduction mechanism of nanocomposite. DC electrical conductivity as a function of CNT 

loading has been shown in Figure 3.29. DC conductivity was observed to increase with 

increase in CNT loading. Upto ϕCNT=0.017 no significant change in DC conductivity was 
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observed after that conductivity suddenly increase by four order of magnitude (~104) by 

increasing the ϕCNT to 0.034. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 3.29: DC electrical conductivity of PVB/CNT nanocomposites. Inset: log-log fitting of 

σDC vs(ϕf-ϕc)for same composites, straight line represents best fit line of data in equation 3.6. 

This sudden increase in DC conductivity is an indication of formation of percolating network 

by CNT in PVB matrix. DC conductivity values fitted well in equation 3.6 (inset of Figure 

3.29) giving percolation threshold ϕc and t as 0.0175 and 1.63 respectively. Exceptionally low 

percolation threshold of CNT indicates excellent dispersion of CNTs in PVB matrix. In 

percolation theory the value of t reflects dimensionality of conducting networks. In general, 

the value of t in between 1.6-2.0 reflects 3D conducting network formation [229]. For 

PVB/CNT nanocomposites t value of 1.63 suggests that 3D percolation network formation 

and the formed percolation networks associated with less amount of “dead ends” [229, 230]. 

It is understood that in conducting polymer composites electrical conductivity is 

limited upto a certain limit due to wrapping of CNT by polymer chains. These wrapped 
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polymer chains act as a potential barrier to inter-nanotube hopping and/or tunnelling of 

electrons, limiting the electrical conductivity. There are several literatures that discussed 

about the tunnelling mechanism in polymer–CNT nanocomposites [229, 231, 232]. The 

conductivity due to tunnelling of electron in nanocomposite system can be expressed as 

���  ∝ exp (−��)                                                             (3.10) 

where, A is tunnel parameter and D represents tunnelling distance. Assuming that the 

polymer is homogeneous in nature and for a random distributed CNTs tunnelling distance 

among nanotube will be proportional to ϕ-1/3[231]. Figure 3.30 shows the experimental data 

fitting well in equation 3.10. Good agreement of the experimental data with above equation 

suggest that the presence of tunnelling conductivity in PVB/CNT nanocomposites.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 3.30: Linear variation of log( σDC) vs ϕ-1/3for PVB/CNT nanocomposites. Red line 

depicts linear fitting of expt data in equation 3.10. 
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The variation of AC electrical conductivity at room temperature has been shown in Figure 

3.31 for PVB/CNT nanocomposites as a function of frequency in the range of 4 Hz to 5 MHz. 

The figure shows a gradual increase in AC conductivity with increase in frequency for CNT 

loading upto 0.017 (ϕCNT=0.017), reflecting a typical insulator like behaviour. After that a 

drastic increase in conductivity was observed at low frequency, confirming the formation of 

percolation network by CNT as discussed in previous paragraph. Nanocomposites beyond 

percolation concentration of CNTs show more or less similar behaviour, a plateau at lower 

frequency followed by frequency dependent increase in conductivity after a critical 

frequency. Additionally this critical frequency shifted towards higher values with increase in 

CNT concentration in nanocomposites, because at higher frequency dipoles gets less time to 

orient themselves makes polarization effect insignificants.   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 3.31: AC conductivity of PVB/CNT composites as a function of frequency. 
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3.3.2c. Rheological properties of nanocomposites 

Rheological study of pure PVB and PVB/CNT nanocomposites were performed in 

order to probe critical information about interaction of polymers and fillers interaction and 

formation of filler-filler networks regardless of electrical conductivity. This polymer chain 

and filler interactions have positive affects in chemiresistivity of chemiresistors [233].  Figure 

3.32 shows complex viscosity of PVB/CNT nanocomposites with angular frequency (ω) for 

different loading of CNTs. All nanocomposites show frequency dependent viscosity, but with 

CNT addition the frequency dependency increase specially at low frequency. Pristine 

polymer shows typical Newtonian plateau at low frequency but this plateau diminishes as 

CNT loading increase. For pure PVB and nancomposites upto ϕCNT 0.017 there was hardly 

any differences in complex viscosity value at 0.1 rad/s frequency while complex viscosity 

increases rapidly as CNT loading increase further highlighting reinforcing effect of CNTs in 

nanocomposites [234, 235].  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 3.32: Complex viscosity of PVB/CNT nanocomposites for different loading of CNT 

with angular frequency at 180 oC. 
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Regardless of electrical properties measurement CNT-CNT network formation was also 

probed by measuring storage modulus (G’) and loss modulus (G”) as a function of angular 

frequency and showed in Figure 3.33. Both storage as well as loss modulus increases with 

increase in frequency and CNT loading. As CNT loading increases the frequency dependency 

decease for both storage and loss modulus but the effect was more obvious for storage 

modulus than loss modulus. Pure and uncrosslinked polymers said to have typical terminal 

region with viscoelastic behaviour. The slope of G’ and G” at terminal region can be given by 

2 and 1 respectively (G′ ∝ ω2 and G″ ∝ ω1). With increase in CNT more solid like behaviour 

emerges and that was reflected by decrease in slope for both G’ and G”. Slopes of G’ and G” 

are listed for in Table 3.3 for different nanocomposites.  

 

 

Figure 3.33: (A) Storage modulus and (B) Loss modulus as a function of angular frequency 

for PVB/CNT nanocomposites at 180 oC. 
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Table 3.3: Slopes of storage and loss modulus at terminal region of PVB/CNT 

nanocomposites. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The slopes of pure PVB are 1.266 and 0.98 for storage and loss modulus respectively. The 

values did not change much in ϕCNT= 0.0067composites suggesting CNT network was still 

not formed and liquid like behaviour of polymer was still there. When ϕCNT reaches to 0.017 

drastic decreases in slope for both G’ and G” was observed. This decrease in slope highlights 

the formation of CNT-CNT network in nanocomposite which was previously anticipated in 

electrical conductivity measurements. Indeed at a critical concentration of CNT the 

significant decrease in frequency dependency of modulus value due to the formation of CNT-

CNT network is known as rheological percolation [236]. 

3.3.3c. Chemiresistive behaviour of PVB/CNT nanocomposites 

Figure 3.34 shows sensing response of PVB/CNT (ϕCNT=0.1) against 50% diluted 

ethanol vapour under dynamic condition. The chemiresistor was exposed to successive cycles 

of ethanol vapour and dry nitrogen and relative change of resistance (∆R/R0) was monitored 

CNT volume 
fraction (ϕCNT) 

Slope of G′ Slope of G" 

0 1.266 0.98 

0.0067 1.22 0.97 

0.017 1.03 0.89 

0.034 1.01 0.89 

0.0514 0.65 0.72 

0.07 0.36 0.49 

0.1 0.16 0.24 
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as sensing response with time. Rapid change in resistance was observed once the 

chemiresistor exposed to ethanol vapour and resistance decrease almost instantaneously when 

ethanol vapour was removed. This phenomenon is often called positive vapour coefficient 

(PVC) [162]. Sensing responses were found to be reversible and reproducible for successive 

cycles of ethanol and dry nitrogen. Response time which was gauged from 50% change in 

relative resistance was obtained in 40 sec, 90% change in relative resistance was in 65 sec. 

While recovery time was found to be 20 sec for 50% change of base resistance (t50) and 80 

sec for 90% change of base resistance (t90). It is noteworthy that response time found for 

current system is less compare to other metal oxide based ethanol sensors [237]. Crosslinking 

of polymer matrix is crucial in order to get reversible and stable response for VOCs [238]. 

Crosslinked ϕCNT=0.1 chemiresistor shows 170% change in resistance for 50% diluted 

ethanol vapour. Figure 3.35 A shows sensing characteristics of uncrosslinked chemiresistors. 

It can be seen that though response was high for uncrosslinked chemiresistor (~ 260% for 

50% diluted ethanol vapour) but the responses of successive cycles are too non reproducible. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 3.34: Sensing response of crosslinked PVB/CNT (ϕCNT=0.1) nanocomposites for 50% 

diluted ethanol vapour. 
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Figure 3.35: (A) Sensing response of uncrosslinked PVB/CNT chemiresistors. (B) Selectivity 

of PVB/CBT chemiresistors for 50 % diluted vapor. 

In presence of analyte vapours under chemiresistive stress PVB chain relaxes. The relaxation 

of polymer chains result an increase in inters CNT distances, leading to increase in resistivity 

of chemiresistor matrix. Crosslinking of matrix ensures reversibility of this mechanism when 

analyte vapours were removed. Since un-crosslinked matrix don’t have the inter-molecular 

linkage, thus once deformed they don’t restore back to original position giving non 

reproducible response towards analyte vapours. 

Discrimination of different vapour, known as selectivity is an important aspect for 

chemiresistive sensors. Selectivity of chemiresistors was evaluated by determining sensing 

responses of different kind of VOCs having different polarity and interaction with polymer 

chain. In this study water, methanol and acetone were chosen for this purpose. It was found 

that selectivity of PVB/CNT follows the order ethanol > methanol > acetone > water (Figure 

3.35B). Selectivity of CPC based chemiresistive sensors primarily depends upon interaction 

between the polymer chain and analytes. The interaction between polymer and analyte 

molecules can be gauged from Flory-Huggins interaction parameter (χ12). Previously it was 
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discussed that the sensing response for a particular analyte was inversely proportional with 

χ12 i.e. sensing response was high for the analyte having low χ12 value with PVB. Again χ12 

depends upon solubility parameter of polymer and solvent vapour (equation 3.2). Total 

solubility parameter (δT) consist of three different types of intermolecular interaction in 

molecules. They are dispersive (δd), polar (δp) and hydrogen bonds (δH). Each of these 

interactions play vital role in controlling the diffusion of vapours and hence sensing 

responses. Thus it can be attributed that CPC having polar polymer gives better response for 

polar vapours where as CPC with nonpolar polymer gives better results for nonpolar vapours 

[239, 240]. Table 3.4 summarises Hildebrand solubility parameters for different solvents and 

PVB polymer. It can be found that total Hildebrand solubility parameter (δT) for PVB is close 

to ethanol than methanol and water thus sensing response for ethanol is high compare to 

methanol and water which is coherent with experimental observation.  

   Table 3.4: Solubility parameters of VOCs and PVB polymer [241]. 

  

 

 

 

 

δd :energy from dispersion bonds between molecules. 

δp  :energy from polar bonds between molecules. 

δH :energy from hydrogen bonds between molecules. 

δT :total energy from bonds between molecules can be calculated from following equation 

δT
2 =δd

2 + δp
2 + δH

2                                                       (3.11) 

Solvents δd ( MPa1/2) δp ( MPa1/2) δH ( MPa1/2) δT ( MPa1/2) 

Ethanol 15.8 8.8 19.4 26.6 

Methanol 29.6 15.1 12.3 37.9 

Water 15.5 16 42.4 47.9 

Acetone 15.5 10.4 7 19.9 

PVB 15.5 6.5 10.4 19.7 
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However, selectivity for acetone was less though δT of acetone is 19.9 and that for PVB is 

19.7 whereas for ethanol it is 26.6. Such types of behaviour were also reported by Castro et 

al. and Bouvree et al [78, 242]. Formation H-bonding between PVB molecules and ethanol 

may be the reason for such a discrepancy in selectivity. Indeed for ethanol molecule 

formation of H-bonding is far more effective than acetone which helps better diffusion of 

ethanol molecules and swelling of polymer chain consequently disturbing the electron 

conduction in chemiresistor matrix. Based on this observation sensing mechanism of 

PVB/CNT for ethanol vapour and higher selectivity towards ethanol compare to other 

analytes can be represented as Figure 3.36. 

 

Figure 3.36: Schematic representation of sensing mechanism of PVB/CNT nanocomposites. 
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3.4c Conclusions 

Poly vinyl butyral (PVB)/CNT nanocomposites were prepared by solvent free melt 

compounding methods. These nanocomposites were characterized by frequency dependent 

AC and DC electrical conductivity and rheological measurement. Electrical studies revealed 

that extremely low percolation threshold of CNTs in PVB matrix and also give critical 

information about electron tunnelling mechanism in nanocomposites. Reinforcing effect of 

CNT was confirmed from complex modulus measurement in rheological study. Furthermore, 

rapid increase in storage and loss modulus and less dependency of these parameters with 

frequency corroborate formation of CNT-CNT network at extremely low concentration of 

CNT in nanocomposites. These PVB/CNT based CPC gives sensitive, selective and rapid 

sensing response towards ethanol vapour at room temperature. It was also found that 

crosslinking of matrix is essential in order to obtain stable and reproducible sensing response. 

Various interactions of analytes and polymer have a strong dependence on chemo-electrical 

behaviour of chemiresistors and that in turn tune the selectivity of matrix.  
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Chapter 4 

 

 
Hybrid Nanocarbon black and Carbon 

nanotube based Conducting Polymeric 

Nanocomposites for detection of aromatic 

hydrocarbon. 
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4.1. Introduction 
 

Detection of VOCs like benzene, toluene, ethyl benzene and xylene (BTEX) is of 

utmost interest in order to avoid negative health effects on human and reduce environmental 

pollution associated with them [243, 244]. Some members of BTEX family have been 

identified as toxic, carcinogenic and mutagenic at low concentration level. Apart from that 

exposure of BTEX produces several health effects such as irritation to skin and sensory 

organs, CNS break down, dizziness, memory loss, and respiratory problem [3, 5, 245]. 

Especially benzene have been identified as type I carcinogenic compound and likely to be 

responsible for myeloid leukaemia [246]. The main sources of BTEX into the environment 

are the petroleum, chemical industries, rubber industries, leather industries paints etc. 

Cigarette smoke is mainly responsible for indoor concentration of BTEX. They are also 

reported in exhaust gases of vehicles as a incomplete combustion of fossil fuels. Thus there is 

an obvious need to develop a fast, responsive and low cost BTEX detection system to counter 

health consequences and protect environment [247-249].  

Till date various sensing approaches are adopted for detection of BTEX vapour [250-

253]. Among them CPC based chemiresistive sensors have attracted much attention due to 

some inherent advantages such as low cost, portability, low power consumption etc. Many 

scientific groups have reported usefulness of hybrid nano carbon based chemiresistive 

sensors for BTEX and other VOCs [133, 134]. However all these studies have relied on 

intrinsic properties of hybrid filler and not much work is reported on the hybrid nanocarbons/ 

polymer nanocomposites based sensors. It is well understood that hybrid fillers in a polymer 

matrix might provide unique opportunity of controlling the CNT network and inter-tube 

connections and thus could be a route of designing advanced chemiresistors with improved 

detection range, sensitivity and detection limit. 
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Environmental friendly methods like melt and shear compounding for preparing polymer 

composites don’t involve any solvents but electrical percolation threshold of conducting filler 

in compounding techniques is much higher than other techniques like in-situ polymerization 

and solvent assisted dispersion. With the use of nanofiller, the amount typically required to 

develop conducting composites has come down drastically however, there are still a major 

hurdle in terms of process efficacy, stable conductivity and reproducible response. 

Synergistic advantages in terms of enhanced conductivity and mechanical properties can be 

achievable by judicial choice of hybrid nanofillers and selective percolation of fillers. Prasad 

et al. have reported exceptional synergy between the uses of nanocarbons [254]. Dubey et al. 

have reported advantages of hybrid fillers and selective percolation in terms of better 

electromechanical response, higher conductivity, mechanical properties and positive 

temperature coefficient behaviour [189, 255, 256]. However, little is understood how two 

geometrically different nanofillers would affect the sensing response of a chemiresistive 

matrix. Further, little attention has been paid to utilize solvent free polymer processing 

technologies that are energy efficient and can be easily up-scaled. 

Poly(dimethylsiloxane) (PDMS) is an elastomeric matrix and can be easily processed. 

It has good temperature and chemical resistance while it is also biocompatible in nature. 

PDMS widely used for electronic and biomedical applications [257-259]. PDMS and CNT 

based flow injection micro fluid device has been reported by Karuwan et al. [260]. In another 

work PDMS and CNT based DNA sensor has been reported by Juwan et al. [261]. However, 

there is little research on the chemiresistive response of PDMS/nanocarbon nanocomposites 

particularly via a solvent free route. 

Current study reports development of CNT and NCB based hybrid filler contained 

PDMS nanocomposites based chemiresistive BTEX sensor. These nanaocomposites were 
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prepared by shear conmpounding techniques and crosslinked by using high energy gamma 

radiation. FE SEM was used in order to characterize morphology of nanocompoiste materials. 

Polymer-BTEX interaction and BTEX diffusion behaviours were elucidated to understand 

sensing behaviour of irradiated composites. The effect of CNT addition into sensing response 

was also investigated. 

4.2. Preparation of PDMS/NCB/CNT hybrid chemiresistors: 

 4.2.1. Materials 

  Carbon nanotube (CNT) (Multiple walled, OD: 8-20 nm; Length: 1-2 μm specific 

surface area: 130-180 m2/g) was procured from Otto Chemie Pvt Ltd, Mumbai India. Nano 

carbon black (NCB) (size 50nm, specific surface area 70 m2/g, and density 1.8g/cc) was 

purchased from M/s TA Corporation, Mumai, India. PDMS (Hardness = 60; density = 1.13 ± 

0.05 g/cc, containing vulcanizator 2,5-dimethyl-2,5-bis(tert-butyl peroxy) hexane (0.65%) ) 

was procured from M/s DJ silicone, China. Benzene, Toluene, Xylene and Ethyl benzene 

used were procured from M/s SD Fine chemicals, Mumbai and used without further 

purification.  

4.2.2. Preparation of nanocomposites 

Electrically conducting PDMS/NCB/CNT nanocomposites were prepared according 

to the composition given in table no 4.1. In brief PDMS/NCB composite with 30wt% of NCB 

was prepared as master batch through shear compounding method in Brabender Plasticordar. 

Then required amounts of CNT were added in to this master batch to get composites of 1,2 

and 3 wt% of CNT. Mixing was done at 120 oC temperature for 20 mins at screw speed of 30 

rpm.  Amount of components were carefully chosen in order to completely fill 40 cc volume 

of mixture. The so obtained homogeneous mixture was cut into small pieces and compressed 
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moulded into 10 x 10 cm2 of 100 micron thick sheets using a compression moulded machine 

at 150 kg/ cm2 for 30 min at 120 oC .   

Table 4.1: Composition of PDMS/NCB/CNT nanocomposites. 

 

 

4.2.3. Irradiation of nanocomposites 

Irradiation was carried out under aerated condition using a gamma chamber 5000 

(GC-5000) having Co-60 gamma source supplied by M/s BRIT, India. The dose rate of the 

gamma chamber was ascertained to be 1.0 kGy/h using Fricke dosimetry prior to irradiation 

of samples.  

 4.3. Characterization of nanocomposites: 

4.3.1. Mechanical, electromechanical and crosslinking density evaluation 

The tensile strength and elongation at break of nanocomposites were measured using 

a universal testing machine of M/s Hemetek, MUMBAI, India at crosshead speed of 100 

mm/min at room temperature. During electromechanical measurement uniaxial strain was 

Composition Wt % of PDMS Wt% of NCB Wt % of CNT 

M0 70 30 0 

M1 69 30 1 

M2 68 30 2 

M3 67 30 3 
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applied to the nanocomposites and electrical resistance of the nanocomposites was measured 

via a computer coupled multimeter having data acquisition rate of 0.5 sec-1. The electrical 

contacts were made by applying conducting pastes on both ends of the samples.  

To elucidate crosslinking density, radiation cross-linked nanocomposites were 

Soxhlet extracted for 12 h to extract any sol content using xylene as a solvent. The insoluble 

gel part was then dried initially under room conditions and later under vacuum at 40 oC. The 

dried composites so obtained was cut into uniform square pieces (1 cm x 1 cm) using a sharp 

edged die and used for swelling studies. Pre-weighed samples were placed in a 200-mesh 

stainless steel compartment and immersed in xylene. The swollen samples were periodically 

removed, blotted free of surface solvent using laboratory tissue paper, weighed on an 

analytical balance (accuracy 0.00001 g) from M/s AND, India, in stopper bottles and returned 

to the swelling medium. Measurements were taken until the samples reached constant weight 

(equilibrium swelling).  

The crosslinking density was determined by estimating the molecular weight between 

cross-links (Mc) using Flory and Rehner relation. The procedure has been discussed in details 

in chapter 3.  

4.3.2. Morphological study by Field Emission Scanning Electron Microscopy 

(FE-SEM) 

Morphological analyses of cryo-fracture nanocomposites were determined by Field 

Emission Scanning Electron Microscopy (FE-SEM). FE-SEM studies were done using Zeiss 

Ultra 55 FE-SEM with acceleration voltage of 5 kV. 
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4.3.3. AC and DC electrical conductivity and temperature coefficient of 

resistivity 

For AC and DC electrical conductivity measurement was conducted with disk (15 mm 

dia) shaped samples. DC conductivity of the samples was measured by recording the 

resistance of the samples by using a four-probe arrangement. For the samples having 

resistance higher than 106 ohm, a mega ohm meter was used. AC conductivity was measured 

by using a HIOKI 3570 Impedance Analyzer (Japan) over the frequency range of 4 Hz–5 

MHz. All measurements were performed at 25 oC and relative humidity of 55%. Temperature 

coefficient on resistivity of nanocomposites was measured in a four probe setup with 

controlled heating arrangement.  

4.3.4. Dynamic and static measurements of BTEX 

Sensing characteristic of hybrid chemiresistors have been evaluated by using static as 

well as dynamic vapour setup as discussed in chapter 2. Real time sensing response was 

obtained by cyclic exposure of BTEX vapour and nitrogen for two minutes cycles. Sensing 

response was determined as the relative change in resistance (Ar = ΔR/Ro) over exposure to 

analyte vapours.  To obtain vapour pressure independent response, sensing response of each 

analyte was normalized with respect to vapour pressure and expressed as concentration 

normalized response (CNR= Ar/C). For static measurements, a fixed volume of the BTEX 

was placed in a 2 litre closed glass container with heating and fan arrangement for the rapid 

homogenization of BTEX vapours. The relative change in resistance (Ar = ΔR/Ro) was 

recorded for different concentrations of different analytes.  
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4.4. Results and Discussion: 

4.4.1. Mechanical and Electrical properties of PDMS/NCB/CNT nanocomposites 

  4.4.1.1. Effect of radiation dose on mechanical properties and crosslinking density 

Different irradiation doses were employed to crosslink the PDMS matrix to have 

different extent of crosslinking in the matrix. Elastic modulus of the PDMS/NCB 30 

nanocomposites containing different weight fraction of CNTs is shown in Figure 4.1 for 

different radiation doses. It can be seen that at 50 kGy the elastic modulus is lowest for all the 

nanocomposites whereas it was highest for 200 kGy. This increase in elastic modulus can be 

attributed to the increase in crosslink density of PDMS matrix with radiation dose, leading to 

increase in the resistance to tensile deformation [262]. In aerated condition PDMS get 

crosslinked by high energy gamma radiation through both H-type and Y-type mechanism 

[263].  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 4.1: Elastic modulus of the PDMS/NCB 30 nanocomposites containing different 

fractions of CNTs at different radiation doses. 
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With increase in CNT content the elastic modulus increased for all radiation doses. For all the 

doses except 50 kGy, the elastic modulus showed an increase up to 2 wt% CNT and decrease 

at higher fraction. This variation in trend with increase in radiation dose can be attributed to 

formation of graft networks at filler and polymer interface. From stress- strain graph it is 

clear that addition of CNT increases modulus of matrix and decrease elongation at break 

decrease (Figure 4.2). Increase in modulus with CNT may be attributed the formation of 

higher number of physical crosslinking network with polymer chains and CNT. CNT is 

known as reinforcing filler because effective load transfer can occur between polymer chain 

and CNT. Thus more force will be required to induce same amount of deformation in higher 

CNT containing nanocomposites. Decrease in elongation at break is probably due to the fact 

that interface of CNT and polymer chains act as an effective crack propagation site and at 

sufficiently high strain this leads to the failure.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 4.2: Stress vs strain graph of PDMS/NCB 30 nanocomposites for two CNT loading at 

100 kGy radiation dose. 
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Variation in crosslinking density with radiation dose has been shown in figure 4.3 for 

different CNT wt%. The figure shows that crosslinking density increased with absorbed 

radiation dose. High energy radiation expected to form 3D crosslinked network in PDMS 

matrix. Crosslinking density was higher for 2 and 3 wt% than 1 wt% CNT. There was no 

appreciable difference in crosslinking density in 2 wt% and 3 wt% CNT containing 

nanocmposites. This result supports the hypothesis of increase in elastic modulus due to 

synergistic effect of CNT and radiation crosslinking. At every dose slightly higher number of 

crosslinked networks formed with the addition of CNT. Since efficacy of radiation 

crosslinking depends on the localized free volume, the radiation and nanofillers are expected 

to act synergistically. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 4.3: Variation in crosslinking density of PDMS/NCB30/CNT nanocomposites with 

radiation dose at different CNT loading. 

  4.4.1.2 AC and DC conductivities 

Figure 4.4 shows the DC conductivity of the composites having different amount of 
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four times and with 3 wt% addition of CNT it increased to almost 10 times with respect to the 

nanocomposites without CNT. This observation clearly pointed out formation of better 

conducting network with addition of CNT into PDMS/NCB composites. Figure 4.5 

represents effect of CNT content on the AC conductivity as a function of frequency. It can be 

seen that with addition of CNT the AC conductivity increase. With the increase in frequency, 

there was a precipitous fall in the AC conductivity at around 100 kHz. The AC conductivity 

for all composites was almost same between 1 MHz to 10 MHz reflecting conductor to 

insulator transition. This phenomenon is generally attributed to frequency dependent changes 

in polarization of permanent and induced dipoles in the nanocomposite matrix [229, 264]. 

The observed change in conductivity can be attributed to frequency dependent variation in 

the polarization and charge accumulation, since with increase in frequency, dipoles gets less 

time for reorienting themselves in the direction of applied field, reducing polarization effect. 

The frequency dependence of AC conductivity of conducting composites often gets affected  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 4.4: DC electrical conductivity of PDMS/NCB30/CNT nanocomposites (100 

kGy). 
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Figure 4.5: AC electrical conductivity of PDMS/NCB30/CNT nanocomposites (100 kGy). 

 

with the loading of filler, as the number and morphology of conducting pathways change 

with increase in filler concentration.  However it can be inferred that there is a change in the 

conduction domains with increase in frequency, at lower frequency current flows through 

NCB aggregates resistor network, whereas at high frequencies insulating polymer matrix 

plays a critical role in conduction [265]. 

4.4.2 Chemiresistive behaviour of PDMS/NCB/CNT hybrid nanocomposites 

4.4.2.1 Effect of CNT on real time sensing response 

Concentration normalized dynamic sensing response of the PDMS/NCB 

chemiresistors having different wt% of CNT irradiated to 100 kGy for BTEX vapours has 

been shown in Figure 4.6. It can be seen that significant change in resistance was observed in 

all chemiresistors by exposure of BTEX. Sensing response was completely reversible in 

nature and 90% change of resistance (t90) was observed within 10 sec. During recovery, it 

took only 5-10 sec to come back to 50% of its original value. It may be noted that in case of 

colorimetric and metal oxide VOC sensors significantly higher response time is observed 
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compare to the response time observed in this study [42]. The magnitude of sensing response 

was different for different analytes (Figure 4.7). It can be seen that benzene gives lowest 

response while xylene gives highest response for all chemiresistors. For M0 chemiresistor, 

the response for xylene was around 2.15 times higher than the response for ethyl benzene, 

4.05 times higher than the response of toluene and 19 times higher than that for benzene. 

There was a significant reduction in the response for all VOCs upon addition of CNT. From 

M0 to M1, the decrease in response was ~42% for benzene, ~51% for toluene, ~28% for 

ethyl benzene and ~56% for xylene. Further decrease in responses was observed when CNT 

was added to the nanocomposites form 1 wt% to 3 wt%. 

Figure 4.6: Concentration normalized relative change in the resistance (C.N.R) for different 

nanocomposites (a) Benzene (b) Toluene (c) Ethyl benzene (d) Xylene. The BTEX flow rate 

was 100ml/min. 
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This is an interesting observation suggesting that the CNT loading affects sensing response 

towards each analyte differently. It may be highlighted that the factors governing sensing 

response is polymer matrix-analyte interaction (χ12) as well as the diffusion kinetics of 

analytes into the chemiressitor matix. As all these analytes have different solubility parameter 

thus interaction parameter with PDMS matrix will be different which in turn affects sensing 

response. There is also kinetic factor, since CNT has coil like structure it induces additional 

hindrance in diffusion of analytes into chemiresistor matix [266]. Thus it is probable that 

presence and quantity of CNT affects sensing response by affecting diffusion of analytes. All 

these aspects are described in details in subsequent sections. 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 4.7: Concentration normalized relative change in the resistance (C.N.R) for BTEX 

vapour for different nanocomposites. 

  4.4.2.2. Selectivity of the hybrid nanocomposites 

Selectivity for a particular analyte comes from the interaction of analytes with 

polymer matrix in sensing elements. Upon interaction with analyte molecules polymer chains 

get relax that produced a stress inside nanocomposite sensor. This chemiresistive stress 

induced disruption of conducting network leading to increase in electrical resistance of 
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response for polar analytes and nonpolar polymer based CPC gives better response for 

nonpolar vapour [267, 268]. The magnitude of interaction between analyte and polymer 

nanocomposites can be governed by Flory-Huggins interaction parameter (χ12). The relation 

of χ12 and sensing response (Ar= ∆R/R0) for a particular analytes for chmemiressitve sensors 

can be expressed by  

�� = ���(���)��
                                              (4.1)  

where a, b and n are constants. From the relation it is clear that sensing response has an 

inverse relation with χ12. The sensing response of different sensors is plotted against χ12 in 

Figure 4.8 for different analytes at 50 ppm. From the plot it can be seen that the sensing 

response decreased with increase in χ12. The highest response was for xylene which has 

lowest χ12 with PDMS and the lowest for benzene which has highest χ12 with PDMS. 

Interestingly, sensing response decreased with increase in CNT wt% in chemiresistors for all 

analytes. And the highest decrease was observed for xylene which has lowest χ12. The 

equation fitted well for composites M0, M1, M2 however the fitting for M3 was very poor 

(R2 < 0.8). 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 4.8: Variation in relative change in resistance with χ12 for different nanocomposites. 

Conc of analytes are 50ppm. Solid line represents fitting of data in eq 4.1. 
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Table 4.2: a, b and n values obtained from fitting equation 4.1 in the data shown 
in figure 4.8. 

CNT wt% a b n R2 

0(M0) 1.01 4.081E-7 18.43045 0.96 

1(M1) 0.96 2.53E-5 12.87376 0.92 

2(M2) 0.68 0.0692 2.95247 0.98 

 

With addition of 2 wt% CNT into PDMS/NCB matrix the value of n decreased from 18.4 to 

2.9 (Table 4.2). Due to the coil like structure of CNT diffusion of analytes gets hindered 

therefore affect the diffusion of analyte and polymer chain relaxation, decreasing the sensing 

response. Furthermore, the deviation of M3 from the equation no 4.1 suggests that the 

sensing response of CNT filled chemiresistors not only dependent on thermodynamics 

parameter, χ12, but also diffusion related kinetic aspects play critical role.  

  4.4.2.3. Diffusion behaviour of hybrid nanocomposites 

In order to understand the effects of CNT on diffusion kinetics and sensing response, 

mass absorption study was done for M0 and M3 nanocomposites taking benzene and xylene 

as solvents. Figure 4.9 shows equilibrium mass absorption data. It can be seen that for both 

the nanocomposites equilibrium uptake of xylene was higher than that of benzene. For xylene 

the extent of swelling and swelling kinetics both change significantly with addition of CNT. 

While in case of benzene the extent of equilibrium swelling did not change much but there 

was considerably reduction in swelling kinetics. To fully understand the effects of CNT on 

the diffusion parameter the data was further analyzed using Fickian diffusion model   

                                       Mt/M = ktn                                                              (4.2) 
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where Mt mass of solvent absorbed at time t, M∞  mass of solvent absorbed at equilibrium, k 

is a constant depends on the structural characteristics of the polymer network and dictating 

interaction with the solvent, n is an empirical number called as transport or diffusion 

exponent. Initial stage of swelling plots between ln(Mt/ M∞) vs ln(t) gives a straight line up to 

Mt/M∞ ≤ 0.7. Slope and intercepts of the plot yields n and k values respectively (Figure 4.10a 

-d). A value of n = 0.5 denotes the process is Fickian diffusion also known as Case-I transport 

where the rate of relaxation of polymer chain is higher compared to the diffusion rate of the 

solvent. In other way, for Case II transport, n= 1.0 states the diffusion is relaxation controlled 

where chain relaxation is slower compare to diffusion of solvents. When the value of n lies 

down between 0.5 to 1.0, it is classified as anomalous diffusion. Diffusion coefficient (D) of 

the nanocomposites under investigation was calculated using following relation [269] 

� = �(
��

��∞
)2                                                                                            (4.3) 

where h is the sample thickness, θ is the slope of the linear portion of the sorption curves, and 

M is the mass uptake at equilibrium swelling. All samples displayed quasi Fickian diffusion 

with n < 0.5. With increasing CNT fraction, diffusion coefficient reduced for benzene and 

xylene (Table 4.3). This CNT induced reduction of diffusion kinetics is responsible for the 

observed reduction in sensing response. Due to the coil like structure, CNT has restricted the 

relaxation of macromolecular chains and reduced solvent diffusion. Furthermore, CNTs can 

also act as a barrier to the solvent penetration in the nanocomposite matrix leading to a slower 

swelling kinetics. It is emphasized that in the present system, the sensing element is subjected 

to 3-D exposure; therefore thermodynamic interactions between BTEX and PDMS matrix 

and diffusion kinetics both might influence the observed sensing response.  
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Figure 4.9:  Equilibrium mass uptake (Qi=Uptake at equilibrium/initial mass) by M0 and 

M3 nanocomposites against benzene and xylene. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 4.10: Solvent uptake kinetics of nanocomposites for benzene and xylene (a) M0, 

benzene (b) M0, xylene (c) M3, benzene (d) M3, xylene. Inset all: Linear fitting of logarithmic 

data forMt/M < 0.7. 
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Table 4.3: Swelling parameters of composites for different analytes. 

 

4.4.2.4. Effect of analytes concentrations on sensing response 

 

Concentration dependent change of sensing response of the nanocomposites for 

benzene and toluene under dynamic condition for different chemiresistors has been shown in 

Figure 4.11. Nonlinear relationship between sensing response and vapour concentration was 

observed for both the analytes. Chemiressitor containing 3 wt % CNT showed lowest 

response whereas 0wt % CNT containing chemiresistor showed highest response. Langmuir-

Henry-Clustering (LHC) model is often used to explain the relation between sensing response 

and analyte concentration of conducting polymeric nanocomposites based chemiresistors and 

can be described as 

�� =
��(�"��)�

(�����)
+ ��� + (� − ��)���                                        (4.4) 

where Ar is relative change in resistance (ΔR/R0), f is the vapour fraction i.e molar ratio of 

analyte vapour and nitrogen. f′ is the solvent fraction over which clustering takes place and f" 

is the solvent fraction where Henry's diffusion takes precedence over Langmuir's diffusion, 

bL is the Langmuir's affinity parameter, kH is the Henry's diffusion parameter and n′ is the 

average number of solvent molecules per cluster. 

 Benzene  Xylene  
 lnk n R2 Diffusion 

Coefficien
t (D) (cm2 

s-1)  

lnk n R2 Diffusion 
Coefficien
t 
(D) (cm2 
s-1) 

M0 -0.94715 0.3960
5 

0.96 1.71E-8 -0.31116 0.1554
7 

0.98 1.49E-6 

M3 -0.22834 0.0691
4 

0.97 5.4E-9 -0.77087 0.3732
5 

0.91 3.11E-8 
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 A series of chemiresistive sensors have been investigated by Lu et al. and Kumar et al. and 

they have found that LHC model adequately explain the relation between analyte vapour 

concentration and sensing response [127, 162]. However, for the PDMS/NCB and CNT 

based hybrid chemiresistors the LHC model was not found suitable for any of the analytes. It 

is evident from the fact that with increase in vapour concentration the sensing response did 

not saturate rather an exponential increase in response was observed in dynamic as well as in 

static vapour sensing setup (Figure 4.12). 

 

Figure 4.11: Concentration dependent change of sensig response for different chemiresistors 

under dynamic flow conditions (A) Toluene (B) Benzene. The dotted lines shows fitting of the 

equation 4.5. 

Langumir adsorption assumes maximum monolayer coverage by vapour molecules; whereas, 

in Henry's isotherm it is assumed that surface coverage depends on vapour pressure of the 

analyte. It must be highlighted that chemisorptions phenomena of polymer nanaocomposites 

depends on short and long range bonding between polymers and analyte and follows Henry's 

or Langumir's adsorption isotherms only in ideal cases [270]. However, diffusion of analytes 
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into a 3-D matrix does not sufficiently represented by these isotherms. Fan et al. have 

reported an exponential increase in sensing response with vapour concentration for analytes 

having good interaction with polyurethane polymer matrix [271]. Han et al. have recently 

reported sensing response similar to that observed in the present study in electrospun 

polymer/carbon nanotube based chemiresistors [98]. They also found an exponential 

variation of sensing response with an increase in analyte concentration. This sensitivity 

enhancement can be attributed as an effect of 3D sensing mechanism where sensor matrix 

was exposed by analyte molecules from all direction. It was impossible in sensor having layer 

by layer structure in screen printed electrode. In present study, chemiresistors were 

compressed moulded and crosslinked by high energy radiation to impart sufficient strength 

thus it was possible to use them as standalone sensing film where 3D sensing can be 

achievable. Furthermore, being an elastomer PDMS has very little crystalline domain; and 

thus expected to have higher sensitivity than thermoplastics such as polycaprolactone, 

PMMA and polystyrene. The data of Figure 4.11 for toluene and benzene was fitted in the 

exponential model given by  

��=a∗ �(��)                                                           (4.5) 

where a and b are constants, f is the vapour fraction and Ar is the relative change in 

resistance. The parameter b represents the sensitivity of chemiresistor and can be seen that 

the value of parameter b reduces with addition of CNT (Table 4.4). These results clearly 

point out reduction in sensitivity with addition of CNT.  
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Table 4.4: a and b parameters obtained for different composites against different 
analytes. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 4.12: Variation in relative change in the resistance for different composites under 

static condition. Concentration range of analytes 25-200 ppm,  

 Toluene Benzene 
 a b R2 a b R2 

M0 0.008±0.001 11.9±0.47 0.99 0.10±0.05 7.35±1.08 0.97 

M3 0.007±0.001 8.69±0.49 0.99 0.05±0.02 5.72±0.80 0.97 
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Figure 4.13: Effect of higher concentrations of ethyl benzene on composites M0 and M3 

under static condition. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 4.14: Schematic representation showing additional CNT networks help to enhance 

detection range of chemiresistors. 
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However, by addition of CNT, the detection range of chemiressistors was found to be 

extended. Figure 4.13 represents the extended range showed by M3 composites against ethyl 

benzene vapour compare to M0 composites. The sensor M3 showed extended range up to 

500ppm while M0 went out of range at >200 ppm ethyl benzene vapour. The mechanism of 

enhancement of detection range can be explained with the help of schematic diagram shown 

in Figure 4.14. Addition of CNT into PDMS/NCB matrix forms additional conducting 

network, which implies more chemiresistive pressure (more concentration of vapour) will be 

needed to disrupt these additional network forms by CNT. This favours enhanced detection 

range. The detection limit was determined using the conventional definition by IUPAC [272]. 

It says that lower limit of detection (LOD) can be determined from signal to noise ratio S/N. 

For M0 the LOD was 9 ppm, 6 ppm, 12 ppm and 50 ppm for benzene, toluene, xylene and 

ethyl benzene respectively. For M3 the LOD increased for all VOCs except for ethyl 

benzene. It was 18 ppm, 12 ppm, 21 ppm and 27 ppm for benzene, toluene, xylene and ethyl 

benzene respectively. This suggests that there is minor reduction in terms of sensitivity but 

significant increase in terms of detection range with increase in CNT content.  

4.4.2.5. Principle component analysis (PCA) 

PCA was used for pattern recognition of analytes by using an array of chemiresistive 

sensors [273, 274]. It helps to visualize whether change in sensing response due to CNT can 

be useful to recognize an individual BTEX using a sensor array. An array was constructed by 

taking four sensing elements M0, M1, M2 and M3 and the sensing response for BTEX were 

recorded in the concentration range 30-50 ppm. After conducted PCA the result is shown in 

Figure 4.15. The graph shows that the two principal components are enough to represent 96.3 

% of total variance of data. Among this 85.9 % variance is described by first principle 

component (PC1) and 10.4 % variance can be described by second principle component 
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(PC2). It was observed that benzene is well separated from other three VOCs ; however, there 

was a  significant clustering between ethylbenzene and xylene. These results highlight good 

discrimination of benzene. Nonetheless, these hybrid nanofiller based chemiresistor are 

expected to be useful as field detectors and can offer different sensitivity and detection limits 

to suit different applications. 

 

 

 
 

Figure 4.15: Principle component analysis using an array of M0, M1, M2, and M3 in the 

concentration range 30-50 ppm of BTEX. 

 

4.4.3. Temperature dependence on resistivity 

Temperature dependence on resistivity is an important parameter to investigate for 

CPC based chemiresistive sensors along with other sensing characteristics. In general, 

conducting polymer based nanocomposites showed positive temperature coefficient (PTC) 

before melting temperature of base polymer [275, 276]. Figure 4.16 shows the positive 
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temperature coefficient behaviour M0 and M3 chemiresistors in the temperature range 323-

393 K. M0 shows significant increase (400%) in the resistance, whereas a considerably less 

increase (50%) in resistance was observed for M3 in the experimental temperature range. 

Also for M3, relatively stable response was obtained in middle temperature range. The 

temperature coefficient of resistivity was found to be 10.0 x 10 -3 Ω cm.K-1 and 2.7 x 10 -3 Ω 

cm.K-1 for M0 and M3 respectively. From Figure 4.4 it was clear that addition of CNT 

significantly improves the electrical conductivity of nanocomposites. Relatively stable 

resistance over temperature range of 323- 393 K suggests formation of additional conducting 

channels by CNTs in M3 in comparison to M0. This observation supports our hypothesis that 

more chemiresistive pressure will be needed to disrupt these additional channels formed by 

CNT, favoured enhancement of detection range of chemiresistor. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 4.16: Effect of temperature on the relative change in the DC resistivity for M0 and 

M3.  
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4.4.4. Morphological and electromechanical analysis of nanocomposites 

Morphological characterization of cryo-fractured samples was done by FE-SEM and 

presented in Figure 4.17 (a-e). The cryo-fractured samples demonstrate brittle failure for all 

composites. It can be seen that for M0, around 50-100 nm spherical NCB domains were 

homogenously embedded in the entire matrix. With addition of 2 wt% CNT, more prominent 

NCB domain were observed and also projected out of the matrix surface.  

 

Figure 4.17: FE-SEM images of cryo-fractured nanocomposites (a) M0, 5 kX (b) M0,150kX 

(c) M2, 5 kX (d) M2, 150kX (e) M3, 5 kX (f) M3, 150kX. 
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Due to the contrast limitation, isolated CNT structure or projected out CNT domains were not 

visible. This may be due to the fact that weight fraction of CNT is significantly lower than 

NCB weight fraction. More NCB domains were noticeable when CNT increase to 3wt%; also 

the size of the domains of NCB reduced further and the morphology seems completely 

pushed out of the matrix, in contrast to the embedded morphology observed in M0. This 

pushed out domains of NCB suggests enhanced percolation of NCB and thinning of 

interfacial layer and can be attributed to the increased conductivity of chemiresistors on the 

addition of CNT.  

In spite of the fact that CNTs and their nanocomposites are extensively researched for 

the development of chemiresistive sensors, still there is a lack of understanding in the 

mechanism behind the sensing response specially in terms various sensing parameter like  

sensitivity, selectivity, detection range of chemiresistors, conducting network structure and 

diffusion of analyte and relaxation of polymer chain [277]. Boyd et al., have recently 

proposed that both CNT network and inter-tube interconnections play a crucial role in the 

sensing response [278]. They elucidated that the changes in the junction and contact, as a 

result of chemiresistive pressure due to interaction of analyte, increased resistivity of 

composites. They have established that if J/C (where J is no. of junction and C is the no of 

CNTs between electrodes) is higher than 4 nanotube junctions play a crucial role. In the 

present work, there are three types of conducting networks: NCB-NCB, CNT-CNT and CNT-

NCB. As hypothesized, under chemiresistive pressure NCB-NCB networks disrupts easily 

though NCB-CNT networks are relatively long ranged and retains conductivity even when 

chemiresistive pressure is high. To further test this hypothesis, both M0 and M3 were 

subjected to uni-axial tensile stress and recorded electromechanical response (Figure. 4.18). It 

was found that, linear increase in resistance only up to 10% strain in M0, whereas, in case of  
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M3 the resistance increases linearly up to more than 25% strain. These results highlighted 

that the presence of long range inter-connections in the nanocomposites containing CNT. The 

reason for the increase in resistance due to uni-axial stain is the increased physical separation 

between two conducting interconnections that exceeds tunnelling barrier. It can be suggests 

that, with addition of CNTs (1000-2000 nm) which have much higher length than NCB (50 

nm), provide long range interconnections to the primary conducting networks formed by 

percolated NCB thus giving a longer linear region than pure NCB containing 

nanocomposites. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 4.18: Electromechanical response of M0 and M3 under uni-axial tensile strength. The 

nanocomposites were put under strain using a universal tensile machine and relative change 

in resistance was monitored in real time. Solid vertical line depicts strain sensing limit for 

M0 and dashed line depicts strain sensing limit for M3. 

Kaniyoor et al., used a hybrid graphene nanoplatelets and multiwalled carbon nanotubes 

system and found that enhanced sensitivity with excellent stability and repeatability for 
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hydrogen detection; this result was attributed the importance of the morphology of the hybrid 

carbon nanostructure [133]. In another hybrid system Rigoni et. al. found that SWCNT 

bundle layers with indiumtin oxide (ITO) nanoparticles increased the sensitivity of ammonia 

gas by three fold [134]. All these studies along with the results of this work highlight the fact 

that hybrid fillers can not only improve sensing characteristics but also decrease the 

temperature sensitivity by incorporating additional network of filler with high aspect ratio.  

4.5. Conclusions 

PDMS/NCB and CNT based hybrid nanocomposites based chemiressitors have been 

prepared by melt compounding and crosslinked by high energy gamma radiation. Mechanical 

and electrical properties were found to be improved by radiation dose as well as with CNT wt 

%. These radiation crosslinked hybrid nanocomposite base chemiresistors showed sensitive 

and reversible sensing response for BTEX vapour. Highest response was observed for xylene 

where as lowest for benzene. The sensitivity showed strong dependence on polymer-solvent 

interaction parameter (χ12). It was also found that addition of CNT improves the dispersion of 

NCB in the PDMS matrix and affects the interfacial layer of PDMS which in turn help to 

increase electrical conductivity of hybrid nanocomposite. Detection range of chemiresistors 

was increased significantly due to the formation of additional long range networks of CNT 

which also improves temperature dependence of resistivity. These results highlight the 

usefulness of hybrid nanocarbons in VOC field detection, and suggest that, using hybrid 

fillers, different sensitivities and detection ranges can be achieved in chemiresistors to target 

different applications. Furthermore, CNT induced enhancement in electrical conductivity 

along with good stretchability and low positive temperature dependence of conductivity are 

expected to be useful in stretchable electronics and for other applications where flexibility, 

electrical conductivity and light weight are desired. 
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Chapter 5 

 

 
Enhancement of Chemiresistivity of 

CPCs by using functionalized CNT-

polymer nanocomposites. 
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5.1. Introduction 
 

CNT based conducting polymer nanocomposites (CPC) were first reported back in 

1994 by Ajayan et al [279]. Since then remarkable attention has been paid to fabricate CPC 

containing CNT with superior mechanical and electrical properties along with several other 

functional properties and applications [280-284]. Efficient dispersion of CNTs and good 

interfacial interaction between polymer and CNTs are prerequisite condition to get better 

target properties. Unfortunately, strong CNT-CNT interaction, CNT agglomeration, 

chiralities, presence of impurities has hampered the final properties of CNT based CPC [280, 

285].  Furthermore, incorporation of high amount of conducting filler is often needed to form 

percolation network of CNTs in polymer composites [286, 287]. But loading of higher 

amounts of fillers sometimes poses challenges in terms of increased viscosity, agglomeration, 

and morphological instabilities. Uses of hybrid nanofiller, covalent and non covalent 

functionalization of CNT, preferential percolation of CNT in multiphase polymer composites 

are some of the strategy which could bring down the percolation concentration [255, 288, 

289]. Among them covalently functionalizes CNT have been proved to be quite successful to 

prepare CPC with relatively lower concentration of filler due to better dispersion of 

nanotubes and efficient thermodynamic wetting of nanotubes with polymer matrices [283, 

290].  

Chemiresistivity of CPC depends on the structure of conducting network formed by 

conducting fillers and the characteristics of polymer chains. Covalently functionalized CNTs 

have been demonstrated to improve the interfacial compatibility, percolation, and 

micromechanics [285, 291]. And since the surface properties of CPCs are greatly affected by 

the nature of functional groups present in CNT, it is quite probable that the chemiresistivity 

of functional CNT based CPCs also get affected. Crosslinking of CPC introduces 
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intermolecular linkages between polymer chains and thus profoundly affects the vapour 

permeability, solvation and mechanical properties of a polymer [135, 292]. It is worthwhile to 

mention that for filled systems, such as CPCs, both physical and chemical crosslinking may 

take place. High energy radiation such as electron beam and gamma ray is an effective 

additive-free tool to crosslink polymers and its composites at room temperature. It has 

potential to forms linkages not only between the polymer chains but also at polymer-filler 

interface [293]. This is mainly possible due to the radiolytic efficiency and penetrating power 

of high energy radiation, enabling the formation of free radicals on the filler surfaces, 

interface and in the bulk. Functionalized CNTs together with optimal radiation dose thus can 

be useful in improving the interface, integrity and the chemiresistivity of CPCs.  

In this work CNT functionality and gamma radiation were used to modify polymer-

filler interfacial interactions. Particularly, attention has been paid to varying filler 

functionality and strengthening polymer-filler interfacial interactions using high energy 

radiation, with a focus on enhancement in chemiresistivity. For that different proportion of 

PDMS/ functional-CNT CPCs were prepared by shear compounding method. Non-linear 

oscillatory rheology was used to estimate CNT-polymer interactions and the impedance 

spectroscopy was used to understand electron conduction in CPC. Chemiresistivity was 

investigated with respect to CNT-functionality, CNT volume frcation, and radiation dose. 

Surface energy, functional groups (x-ray photoelectron spectroscopy), gel content and 

morphology of the CPCs were also analyzed in the context of observed chemiresistivity. 
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5.2. Preparation of PDMS/NCB/CNT hybrid nanocomposites 

 5.2.1. Materials 

  Poly(dimethylsiloxane) (PDMS) (Hardness= 60;  density= 1.13±0.05 g/cc)  was 

procured from  M/s DJ silicone, China. Multiple walled CNTs [unfunctionalized (CNT-UF), 

amine functionalized (2-3 wt %; CNT-NH2), hydroxyl functionalized (2.36-2.6 wt %; CNT-

OH), and carboxylic functionalized (1.47-1.63 wt %; CNT-COOH); OD: 10-30 nm; Length: 

1-2 μm SSA: 100-130 m2/g] were purchased from Otto Chemie Pvt. Ltd, Mumbai India. 

Benzene, toluene, acetone, chloroform, methanol and ethanol used were of Analytical grade 

(purity >99.9%) and was procured from M/s SD Fine Chemicals, Mumbai. 

5.2.2. Sample preparation 

PDMS/CNT (un-functionalized, hydroxyl, amine and carboxylic group 

functionalized) nanocomposites were prepared by the shear compounding of constituent 

materials in Brabender plasticorder at 70 oC at 40 rpm for 30 min. After mixing, the 

homogeneous mixture was taken out, cut into small pieces and compress moulded to the 

different thickness (100 -1000 μm) at 150 kg/cm2 for 20 min at 70 oC. These moulded sheets 

were crosslinked by high energy Co-60 gamma irradiation (GC-5000, M/s BRIT, India). 

Before irradiation, the dose rate of gamma chamber was ascertained by Fricke dosimetry and 

was found to be 8.0 kGy/h. The samples in the study are mentioned as PDMS/CNT-UF 

(PDMS/unfunctionalized CNT), PDMS/CNT-COOH (PDMS/carboxyl functionalized CNT), 

PDMS/CNT-OH (PDMS/hydroxyl functionalized CNT) and PDMS/CNT-NH2 

(PDMS/amine functionalized CNT), depending upon the type of CNTs used. Table A5 in 

appendix summarises the composition of PDMS/CNT and PDMS/ fun-CNT nanocomposites. 
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5.3. Characterization of nanocomposites 

5.3.1. Mechanical characteristics, diffusion behaviour and Scanning Electron 

Microscopy  

For tensile strength measurements, at least five dumbbell shaped specimens were cut 

from composite sheets using a sharp edged steel die of standard dimensions. The thickness of 

the samples were determined to the nearest of 0.1 mm. The tensile strength and elongation at 

break were measured using a universal testing machine supplied by M/s Hemetek, MUMBAI, 

India at crosshead speed of 100 mm/min at room temperature. For sorption studies, radiation 

cross-linked composites were Soxhlet extracted for 12 h to extract any sol content using 

xylene as a solvent. The insoluble gel part was then dried initially under room conditions and 

later under vacuum at 40 oC. The dried composites so obtained was cut into uniform square 

pieces (1 cm x 1 cm) using a sharp edged die and used for swelling studies. Pre-weighed 

samples were placed in a 200-mesh stainless steel compartment and immersed in xylene. The 

swollen samples were periodically removed, blotted free of surface solvent using laboratory 

tissue paper, weighed on an analytical balance (accuracy 0.00001 g) from M/s AND, India, in 

stopper bottles and returned to the swelling medium. Measurements were taken until the 

samples reached constant weight (equilibrium swelling). 

The morphology of composites with different CNT content was investigated using a 

scanning electron microscope (Model PS-230, Pemtron, S. Korea). The cryo-fractured 

specimen was used to observe fractured morphology and dispersion of CNT. The acceleration 

voltage of 5 kV was used for recording micrographs.  
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5.3.2. Surface energy and X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) 

The radiation-induced modification of surface was characterized by its wetting angle 

measurements. In this work, the Owens and Wendt method was used. Details of the method 

have been discussed in chapter 2. The measurement of contact angles of the sample was 

carried out by sessile drop technique using image analysis software. A liquid droplet (1.5- 2.5 

μl) was allowed to fall on the samples to be studied from a software-controlled syringe. An 

image sequence was taken through a CCD camera of goniometer from GBX instruments, 

France which was connected to a PC computer and interfaced to image capture software 

(Windrop++, GBX instruments).  

XPS analysis of the samples was performed at 4354 eV photon energy on the PES-

BL14 beamline (BARC) at Indus-2, RRCAT, Indore, India.  

5.3.3. Impedance spectroscopy 

The impedance of the samples was measured at room temperature using an LCR 

meter (HIOKI IM3570) in the frequency range 4 Hz to 5 MHz.  All samples were of disc 

shape (Diameter = 15 mm; thickness = 0.5 mm). To minimize contact resistance the surface 

of the samples were coated with conducting silver paste. For ensuring good electrical contact, 

the surfaces of the specimens were polished with sandpaper and conductive silver paste was 

applied between the electrodes and the specimen. For each composition, at least three 

specimens were tested. All measurements were performed at ~24°C and relative humidity of 

55%. 

5.3.4. Rheological measurement 

Rheological measurements were performed on MCR 102 Rheometer (Anton Paar, 

Austria) using parallel plate (25 mm diameter) geometry at different angular frequencies. 
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Samples dimensions were 25 mm diameter and 1 mm thickness. All measurements were 

conducted in the linear viscoelastic regime. N2 atmosphere was maintained to avoid oxidative 

degradation of samples.  Frequency sweep measurements were conducted at 1% strain and 

strain sweep experiments were conducted at 1 rad/s angular frequency.  

5.3.5. Vapour sensing measurements 

A fixed volume of the volatile organic compound (VOC) was placed in a 2000 ml 

closed glass container with heating and homogenizer arrangement for the vapours 31. The 

relative change in resistance (Ar=ΔR/R0) was recorded for different concentrations. Baseline 

corrected peak response was represented as Ar,p. The chemiresistors used in this work were 

prepared by compression moulding (Thickness~100 μm) followed by crosslinking by high 

energy radiation to impart sufficient strength to function as a standalone sensing film. The 

electrodes were prepared by piercing gold coated pins in the 100 μm thick PDMS/CNT 

composite sheet. PTFE guides were used to hold chemiresistors, without blocking the 

exposure and to minimize vibrations due to vapour flow.  

5.4. Results and Discussion  

5.4.1. Electrical properties of PDMS/ functional-CNT nanocomposites 

DC electrical conductivity of PDMS/functional-CNT nanocomposites has been shown 

in Figure 5.1. PDMS/CNT-OH (hydroxyl functionalized) shows very poor conductivity 

where as PDMS/CNT-UF (unfunctionalized), PDMS/CNT-COOH (carboxyl functionalized) 

PDMS/CNT-NH2 (amine functionalized) nanocomposites showed good conductivity. The 

type of functional groups on CNT was found to play a critical role in the 

electron transport in nanocomposite. PDMS/CNT-OH was found unsuitable for 

chemiresistive sensors due to this lower conductivity. Impedance is a measure of cumulative 
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effect of inductance, capacitance and resistance present in a matrix. Its variation with AC 

frequency can provide important information about the type of electrical circuitry in matrix 

and conduction mechanism. AC conductivity value was measured for all nanocomposites and 

shown in Figure 5.2. PDMS/CNT-NH2 composites had the least impedance whereas 

PDMS/CNT-OH composites showed the highest impedance. It can be seen that impedance 

values were decreased with increase in frequency. Noteworthy, insulator type behaviour was 

observed in PDMS/CNT-OH composites over entire loading of CNT-OH (even at ϕ 

CNT=0.004-0.06). On the other hand, all others nanocomposites having CNT-UF, CNT-COOH 

and CNT-NH2 shows decrease in impedance values with increase in CNT loading. 

Impendence results clearly indicate a lower percolation threshold of CNT-NH2, CNT-COOH 

and CNT-UF than of CNT-OH in PDMS matrix. After ϕ CNT =0.009, the impedance of 

PDMS/CNT-UF, PDMS/CNT-COOH, and PDMS/CNT-NH2 composites showed a plateau 

followed by a rapid decline after a particular frequency. This behaviour is attributed to the 

capacitive effect of the matrix at higher frequencies. This observation suggests that 

functionalization dependent changes in the development of a percolated network of CNT in 

the PDMS matrix. 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 5.1: DC electrical conductivity of PDMS/CNT nanocomposites containing 

different functionalized CNT.  
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Figure 5.2: AC impedance values of PDMS/functional-CNT nanocomposites having 

different volume fraction of CNTs with frequency.  

 

Furthermore, the critical frequency (ωc) (i.e. the frequency after which rapid decline in the 

AC impedance was observed) was different for the composites of different functionalities, 

even at the same ϕCNT. For example, at ϕCNT=0.03, for PDMS/CNT-COOH CPC ωc was 12.7 

kHz whereas, for PDMS/CNT-UF CPC, it was 76.8 kHz and for PDMS/CNT-NH2 53.2 kHz. 

This difference in critical frequency reflects different mechanism of the electron transport in 

different CPCs. This is particularly important, as the emergence of the capacitive effect at an 

early frequency reflects inefficiency in terms of electron transport via tunnelling or hopping. 
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To understand the effects of CNT functionalities on electron transport and dielectric 

loss storage permittivity (ε') and loss permittivity (ε'') were also evaluated. Figure 5.3A shows 

storage and loss permittivity with increasing frequency for CPCs having different functional 

CNTs. PDMS/CNT-OH CPCs had around 40 fold lower storage permittivity at 1 kHz than 

PDMS/CNT-COOH or PDMS/CNT-NH2 CPCs. Nonetheless, in comparison to PDMS 

(storage permittivity~2.3, 1 kHz) the storage permittivity of PDMS/CNT-OH CPC (storage 

permittivity~6.2, 1 kHz) was about 3 fold higher. Generally CNT embedded in an insulating 

matrix is expected to behave as a microcapacitor and with the increase in the number of such 

microcapacitors, dielectric permittivity is expected to increase [294]. The markedly low 

storage permittivity of PDMS/CNT-OH CPCs can be attributed to the poor dispersion of 

hydroxyl functionalized CNTs in PDMS matrix, as was evident from the SEM analysis and 

high impedance. It may be noted that the agglomeration of CNT will reduce the overall 

surface area and thus the boundary layer responsible for capacitive effects. 

 

 

 

 

  

 

 

Figure 5.3: (A) Effect of CNT functionality on Storage (ε′) and Loss (ε") permittivity of 

PDMS/CNT composites. (B) Loss permittivity as a function of CNT loading.  
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The loss permittivity increased with increase in ϕCNT (Figure 5.3 B). This increase may be 

attributed due to formation of more CNT-CNT interjunctions with increase in CNT 

concentration, as the dielectric loss is an indicator of leakages through electron transport. 

However, the dielectric loss of PDMS/CNT-NH2 CPC was higher than that of PDMS/CNT-

COOH CPC over entire frequency range, though the both of them had comparable storage 

permittivity between 1000 Hz- 0.1 MHz (Figure 5.3 A). In the experimental frequency range, 

10 Hz- 10MHz, Maxwell–Wagner polarization and the contribution of dipole relaxations are 

expected to be negligible and mobility of electrons via tunnelling or hopping through CNT 

mainly responsible for the high dielectric loss [295, 296]. The major factor in facilitating 

electron transport within CPC is the interface between polymer and conducting filler, thus all 

these results points out better interfacial characteristics in PDMS/CNT-COOH CPCs than in 

PDMS/CNT-NH2 CPCs. At higher frequency (>0.1 MHz), where the capacitive effect due to 

the matrix are prominent, there was the significantly lower rate of storage permittivity decline 

in PDMS/CNT-COOH than in PDMS/CNT-NH2 CPC. 

5.4.2 Linear and nonlinear rheology: Molecular entanglement and CNT-CNT 

network 

Rheological analysis was expected to reveal critical information about the formation 

of the CNT percolated network in PDMS matrix, irrespective of electron transport 

(conductivity). Figure 5.4 shows the storage modulus values of unirradiated CPCs for 

different functionalized CNT. It can be seen that storage modulus (G′) increase with increase 

in angular frequency for all CPCs. At higher frequency composite behave like solid and 

viscous or liquid like behaviour emerges at lower frequency. As ϕCNT increases this frequency 

dependence decreases gradually due to formation of CNT network and incomplete relaxation 

of polymer chains.  
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Figure 5.4: Storage modulus of PDMS/functional-CNT nanocomposites containing 

different volume fractions of CNT of different functionalities, shear strain 1%, temperature 

70 oC. (A) PDMS/CNT-UF (B) PDMS/CNT-NH2 (C) PDMS/CNT-COOH (D) PDMS/CNT-

OH. 
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Figure 5.5 represents the changes in the shear storage modulus (G′) with an increase in CNT 

volume fraction for PDMS/CNT-OH and PDMS/CNT-COOH composites. It can be observed 

that PDMS/CNT-COOH composites had markedly higher storage modulus than PDMS/CNT-

OH composites. This confirms better interactions between CNT-COOH and PDMS and the 

formation of the percolated network of CNT-COOH at lower fraction in PDMS/CNT-COOH 

nanocomposites. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 5.5: Increase in storage modulus (G’) with volume fraction of CNT for PDMS/CNT-

COOH and PDMS/CNT-OH nanocomposites. 

 

Interfacial grafting and interaction of reinforcing filler with polymer chains are affecting 
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gauge the changes in the molecular entanglements in different CPCs. Molecular weight 
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�� =
���

��
��                                                       (5.1) 

Where ρ is mass density, R is gas constant, T is absolute temperature and Gʹ0 is the shear 

storage modulus at angular frequency 0.1 rad/s. Density of such entanglement can be 

estimated by 

�� =
�

��
�                                                          (5.2) 

It was found that with the increase in CNT vol fraction, an increase in entanglement density 

was observed for all CPCs with different functional CNTs (Figure 5.6). Highest entanglement 

was observed for PDMS/CNT-COOH and PDMS/CNT-UF where as lowest was for 

PDMS/CNT-OH nanocomposites. PDMS/CNT-NH2 nanocomposites also have significantly 

lower entanglement densities compare to PDMS/CNT-COOH and PDMS/CNT-UF. These 

results highlight the significance of CNT functionalities on formation of entanglement and 

extend of physical crosslinking induced by CNTs.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 5.6: Change in entanglement density as a function of CNT volume fraction. 
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Nonlinear rheological measurement was employed to further analyze the finer 

difference between PDMS/CNT-UF and PDMS/CNT-COOH nanocomposites in terms of 

CNT-CNT network formation and structural break down. Dependence of the shear storage 

modulus with stain amplitude is presented in Figure 5.7. It can be seen that with increase in 

shear strain value storage modulus initially does not change much, after a critical strain 

modulus decrease precipitously and attain a plateau at higher strain. The quantitative extend 

of filler-filler and polymer- filler interface breakdown can be obtained by fitting the datas in 

phenomenological Kraus model [300]. This model is based on the agglomeration and 

deagglomeration of filler networks under shear strain and given by 

��(�) = �′� +
�������

��(� ��)⁄ ��                                                              (5.3) 

 

Figure 5.7: Dependence of Shear storage modulus with shear strain for PDMS/CNT-UF and 

PDMS/CNT-COOH nanocomposites. Angular frequency 1 rad/s and temperature 70 oC. 
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decreases to a value half of (G′0-G′∞). The number density of CNT interconnection changes in 

response to applied strain and depends on γc. The structure factor m is related to the fractal 

dimension and depends on the geometric quality of filler network. The experimental data for 

all composites fitted well with the Kraus model (Figure 5.8A in all cases: R2>0.99). For 

PDMS/CNT-UF and PDMS/CNT-COOH CPCs critical strain γc as a function of ϕCNT is 

plotted in Figure 5.8B. It was observed that critical strain shifted to lower values with 

increase in CNT loading. Noteworthy, PDMS/CNT-COOH has higher critical strain than that 

of PDMS/CNT-UF CPCs for all CNT vol. fractions. Higher critical strain of PDMS/CNT-

COOH nanocomposites means the composites can withstand more strain or deformation 

without disruption of CNT-CNT network irreversibly. The result highlights better interfacial 

interactions between CNT-COOH and PDMS compare to unfuctionalized CNT and PDMS 

[301]. It is evident that more chemiresistive stress is required to break CNT-CNT network in 

PDMS/CNT-COOH CPC than PDMS/CNT-UF composites highlighting better chemiresistive 

behaviour. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 5.8: (A) Kraus model fitted data for PDMS/CNT-COOH nanocomposites. (B) Change 

in critical strain with CNT vol fraction in PDMS/CNT-UF and PDMS/CNT-COOH 

nanocomposites. 
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5.4.3 Effect of radiation dose on gel content and mechanical properties of 

nanocompoistes 

The linear and nonlinear oscillatory rheological studies were performed on 

unirradiated CPCs, therefore only provides information about the physical crosslinks and 

interfacial characteristics. However, high energy radiation induced crosslinking of matrix and 

interfacial modification of chemiresistors which were ascribed to be main factor to enhance 

the chemiresistivity of PDMS/CNT-COOH CPCs (discussed in subsequent section). To 

evaluate this effect of high energy radiation, the gel content and the mechanical properties 

were estimated. The gel content of the irradiated chemiresistors (100 kGy) containing 

different CNT functionalities is shown in Figure 5.9 A. It can be observed that in both 

loading of CNTs gel fraction 0.8 was lowest for PDMS/CNT-NH2 CPC; whereas highest for 

PDMS/CNT-COOH CPC (0.92). Additionally with increase in radiation dose gel fraction  

 

Figure 5.9: (A) Gel fraction of PDMS/CNT nanocomposites irradiated to 100 kGy 

with different CNT functionalities. (B) Gel fraction as a function of radiation dose for 

PDMS/CNT-COOH nanocomposites 
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 increased upto 100 kGy after that it get saturated (Figure 5.9B). The gel fraction is an 

indicator of covalent crosslinking of polymer chains. It may be noted that high energy 

radiation induces covalent crosslinking in PDMS; whereas entangle density (νe) reflects only 

physical crosslinking/chain stiffening related factors. Around 12% lowering in gel content in 

PDMS/CNT-NH2 composites than that of PDMS/CNT-COOH composites indicates the 

changes in the CNT-PDMS interfacial region.  It worthwhile to mention that, diffusion of 

radicals forms in CNTs to bulk matrix are difficult considering the high viscosity of 

composites and short time frame of radiolytic transformations. Thus alternation (inhibition or 

acceleration) of radiation induced crosslinking by CNT is expected to be localized effect. 

Aromatic amines are well-known for inhibition of radical recombination [302-304]. A 

possible mechanism could be hydrogen abstraction by polymer radicals formed during the 

course of radiation from amine groups (Figure 5.10). Thus lower gel fraction obtained in case 

of amine functionalized CNT containing composite could be due to the fact that radiation 

induces radical formation and hydrogen abstraction from amine group. Since CNT has a large 

surface area, such effects are expected to play a major role in lowering gel contained in whole 

PDMS/CNT-NH2 composites.  On the contrary, better gel content and good interfacial 

interaction between polymer chain and filler obtained in PDMS/CNT-COOH and 

PDMS/CNT-UF was due to formation of better graft network of polymers into CNT surfaces 

and is primarily responsible for enhanced chemiresistivity. Uniaxial tensile stress-strain 

profiles of irradiated PDMS/CNT composites are shown in Figure 5.11. It can be seen that 

with radiation dose tensile modulus increase for all nanocomposites corroborating the 

radiation induced crosslinking of PDMS. While at a fixed radiation dose PDMS/CNT-NH2 

nanocomposite has lowest modulus and PDMS/CNT-COOH nanocomposite has highest 

modulus. 
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Figure 5.10: Schematic representation of amine induced quenching of radicals via 

hydrogen abstraction in PDMS/CNT-NH2 nanocomposites. 

It may be noted that all these nanocomposites have same loading of CNT only different is 

that they have CNT with different functionalities. These results highlighting that CNT 

functionality plays an important role in modification of radiolytic transformation of 

PDMS/CNT nanocomposites.   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 5.11: Stress-strain profiles of irradiated (100 kGy and 200 kGy) 

PDMS/functionalized-CNT nanocomposites (ϕCNT=0.02). 
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The departure of elasticity from ideal behaviour due to interfacial grafting and physical 

crosslinking in nanocomposites was estimated using Mooney-Rivlin equation [305]. 

�

(��
�

��)
= 2�� + 2

��

�
                                           (5.4) 

where σ is the tensile stress at the elongation ratio λ is ratio to final to initial length (l/l0=ε+1). 

C1 and C2 are constants, reflecting characteristics of network. The value of C2, which is an 

indicator of departure from ideal elastomeric behaviour due to interfacial grafting and 

physical crosslinks [306]. To make contribution of strain hardening negligible [307] low 

strain data of two nanocomposites, PDMS/CNT-COOH and PDMS/CNT-NH2 were fitted to 

the above equation (eq. 5.4) and shown in Figure 5.12. It was found that the value C2 for 

PDMS/CNT-COOH is 0.70 and for PDMS/CNT-NH2 is 0.28. However, it may be noted that 

the applied strain range in tensile measurements is much higher than the shear strain imposed 

in linear rheology (1%). Together all these results, linear/ non-linear rheology and Mooney-

Rivlin analysis revealed better interfacial interaction and better entanglement density and 

higher covalent linkages in PDMS/CNT-COOH CPCs. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 5.12: Mooney-Rivlin plot for PDMS/CNT-COOH and PDMS/CNT-NH2 CPC 

irradiated at 100 kGy. 
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5.4.4 Surface energy, XPS analysis and morphological analysis of 

nanocompoistes 

All of the above analysis pointed out the critical role of CNT functionalities in 

mechanical and electrical properties of nanocomposites. It must be noted that the variation in 

functional groups in CNT can not only affects electrical properties of CPCs but also the 

affinity towards other chemicals. However in subsequent section it will be pointed out that 

the major mode of chemiresistivity in PDMS/CNT CPCs is due to the interaction between 

analyte vapour and PDMS chain thus ruling out a significant contribution of functional group 

led intrinsic change in CNT. Surface energy is an important parameter playing a key role in  

determining the interactions of two matrices with different chemical potential, such as a 

chemiresistor and the chemical vapours [308]. The surface energy of the composites was 

therefore measured to understand the possible effect of functionalities of CNTs (Table 5.1). 

Figure 5.13 shows the relative change in the surface energy of the CPCs with the inclusion of 

functionalized CNT (∆Surface Energy = Surface energy PDMS/CNT functionalized CPC –Surface 

energy PDMS/CNT-UF). It was found that PDMS/CNT-NH2 composites had the highest surface 

energy whereas the PDMS/CNT-COOH composites had the least. This lowering of surface 

energy further suggests better polymer-filler interactions in PDMS/CNT-COOH CPC [309]. 

Table 5.1: Contact angles, dispersive, polar and total surface energy of 

PDMS/CNT nanocomposite. 

Sample Water 
contact 
angle (o) 

CH2I2 
contact 
angle (o) 

Surface 
Energy 
(mJ/m2) 

Dispersive 
( mJ/m2) 

Polar      
(mJ/m2) 

PDMS/CNT-UF 100.5±1.05 70.6±1.09 24.08±0.21 22.54±0.17 1.52±0.04 
PDMS/CNT-

COOH 
109.6±0.66 83.4±2.66 16.66±0.42 15.79±0.37 0.87±0.06 

PDMS/CNT-OH 108.5±0.61 62.6±5.80 27.17±1.09 27.08±1.08 0.09±0.04 
PDMS/CNT-NH2 109.7±0.2 53.7±3.50 32.19±0.70 32.10±0.6 0.01±0.01 
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Figure 5.13: (A) Change in the surface energy of different CPCs with functionalized 

CNT, with respect to PDMS/CNT-UF nanocomposite; ϕCNT=0.06. (B) Schematic 

representation of possible polar-polar interactions between CNT-COOH and PDMS 

 

It was expected that COOH group is involved in dipolar interaction with oxygen atom 

presented in PDMS. This allows wrapping of CNT-COOH surfaces by PDMS polymer 

chains and leading to better interfacial characteristics. It may also be noted that such 

wrapping by PDMS chains will lead to encapsulate the polar groups of CNT and leaving 

nonpolar methyl groups at the outer surface (Figure 5.13B). Lowering of the surface energy 

of PDMS/CNT-COOH nanocomposites corroborates this assumption also. Similar results 

were also observed by Khare et al. on the effect of carbon nanotube functionalization in 

transferring the mechanical load across the matrix-filler interface in a cross-linked 

nanocomposites [310]. The chemiresistivity of a CPC, essentially, relies on the efficiency of 

the stress transfer from the matrix to the filler i.e. the overall disruption of conducting 

networks due to chemical-induced relaxation of polymer chains. When a matrix-filler 

interface is very weak, the interface region in the nanocomposites becomes more 

compressible thereby attenuating the effect of chemical-induced relaxation of polymer chains 

and vice-versa. 
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XPS analyses were performed to understand the differences in the functional groups 

present at the surface PDMS/CNT composites. Figure 5.14 shows wide scan XPS spectra of 

different composite and also the characteristics peaks of O1s (529.3 eV), C1s (282.4 eV), Si 

2s (152.0 eV) and Si 2p (101.0 eV) are identified [311, 312]. Since C1s is expected to include 

information about functional groups on CNT, a detailed analysis of C1s spectra was done 

from the deconvolution of functional groups peaks which can be clearly recognized (Figure 

5.15 A-D). Gaussian curve fitting reveals four distinct peaks of C 1s depending upon 

chemical environment of carbon atom; (i) C-C, C=C, and C-H were appeared at 284.6 eV 

[312] (ii) C-O, C-N and C-Si were appeared at 285.8eV [312, 313] (iii) C=O was at 286.8 eV 

[312] and (iv) COO was at 288.9 eV [312]. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 5.14: Wide scan XPS spectra of PDMS/CNT composites with different CNT 

functionalities. 
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Figure 5.15: Deconvolouted XPS spectra of PDMS/CNT nanocomposites (A) C1s CNT-UF 

(B) C1s CNT-COOH (C) C1s CNT-NH2 (D) C1s CNT-OH (E) O1s CNT-UF (F) O1s CNT-

COOH (G) O1s CNT-NH2 . 
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In addition to the main peak at 285 eV significant additional photoemission at higher binding 

energy was observed for all nanocomposites except PDMS/CNT-OH. Notably, the 

asymmetry of the main peak around 285 eV is clearly evident for all nanocompostes. Among 

them PDMS/CNT-COOH CPCs gives most asymmetrical shape having a shoulder in higher 

binding energy and PDMS/CNT-OH nanocomposite gives most symmetrical one. Analysis of 

O 1s spectra reveals presence of carboxylic group in in surface of CNT-UF and CNT-COOH 

nanocomposites. Whereas, this peak was absent in PDMS/CNT-NH2 and PDMS/CNT-OH 

based chemiresistors [314]. As discussed in the previous section that, even at the fixed CNT 

loading the dispersion and distribution of CNT in the PDMS matrix can be greatly varied. 

Therefore, no attempt was made to correlate the observed peak with the concentration of a 

functional group in the composites. 

Cryofracture SEM images of PDMS/CNT-COOH and PDMS-OH composites are shown in 

Figure 5.16 A-D. It is evident from the micrograph that CNT-OH forms agglomerated 

domains within the PDMS matrix; whereas, CNT-COOH was well distributed. The optical 

micrographs also confirm the poor dispersion of CNT-OH in PDMS (Figure 5.16E and F). 

The good dispersion of CNT-COOH in PDMS matrix is also predicted by surface energy and 

electrical conductivity results of composites. The better dispersion of CNT-COOH not only 

increase electrical conductivity, lowering percolation of CNT-COOH into PDMS matrix but 

also enhances the chemiresistivity towards toluene vapour compare to other nanocomposites. 

On the other hand the poor dispersion of CNT-OH is mainly responsible for poor electric 

conduction and hence unsuitability of such composites for chemiresistive applications. Also 

markedly low storage permittivity and high impedance value of PDMS/CNT-OH CPCs can 

be attributed to the poor dispersion of hydroxyl functionalized CNTs in PDMS matrix as was 

evident from the SEM analysis. 
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Figure 5.16: SEM of cryo-fractured PDMS/CNT composite, ϕCNT=0.06 (A) PDMS/CNT-

COOH, 2kX (B) PDMS/CNT-COOH, 10kX (C) PDMS/CNT-OH, 2kX(D) PDMS/CNT-OH, 

10kX, Optical image of (E) PDMS/CNT-COOH (F) PDMS/CNT-OH. 
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5.4.5. Chemiresistive behaviour of nanocomposites 

5.4.5.1. Effects of different functionality of CNT on chemiressitivity  

Radiation crosslinked PDMS/CNT-UF, PDMS/CNT-COOH and PDMS/CNT-NH2 

CPCs exhibited reversible chemiresistive behaviour for toluene vapour. All of these CPCs on 

exposure to toluene vapours showed a concentration-dependent increase in the resistance. 

Figure 5.17A shows the relative changes in the resistance of crosslinked CPCs with CNTs 

having different functional groups. All chemiresistors were exposed to the successive cycles 

of toluene vapour (100 to 1000 ppm) and air. The signal was reversible in nature as the 

atmosphere changed from toluene vapours to air. Typically response time (90 % of the peak 

response, t90) was found to be 90 sec, the resistance dropped rapidly to the half of the peak 

value t50 within 30 seconds. The response of chemiresistor containing carboxyl functionalized 

CNT was considerably higher at all concentrations than those containing un-functionalized 

CNT or amine functionalized CNT. Figure 5.17B shows the baseline corrected peak sensing 

response (Ar,p) of different chemiresistors for the different toluene concentrations.  

 

Figure 5.17: (A) Chemiresistivity of PDMS/CNT nanocomposites having different 

functionalized CNT (B) Linear fit of base line corrected peaks. 
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In the studied concentration range (100-1000 ppm) the sensing response was found to be 

linear. The sensitivity of the sensor was estimated from the slopes of respective graph. It can 

be seen that sensitivity was followed the order: CNT-COOH>CNT>CNT-NH2. At 1000 ppm, 

about 6 times higher responses were observed for PDMS/CNT-COOH chemiresistor than for 

PDMS/CNT-NH2 based chemiresistor. The basic mechanism behind the change in resistance 

in CPC based chemiresistors is the changes in the conducting network architecture due to the 

strain imposed by the relaxation of polymer chains resulting from polymer chain-chemical 

vapour interactions. In CPC based chemiresistors, power-law dependence of sensing response 

on the vapour concentrations is often advocated considering adsorption, diffusion and 

clustering. But in current study CNT percolated chemiresistors were used, which has much 

higher aspect ratio than the conventional conducting filler such as carbon black and metallic 

powders thus more long-range interconnectivity of conducting CNT-CNT junctions is 

possible. Such an increased range of interconnectivity allows electrical conduction even at 

higher concentrations of the toluene, entailing a linear chemiresistive response over a wide 

concentration range.  

Measurement of AC impedance values of CPC based chemiresistors under toluene field give 

an insight into electrical conduction mechanism and sensing mechanism of chemiresistive 

matrix. Impedance Z includes imaginary and real component. The real component Z’ is the 

measure of resistance of the composites and the imaginary component Z’’ reflects the 

reactance of the composites. The plot two components is a semicircle and can be represents 

by following relation.  
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where Rc is contact resistance and Ra is  the resistance of CNT aggregates. Figure 5.18 shows 

the effect of toluene field on the electrical impedance of the PDMS/CNT-COOH 

chemiresistor. The presence of a single semicircle in all chemiresistors is an indication of 

single relaxation time. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 5.18: Imaginary and real part of impedance under air and toluene vapour for 

PDMS/CNT-COOH chemiresistor. 

In the percolation region of a conducting composite the electrical conduction can be 

described as resistor-capacitor series. The electrical conductivity of such chemiresistors 

depends upon several factors such as contact resistance (Rc), the resistance of CNT 

aggregates (Ra) and the gap between aggregates (da). The contribution of da in the electronic 

transportation of chemiresistor can be represented by parallel plate capacitor. The capacitance 

of such a capacitor depends on the material’s dielectric constant, the contact area and the 

separation between the CNT aggregates. It is obvious from the Figure 5.18 that both curves 

overlap in the initial region but in the terminal region significantly departure was observed 

(marked with arrows). The results entails that there was a significant change in Rc while 

changing the environment from air to toluene. Rc in case of an semicircle can be estimated 
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from its radius whereas Ra can be estimated from the position of its centre (Eq. 5.5). As 

PDMS and toluene both have similar dielectric constant, there should not be any significant 

change in dielectric constant of the medium that could affect capacitive resistance at high 

frequency. Therefore, the observed chemiresistivity is primarily responsible for higher value 

of Rc. The CPCs upon exposure to toluene leads to higher contact resistance by increasing the 

gap between CNTs, thereby hindering the electron transport [315]. 

5.4.5.2 Effects of CNT loading on chemiressitivity  

Figure 5.19 shows chemiresistive behaviour of PDMS/CNT-COOH composites for 

two different loading of CNT-COOH against toluene vapour (100-1000 ppm). Both of these 

composites give linear increase in response with increase in toluene concentration. However, 

it can be seen that higher response was observed for lower loading of CNT-COOH. Indeed 

sensitivity, which was gauged from the slope of the curve showing in Figure 5.19B, was three 

times higher for ϕCNT-COOH =0.03 than ϕCNT-COOH =0.06 chemiresistor. Notably, it is expected 

that the cumulative interfacial layers length as well as the tendency to form agglomerates 

increase with increase in CNT-COOH loading. In addition to that the number of CNT-CNT 

interconnections was expected to be higher at higher loadings, as was evident from the lower 

resistance of ϕCNT-COOH =0.06 than ϕCNT-COOH =0.03. In case of higher loading, where more 

CNT-CNT interconnections are present, more chemiresistive stress will required to disturb 

the electron conduction thus decreasing the sensitivity. The relative change in the impedance 

with an increase in frequency for ϕCNT-COOH =0.03 and ϕCNT-COOH =0.06 chemiresistors under 

toluene and air is shown in Figure 5.19C. It was anticipated that the critical frequency (where 

impedance value decrease sharply) was much higher at higher loading; interestingly, 

however, under the toluene field, at ϕCNT-COOH =0.03 there was a significant change in critical 

frequency but at ϕCNT-COOH =0.06 the change is not that sharp. Such effect confirms that 
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chemiresistive effect was more pronounced in the ϕCNT-COOH =0.03 composites. This can be 

attributed to the fact that the density of the CNT-CNT network is lower at lower loading of 

CNT-COOH; such chemiresistors are therefore more prone to substantial change in resistance 

due to the increased gap between CNTs under toluene field [316]. It may be noted that the 

decrease in gel content with increase in CNT-COOH from 0.03 to 0.06 was negligible (~0.01 

i.e. <2%); therefore, the changes in the gel content are not expected to contribute much to the 

observed higher chemiresistivity of at 0.03 ϕCNT-COOH. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 5.19: Effect of CNT-COOH volume fraction on chemiresistivity (A) Sensing responses 

for PDMS/CNT-COOH CPCs with increasing concentrations of toluene (B) Relative peak 

change in resistance at different concentrations and linear fit of the data (C) Relative change 

in impedance in air and in the presence of toluene. 
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5.4.5.3 Effects of radiation dose on chemiresistivity  

Effect of radiation dose on chemiresistive behaviour of PDMS/CNT-COOH 

chmiresistors is shown in Figure 5.20A-C. The chemiresistors irradiated to different radiation 

doses were exposed to several cycles of toluene-air with increasing concentration of toluene. 

It was observed that upto 100 kGy, there was a significant increase in sensing response and 

then response get saturates (Fig 5.20B). The sensitivity of the chemiresistor was estimated 

from the slope obtained after a linear fit of sensing response (Ar) versus concentration curve 

and presented in Figure 5.20C. It can be seen that the sensitivity increases up to 100 kGy and 

saturates thereafter.  

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 5.20: Effect of radiation dose on chemiresistivity (A) Sensing responses of 

PDMS/CNT-COOH composites irradiated at different radiation doses. (B) Relative peak 

change in resistance at different concentrations at different doses and linear fit of the data 

(C) Variation of sensitivity with radiation dose. 
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Generally with radiation dose the crosslinking density and gel content is expected to increase. 

Theoretically gel content can attain a value of 1 whereas crosslinking density keeps on 

increase with dose. At high crosslinking density mesh size decreases which results a decrease 

in permeability of analyte molecules inside polymer matrix as well. In PDMS/CNT-COOH 

chemiresistor gel content increased up to 100 kGy (Figure 5.9B) and saturates thereafter. This 

close similarity between gel content-dose and the sensitivity-dose profiles supports the 

hypothesis that radiation assists the formation of PDMS-CNT linkages. It can be stressed that 

radiation can generate radicals both on CNT and on polymer chains which may subsequently 

recombine to form crosslinking network in bulk and/or may lead to form grafting of polymer 

chain in CNT surfaces (Figure 5.21 A).  

In previous section it was found that in PDMS/CNT naocomposites, there were formations of 

physical crosslinks, molecular entanglements and/or immobilization of polymer chains at 

CNT interface. It was also suggested that upon irradiation radiaolytic transformations in bulk 

was different from the interfaces thus polymer chain density/arrangements at the CNT 

interface will be different from bulk. To confirm this, effects of chemiresistive behaviour of 

unfunctionalized chemiresistors were also monitored (Figure 5.21B). Sensing response was 

found to increase with radiation dose for PDMS/CNT-UF chemiresistors as well, although 

the magnitude of response was much less than that of PDMS/CNT-COOH chemiresistors. 

This observation further confirms that the enhancement in chemiresistivity was primarily due 

to CNT-PDMS interfacial characteristics and was not much dependent on the bulk 

characteristics of irradiated CPCs. The impedance profile of the composites irradiated to 

different doses is shown in Figure 5.21C. It can be found that with the increase in radiation 

dose, the critical frequency shifted to a lower value, confirming the radiation-induced 



 
 
 
 
modifications of the interface and dominance of capacitive effects due to radiation

grafting/crosslinking at CNT-polymer 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 5.21: (A) Schematic representation of 

bulk and interface. (B) Relative change in resistance for irradiated PDMS/CNT

PDMS/CNT-UF chemiresistors 

Relative change in impedance in air and in the presence of toluene (500 ppm).
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Schematic representation of PDMS/CNT interface and crosslinks in 

(B) Relative change in resistance for irradiated PDMS/CNT

UF chemiresistors with increasing concentrations of toluene vapour (C) 
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5.4.5.4 Selectivity, reproducibility and detection limit of the chemiresistor 

The response of PDMS/CNT-COOH chemiresistor against different analyte vapours 

is shown in Figure 5.22A-B. Upon exposure to different VOC vapours, the sensing response 

builds up rapidly and saturated in about 100 seconds. It was observed that toluene exhibited 

highest response and then followed by benzene, chloroform, acetone, ethanol, and methanol. 

Negligible response was obtained for water (does not show in graph). The saturated response 

of an analyte relative to that of toluene is shown in Figure 5.22B. The cross sensitivity of 

chemiresistors which was obtained by normalising the sensing response of other VOCs with 

respect to the response toluene vapours. It was about 0.4 for benzene and was less than 0.1 

for other VOCs. 

The interaction of an analyte with the polymer composite based chemiresistive matrix 

depends on both kinetic and thermodynamic factors. Primarily, a chemiresistive stress within 

the CPC matrix was developed due to the diffusion of analyte molecules and relaxation of the 

polymer chains. This disrupts the electron transport in the matrix and leading to an increase in 

the resistivity of the matrix. The magnitude of the interaction between polymer and analyte 

can be expressed in terms of Flory-Huggins interaction parameter (χ12). χ12 depends on the 

solubility parameter of the polymer and the analyte and related to sensing response by 

�� = ���(���)��
                                                       (5.6) 

The sensing response of PDMS/CNT-COOH is plotted against χ12 in Figure 5.22B 

inset. It can be seen that the sensing response decreased with an increase in χ12. The equation 

5.6 fitted well (R2>0.99) for composites, suggesting the dependence of the response of the 

sensor on the polymer-filler interaction parameter. Since polymer filler interactions originate 

from the thermodynamics of the system, the high selectivity towards toluene can be attributed 
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to the relaxation of the PDMS chains under toluene atmosphere. Such a relaxation will build 

stress within the matrix, increasing inter-aggregate distance within the percolated CNT 

networks [317]. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 5.22: Selectivity and reproducibility of the chemiresistor (A) Sensing response 

for PDMS/CNT-COOH chemiresistors in the presence of vapors of different VOCs (500 ppm) 

(B) Normalized response of different VOCs with respect to the response of toluene 

(Ar(VOC)/Ar(toluene)) ; inset shows fitted data in eq.5.6 (C) Change in Ar after exposure to 

successive air-toluene cycles, three cycles of a fixed concentration were used followed by 

increased concentrations. (D) Reproducibility of PDMS/CNT-COOH chemiresistors against 

toluene vapour.  
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Sensitivity and reproducibility of the sensor are presented in Figure 5.22C and D 

respectively. The chemiresistor was exposed to three successive exposure cycles of a fixed 

concentration followed by three successive cycles of increased concentration. The signal was 

reversible and reproducible. The sensor attained 90% of peak response in about 90 seconds 

and 50% of the signal was recovered in about 30 seconds. The reproducibility of the signal 

was estimated from the relative standard deviation and was found to be 0.049 (4.9%). The 

sensitivity of the chemiresistors was found to be 0.008 ppm-1. The detection limit was gauged 

from 3.3σ/s and was found to be 1.5 ppm. 

5.5 Conclusions 

The present study highlighted the effects of functional groups on CNT on the 

chemiresistivity of PDMS/ functionalized CNT nanocomposite based chemiresistors. It was 

observed that CNT-COOH has better interfacial interaction with PDMS polymers compare to 

other functionalized CNT based composites. The better interfacial interaction of CNT-COOH 

leads to a marked enhancement in the sensitivity of the chemiresistor. Surface energy and 

XPS studies help to establish the CNT-COOH induced modification of PDMS filler 

interfaces. The PDMS/CNT-COOH chemiresistor showed good selectivity for toluene and 

had a wide detection range and good reproducibility. These results highlight the impact of the 

functional group driven changes at the CNT/polymer interface, on the electron transport 

within the matrix and its profound effect on the chemiresistivity. Furthermore, as the sensors 

exhibit reversible and reproducible response for multiple cycles, such chemiresistors will be 

useful as the standalone field sensors for volatile organic compounds. 
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6.1 Summary 

The objective of this thesis was to investigate high energy radiation processed 

conductive polymeric nanocomposites based chemiresistive sensors for sensitive detection of 

volatile organic compounds. Such chemiresistive sensors possess high prospect in the field of 

medical diagnosis as well as in environmental monitoring. A sensor has to be sensitive and 

selective enough towards target analyte to be viable used for biomarker sensor. Therefore in 

order to fabricate highly sensitive and selective towards a particular VOC, the 

implementation of different methodologies for the synthesis of conductive nanocomposite 

was strongly emphasized. For this purpose carbon nanomaterials such as NCB, CNT, hybrid 

nanofiller and different functionalized CNTs were used as the basic conducting material for 

chemiresistive sensors fabrication. The selectivity of the chemiresistors was imparted by 

judicial choice of polymer matrix because primarily analyte vapour interacts with polymer 

matrix only. Being an additive free tool high energy radiation was used to introduce optimum 

crosslinking and sometimes it can also being used to modify the interface of polymer and 

nanofillers.  

Radiation crosslinked fluorocarbon elastomer based conducting polymer composites 

chemiresistor was developed for sensitive, selective and reversible detection acetone vapour. 

Different network densities were obtained by irradiating with high energy gamma radiation. 

Irradiation using high energy radiation was found to improve sensing characteristics due to 

crosslink and alteration in filler-polymer interactions and diffusion kinetics of acetone 

vapour. It was found that the sensing response had a strong correlation with the fluorocarbon 

elastomer and acetone interaction parameter. Radiation crosslinked NR/CNT nanocomposite 

based chemiresistor can be useful in designing reversible chemiresistive sensor for the real-

time detection of Isoprene. Surface functionality of CNT played a crucial role to destabilize 
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the natural rubber latex by breaking the lipid layer and thus helping the coagulation process 

to form NR/CNT composites. Zeta potential measurement of NR particles and CNTs help to 

understand the underlying mechanism behind the coagulation method. Detection limit and 

sensitivity of the chmiresistors were found to be 50 ppm and 8.8 ppm-1 respectively. In case 

of PVB/CNT nanocomposites, that extremely low percolation threshold of CNTs in PVB 

matrix was observed and also found that the electron transport was mainly due to the 

tunnelling effect. The crosslinked PVB/CNT based CPC gives sensitive, selective and rapid 

sensing response towards ethanol vapour at room temperature. Various interactions of 

analytes and polymer have a strong correlation on chemo-electrical behaviour of 

chemiresistors and that in turn tune the selectivity of matrix.   

It was found that use of NCB and CNT nanohybrid and PDMS based CPCs 

chemiresistors are useful for detection of BTEX vapour. Uses of CNTs not only increase 

electrical conductivity but also lower the temperature dependence of resistivity is reduced. 

Detection range of VOCs was found to increase with CNT loading. A distinct pattern of 

analyte can be resolved by using an array of four chemiresistors with different CNT content 

with the help of principle component analysis. 

CNT functionality has a distinct effect on the chemiresistivity of PDMS/CNT 

composites. With the increase in radiation dose the chemiresistivity increased, suggesting the 

possibility of interfacial grafts and immobilization of PDMS segments on to CNT-COOH 

surface. The better interfacial interactions between the COOH functionalized CNT and 

PDMS translated in radiation induced modifications of PDMS/CNT-COOH interface, which 

eventually lead to a marked enhancement in the sensitivity of the chemiresistor. 
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6.2 Future study and Recommendations 

A more extensive study will be done to increase sensitivity and detection limit 

towards different VOC mixtures. New methodologies such as increase the surface area of 

sensor elements by introducing interdigitated electrodes or by using porous sensors may be 

adopted to enhance the interaction of analyte vapours and sensors. Furthermore, new 

nanomaterials such as graphene and graphene oxide which has large surface area may also be 

used to enhance interacting site with alayte molecules that in turn enhance the sensitivity of 

matrix. Efforts can also make to use porous polymer matrix, which will increase the diffusion 

of analyte molecule inside chemiresistor efficiently and thus will increase sensitivity. 

Moreover grafting of intrinsic conducting polymers like polyaniline, polypyrrole, 

polythiophene onto nonconducting and flexible substrate can be done in order to get an all-

polymer conducting matrix which can be used for standalone flexible chemiresistor. Further 

investigation required to explore the possibility of increasing the interaction between polymer 

and filler by covalent fucntionalization of carbon nanomaterials with various oligomeric, 

polymeric or inorganic molecules. Finally, real time monitoring of human breath and field 

detection of complex mixtures of VOCs will be extracted by constructing an e-nose 

composed of several CPC based chemiresistive sensor array.  
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Appendix 
 

 

A1. Composition of FCE/NCB nanocomposites 

 

 

 

A2. Composition of NRL/CNT nanocomposites 

 

Volume of NRL 
solution (ml) 

Dry rubber 
contained 

Weight of CNT Wt % of CNT Volume 
fraction of 
CNT (ϕ) 

25 
 

15 0.15 1 0.005 

25 
 

15 0.375 2.5 0.014 

25 
 

15 0.75 5 0.029 

25 
 

15 1.5 10 0.06 

25 
 

15 2.25 15 0.093 

Wt % of FCE Wt % of NCB Volume fraction of 
NCB (ϕ) 

Sample designation 

90 10 0.1 
 

VT10 

85 15 0.19101 
 

VT15 

80 20 0.23944 
 

VT20 

75 25 0.28814 
 

VT25 

70 30 0.33711 
 

VT30 

65 35 0.38636 
 

VT35 

60 40 0.4111 
 

VT40 
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A3. Composition of PVB/CNT nanocomposites 

 

Wt % of PVB Wt % of CNT Volume fraction of CNT 
(ϕ) 

99 
 

1 0.0067 

97.5 
 

2.5 0.017 

95 
 

5 0.034 

92.5 
 

7.5 0.0514 

90 
 

10 0.07 

85 
 

15 0.1 

 

 

A4. Composition of PDMS/NCB/CNT hybrid nanocomposites 

 

Sample designation Wt % of PDMS Wt% of NCB Wt % of CNT 

M0 70 30 0 

M1 69 30 1 

M2 68 30 2 

M3 67 30 3 
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A5. Composition of PDMS/ CNT and PDMS/ functionalized CNT nanocomposites 

 

 

Wt % of PDMS Wt % of CNT and 
functionalized CNT 

Volume fraction of CNT 
and functionalized CNT (ϕ) 

99 1 0.004 
 

97.5 2.5 0.009 
 

95 5 0.02 
 

92.5 7.5 0.03 
 

90 10 0.04 
 

85 15 0.06 
 




